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'TWAS TOWN MEETING DAV
»

Elections in Many Maine Cities
and Towns.

tills the Democrats lead at
the polls at noon, but the official returns
show the Republicans have carried six of
the seven wards, elected their mayor, six
Mr.
aldermen and twelve councilmen.

ballots, despite

Thayer received 559 votes against C. W.
Abbott, 834. The vote plainly showed a
Republican majority regardless of errors,
and both branchos are overwhelmingly at

MAINE,

PATRIOTISM
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RMPMtT

Artillery Bill Passed the House
Yesterday.

DEMOCRATS CARRY LEWISTON.

Lewiston, March 7.—After the most ex- ONLY THREE LONE DEMOCRATS
DEMOCRATS VICTORIOUS IN SACO,
and most warmly contested
oity
citing
LEWISTON AND BATH.
APPEARED TO OPPOSE.
eleotion for five
William H. Newell,
years,

A

Close

In

Contest

Rockland

While

Through In Forty Minutes »nd
Was Supported by Members of Both
Bailey
Parties in Speeches—Member

Bill Wont

Republicans Sweep the Newell carried five wards out of seven.
Many Republicans voted with the DemoOpposition to Republicans in
crats In opposition to the so-called CallaONE
Gardiner.
nnd
Auburn, Hallowell
Sore Because He Couldn’t Talk.
han county faction of the
Both the method and results when
Republican
FEESS.]
THE
TO
party.
[SPECIAL
Syrup of Figs is taken; it is pleasant
Washington, March 7.—There was supThe old line Republicans and Democrats
and refreshing to the taste, and acts
Saco, March 7.-Saco, which has long
excitement all over the House
pressed
have
control
of
the
the
of being one of
city government on
when the members assembled at noon
gently yet promptly on the Kidneys, had the reputation
This means a complete
the Joint ballot.
cities iu
Liver and Bowels, cleanses the sys- quietest and most orderly
today. The galleries were crowded. As
filled with exoltement today, change in subordinate city oftioials.
tem effectually, dispels colds, head- state, was
this was the day on which a motion
ALL ONE WAY IN AUBURN. g
and tonight bedlam reigned supreme.
aches and fevers and cures habitual
could he entertained to pass a bill under
The Democrats re-elected Mayor Samuel
Auburn, Maroh 7.—Mayor Nathan W.
constipation. Syrup of Figs is the L. Lord and carried fivo of the seven Harris, Republican, was re-elected today suspension of the rules, it was decided
only remedy of its kind ever pro- wards, making a gain of two couneilmen by a majority of 522 over George B. At- before the House met to take advantage
duced, pleasing to the taste and ac- over the election of a year ago. Mayor wood, Demoorat. Every ward went Re of this fact to pass the Hawley hill for
the creation of two additional regiments
ceptable to the stomach, prompt in Lord received more votes than last year, publican.
of artillery under suspension of the
its action and truly beneficial in its but his majority was somewhat reduced.
rules.
ROCKLAND REPUBLICANS WIN.
to
be
considered
a
used
Saco
Republican
effects, prepared only from the most
The debate on the bill was devoid of
7.—Tbe most exciting
March
Rookland,
is
now
in
It
county and state
sensation. The opposition to the bill
healthy and agreeable substances, its stronghold. but
in this city
held
has
been
that
election
for three years the Demowas confined, as was shown by the vote,
many excellent qualities commend it campaigns,
for years took place today and as a result to three members, two of whom spoke
crats have in municipal affairs had things
to all and have made it the most
a
against it on the iloor. Mr. Cox, DemoFersonal strife the Republicans carried the day by
much their own way.
The city for years has crat, of Tennessee, the ranking demopopular remedy known.
within the Republican ranks was the oc- small majority.
member of the military affairs comSyrup of Figs is for sale in 50 casion of the city’s overthrow, two or been a stronghold of the Republican party crat
mittee opposed the measure and, as he
its
labor
all
of
the
on
account
but
botties
cent
agitation
leading drug- three years ago and the ill feeling has not
by
controlled the time on this side of the
the
und
House, he yielded half of it to Mr.Jones,
gists. Any reiiable druggist who been entirely eradicated. The Democrats vote was greatly diminished
Citizens’ ticket was victorious in several Democrat, of Virginia who also antagomay not have it on hand will pro- were organized as never before. The adthe Republi- nized it. The democrats who spoke in
Albert W. Butler,
cure it promptly for any one who ministration kept big orews of laborers at wards,
elected by favor of it got the Iloor by the courtesy
wishes to try it. Do not accept any work shovelling snow, which had a can candidate for mayor being
of Mr. Hull, the chairman of the military
a majority of 89 over A. A. Beaton, CitiLord’s
to
increase
Mayor
tendency
committee.
substitute.
Mr. Bailey the demoorat
have
The
zens’
oandidate.
Republicans
leader was shut out and when lie asked
and his taking issue with the
citizens consent to address the House for three
CALIFORNIA FIG SYRUP CO. strength,
and
the
aldermen
elected
four
also added to
strikers in the York mills
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
council stands minutes it was refused.
Mr. Hull, in
his popularity among the operatives.
U three, while the common
NEW VORX. N.V.
LOUISVILLE. K'.’.
opening the debate explained briefly the
to- 10 to 11 in favor of the Republicans.
There was more noise in the city
necessity of these men to man the coast
SKOWHEGAN.
night, and more drunkenness was r#;n on
Even if no exdefences of the country.
the streets all day, that Saoo had ever
Skowhegan, March 7.—At one of the igency arose these men, he insisted,
known of on an election day. Two of the longest town
meetings held here for would be necessary to care for tho fortiand guns upon which we were
clergymen of the oity charged certain many years, the following officers were fications
_i.l__i~lmillions of dollars. Mr. Cox,
L. C. Emery, R. F. Par- expending
eleoted
today:
FOR
la snppt rting the bill, saidjlie would vote
Geo. L.
shop Into a beer garden and place of ker,
Nay, selectmen: H. K. as cheerfully as any man in the House
Geo. E.
carousal, but both political parties dis- White, collector;
Sampson, for this bill if it was needed for the nathe treasurer; L. W. Weston, C. A. Marston, tioual defense as a war measure, but lie
claim any official connection with
Women
nuisance.
L. F. Waltham,school committee; Hiram urged that the president as eommanaerhad authority to
The new city oouni! will be made up as Gilman, road commissioner; F. A. Nilan, in-chief of the army,
and Children.
detail meu from the other branches of
Democrats—Aldermen Albert auditor; A.
follows:
G.
B.
K. Butler,
agent;
tho service, the cavalry and infantry, and
Luther R. Moore, Warren C. Webb,
W. Cole,
dark.
The sum of $27,000 was that such details could man Jand care for
A choice line of goods.
James
various
raised for
Goodwin, Arthur F. Wentworth,
purposes. The real the coast defenses without ^increasing
Just right for this time of
John H. Hill, fight was on the school committee, which permanently the standing army.
C. Hooper; councilmen
Mr. Belknap, Republican of Illinois, a
Frank G. Deering, was reduced from 5 to 3.
year.
John E. Fernald,
son of ex-secretary of war Belknap, and
H. Hamilton, Oscar W. Stewart,
James
HALLO WELL. J
LARGE STOCK.
Mr. McClellan, Democrat of New York,
Bertram E. Lombard, Albert
Peyser,
March 7. —There was practi- a son of Gen. McClellan, both warmly
Augusta,
REASONABLE PRICES. William M. Harmon.
Republicans—
advocated the passage of tho bill, and
no
cally
opposition to the Republican
Aldermen John A. Libby, John T. EmerMr, Hay, Democrat of Virginia, created
Hnllowell today, Mayor Salford
In
ticket
the first open enthusiasm by declaring
son; councilmen, Albion Bootbby, Auand
the
entire Republi- himself in favor of taking every step
being re-elected
gustus Bowie, James L. Dennett, Alfred
can ticket being carried.
necessary to prepare for the emergency
S. Bradford.
SJrerf.
539 Congress
which confronts the country.
RICHMOND.
mar5
cltflstp
Mr. Jones, Democrat of Virginia, the
OLD ORCHARD.
other Democrat who opposed the bill inESPECIAL TO THE PRESS,!
sisted that the bill was not a war measISPECIAL TO THE PRE8S.1
Richmond, March 7.—At the 'annual
as it has been recommended for
Old Orchard, March 7.—The Republi- town meeting held today the following ure,
years. He said that it made a radical
nominees
by officers were chosen: Moderator, Henry
cans elected most of their
change in the line of promotion.
close majorities. The Citizens’ party suc- R. Drew; clerk, Charles D. Newell; seMr. .shafroth, Colorado caused a round
ceeded In electing Its candidates for street lectmen, overseers and assessors, Noble of applause when he expressed regret
voice should be raised
commissioner and constable. The success- Maxwell,
Henry F. Smith, Slias, E. that a single
such a bill as a shame. There
ful nominees are:
Skillins; treasurer, Wm. H. Stuart; au- against
was no denying the fact that our relaModerator—Edson H. Milliken.
ditor, Geo. B. Randlette; road commis- tions with Spain were on the eve of a
M.
E.
Edward
Selectmen—C.
StaDles,
sioner, Edward P. Curtis; superinten- rupture.
Yates, H. A. G. Milliken.
E. Alexander;
Mr Williams, Dem., Miss., said that
Clerk and Treasurer—W. J. C. Milliken. dent t of sohool, Homer
sohool committeo, Charles D. Newell, while his voice was now as ever for
Agent—Edward M. Yates.
it seemed absolutely certain that
Collector—Fred I. Luce.
Wm. A.
Bibber, Daniel Brown; town peace, was
I.
forcing us into war to extriChief of Fire Department—James
Spain
collector
of
Noble
taxes,
Maxwell;
agent,
cate the reigning family and herBelf from
Mackey.
The
L.
Theobald.
appropriations the desperate straits in which she was
Committee—Jared
School
Whitman, Alfred
an increase over the placed by her futile attempts to subjuFred Ellsworth. John Webber.
agregate $18,135,
Street Commissioner—Fred A.Whjttler.
appropriations of last year of $500. gate Cuba.
Constable—William A. Whittier.
If war has to come as a result of our
Among the items are the following:
Truant Offioer—A. O. French.
sympathy for those who were struggling
schools
and
lumber
$2800;
Roads, bridges
for freedom he would not refuse to give
SURPRISE
BATH DEMOCRATS
us to
measure to
and school
$4310; town debt, his vote to
Watervllle

ENJOYS

Field—No
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—
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Men,

(JESTER & MOWGLL,

THY THE NEW

CIGAR

“LaGriega”
Peifectos & Londres
3 for 25c.

10c,

The most dclieions

smoke

on

the

mar-

Bath, March 7.—The result of the city
election here today was a surprise to all
parties, John Torrey, Dem., being elected
The Democrats
mayor by two majority.
The Demohemselves expected defeat.
crats elected three aldermen and the ReThe seventh alderman
pnblioan three.
The
will be chosen at a speoial election.

Republicans

ket.

have a

majority

of the ooun-

cllmen.

At all dealers.

any

purposes,

THEMSELVES.

a vjx

March 7.—The election
today resulted in the choice of an entire new board of selectmen. The meeting will] probably continue for } three
r$ara

juajui

uuso^u

xuii

c/

x»uui.|

ceived 664 votes and Dr. Walter
ber, Rep., 662.

»v

O. Web-

prepare

The time for debate
$1000; Interest, $800; hydrant rental, meet the enemy.
and Mr. Bailey, who had not
had
$2050; night watch and lighting streets, been passed
able to get the floor, asked for con$800; salaries,^ $1160; Are department, sent for tbreo minutes.
Mr. Hepburn, .Republican of Iowa, ob$700; Memorial day, $75; snow, $17Cfl;
jected.
poor, $2000; contingent fund, $750.
Mr. Lewis, Democrat of Washington,
BAR HARBOR.
attempted, with others,to offer an amendBar

Harbor,

TKa

nffloos<o hlofstcwl tfirlaw

nrcim

Cl

a

follows:
Clerk, S. M. Rich; selectmen,
J. E. Bunker, H. E, Wakefield, L. A.
Austin; treasurer, Chas. F. Paine; road

MORNING, MARCH 8,
estimated at $6500; insured for
Estimated loss about $3500. The
building was flooded with water.

ment prohibiting the use of these two re.
giments to suppress strikes.
The great choThe bill then passed.
of ayes was offset by three voices on
rus
side—Messrs.
the minority
Cox, Democrat of iTennessee; Jones,Democrat of Vlrisrnia. and Todd, Fuslonist of Michigan.
was
Colombia business
District of
then takeniup and Mr. Bailey, as a method of resenting the refusal to accord him
the privilege of addressing the House on
the artillery bill, Inaugurated a filibusBoll call followed roll call for two
ter.
hours.
At 4 p. m. the House adjourned.
The session of the Senate was devoted
to the consideration of the District of
Columbia appropriation bill. At the hour
the bill had not been
of adjournment
disposed of and its discussion will be continued tomorrow.

Washington, March 7.—The Navy Department
today announced that the
oruiser Montgomery would relieve the
despatch boat Fern at Havana and that
the Fern would carry provisions and rela
lief supplies to Matanzas and Sagua
Grande. This is understood to he a satisfactory arrangement to the Spanish govrenment and will relieve the incident of
its irritating feature.
The decision was made known at two
o’clock this afternoon when the following
brief statement was posted by the bureau
of navigation:
“Montgomery will rallevo the Fern at Havana.
Fern will
carry provisions to Matanzas and Sagua
la Grande.”
This conclusion was reached after conferences between tho officials of the state
and navy experts and is understood to he
such an adjustment as will not lead to
further objection by the Spanish government.
unarmored
The Montgomery is
an
cruiser of about 2080 tons with an armament of ten guus. The plans of the navy
department are to have the Montgomery
that
start for Havana at once, in order
the Fern may return to Key West in time
to take on the relief supplies
reaching
there next Wednesday.
Captain Crowninshleld, chief of the
bureau of navigation says that no time
has been fixed for the stay of the Montgomery at Havana, as the only decision
thus far reached is that she will replace
the Fern there for the present. The
r s
goraery will be the first Unite’
-u
warship at Havana since
disaster.
MONTGOMERY SAILS TODAY.

Key West, Maroh 7.—Naval officers had
scarcely learned of Admiral Sicard’s order directing the departure of cruisers
Nashville and Montgomery for Matanzas
and Sagua La Grande
with supplies

for the
reconcentrados before an order
was issued rescinding it.
The
Montgomery is being hurriedly
coaled
and work on her will be carried
on through
the night. It is hardly expected she will leave for Havana before
her
and
departure may be furthmorning
er

delayed.

The official reason for the Montgomery’s
going to Havana is that she is merely
to relieve
the despatch boat Fern. A
naval officer who is aware of tho latest
ohange of plans, said he thought It most
significant that a cruiser of the Montgomery's calibre should be sent to take
tho place of a mere despatch boat.
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THE MARTIN TRIAL.
Mareh 7.—In the MarLanahnn continued his ad-

Wilkesbarre,Pa.,

tin trial Mr.
dress this afternoon, speaking until 5
o’olock. He reviewed the case very fully
and appealed particularly to the jury’s
love of law and order. When he concluded court adjourned.
In the morning, Mr. Palmer will make
the closing plea for the defense and District Attorney Martin will finish for tho
Commonwealth. They will take all day
tomorrow and Judge Woodward will deliver his charge on Wednesday.
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national honor, but many

both countries

highly in-
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and this inflamed sentiment in

flamed,

country reacts upon

one

the United

want peace, and mean

sentiment

the

inflamed

in tho other. Our government

probably resist if it no controlling
for

arises.

war

rea-

But it is doubtful

Fifty

and
men

for this

of

port

the American states-

reason

believe that

thig'conntry

means

considering

The re-
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into the

board

the

eral

Lee,

call,

as

No

Spain

over

Consul

refusal.

be

It may

Gen-

did not demand his

leaving

would like it,

firebrand

further trouble is

simply Intimated

but

should bo

of defense.

disaster may become a

Maine

Members of Congress Now Back
Administration As One Man.

be

successful. There seems to lie the danger,

so

thought likely to arise

that

re-

she

the way open for

stated that the ad-

ministration regards this Incident closed
far as the

so

two governments are con-

cerned.
STATEMENT FROM MR. BOUTELLE.
Which

Completely

Leaders From

Many Conferences Between the Administration Leaders Yesterday.

Washington,

Quarters-The EmPrepared by Hr. Cannon

in Ail

Capital

the

ergency Bill

the House

Yesterday
and Will Be Passed Bight Away-A
Bond Issue Wili Be Accessary if There
Was Presented

Trouble-Even

Be

Should

to

War Would Cost Half

Billion

a

From

lars-Statement

Brief

a

Hol-

Chairman

Boutelie of Aaval Committee.
ways and

[SPECIAL TO THE PBESSr.

Washington,

Cannon,

Mr.

ing.

millions of dollars

fifty
the President’s discretion
buy

among House leadmeasure

revenue

a

taxes should

needed

et

West.

Mr.

ing

The army bill

forenoon

Cannon

up

in 40 min-

for defense

measures

so

underway.

a

are

might

3

cated yet when he will bring up his fifty
million bill, but it can be done at any
if

unanimously

division of views

come

in

leaders of

the

bouse

the

opinion

day, but
parations,

of the

conflict

question

to the front.

tonight

with the administra-

It was not

a

on

spite of

the cool,

these

to

an

interview^

umcera yvuu

ominous^

pre-

level-headed leaders

reprewmauve

House in whioh the President, Secretaries
Long and Alger, Senators Allison and
Hale, chairman of the Senate committees
on appropriations and naval affairs, and
Messrs. Cannon and Boutelle, chairmen
of those committees in the House. Chairand means
man Dingley of the ways
committee
Congressman Grcsvenor and
Some days ago I
others participated.
received from the navy department a re*
quest for certain legislation in connection with naval affairs, but before action
could be taken the Secretary and President desired that the measures he temporarily withheld as possibly liable at that
time to inflame the public excitement and
because the objects immediately sought
could be otherwise obtainod. For maintaining silence in this regard I have been
subjected to very serious criticism in
the public prints, but that is wbat every
faithful
public servant must expect to
ondure from time to time. At the conference today it was deemed advisable to
give the publio tho assurance that Congress would Invest tho President with a
discretionary power to prepare for nil
emergencies which should be as broad as
the possibilities of events and, therefore,
instead of passing various bills authorizing specific action the several departments, a general credit of $50,000,000
should be reported by the appropriations
committee of the two Houses and placed
at the disposal of the President to meet
that may arise. Speaker
any exigency
Reed was in personal conference with the
President during the day and will probably prepare prompt aation upon the bill
in tho House. 0
“This legislation should not be interpreted as an indication that war is expected, but as a precautionary! provision
nnd assurance that the government at
Washington in all branches and without distinction of parties or persons, is,
and will be, solidly united in everything
that pertains to supporting our President
in the maintenance of just relations with
our fellow men and the upholding of the
national dignity and honor.’’
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doubt, that extensive prepa-
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for war
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gress, party lines, being for the moment
obliterated, will sustain the administraOno of the leading
tive departments.
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most significant action of the
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7.—-Congressman
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the Associated Press:
with Secretary Long
Saturday during which the subject
authorizing the President to provide
emergencies was disoussed, I suggested
desirability of a conference of the ex-
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means
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March 7.—There

C.,

D.

House

Criticisms of

Boutelle, chairman of the House naval
committe, made the following satement

the

The Host Intense Excitement Prevailed at
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Sbamefnl

Journals.

Veliow

of
for

precautions
promptly because in

degrees, NE, cloudy.
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at any moment.
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Continued
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Appropriation
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istrative

to

a

probable

It is

whether the Spanish government will

time,
THE WEATHER-

accident or untoward

moment.

can

for work at tho Biddeford mills,
has been an unusual stir In Washington
more help than t£was
so that there was
today. The leading members of Congress
turned
wero
needed and many
away.
The mill officials said this morning that have seen the President and there is talk
it is the intention to give preference to
'that
Spain is,com-

sary.

great persistence and adriotprecipitate

may

son

applied

the entire regular polioe force of the city
were on duty at the gates this morning,
but their presence proved to be unneces-

that reckless influ-

_

Blddeford, March 7.—All the departments of the Pepperell and Laconia mills
were started
up In full this morning,
after the shut down of seven weeks on account of the strike.
Besides
the
Pepperell and Laconia
operatives, many employes of the York
mills in Saco, where the strike is stili on,

TIME,

Anderson.
Chas. C. Adam*.
Thos.J. Little.
p eodtil

\

BIDDEFORD MILLS START.

ON,

orace

Preparations for War Openly Made
in Washington.

17T11

old employes and.that'few, if any, York
hands have been giveD work.
In anticipation of a possible attempt to
intimidate those who went in to work,

a

ness, and that an

States and

States is part of a scheme instigated by a
syndicate of adventurers. Their purpose,
he said, is to secure big commissions by
helping English and German shipbuilders
to unload on this government a number
on
ot unsaleable vessels built either
speculation or b.v contract with various
are
not
of the second rate powers that
able to pay for them.

Distributing Agents.

Agency

with

war

will come, al-

war

in this country are pressing towards

ences

event

March 7.—Charles H.
Philadelphia,
Cramp, head of the ship building firm,
declares that the widespread talk of Spain
buying warships abroad and the securing

boston,

ONE AT A

THROWN

not believe

though they admit

eouuve

QUIET IN GARDINER.
commissioner, Andel B. Leland.
HOT CONTEST IN EASTPORT.
Gardiner, Maroh 7.—City election today
passed very quietly, only candidate for
Eastport, March 7.—The city election
mayor, Hon. James Walker, Rep., being here today
was hotly contested.
The
All of
elected.
the regular nominees
Republican candidate for; mayor, Dr. W.
seoured their respective o ffices.
F. Cleveland, was defeated by Gen. S. D.
REPUBLICANS WIN IN WATER- Leavitt, Citizens’, by 165 majority. Dr.
16. M. Small was eleoted city clerk
by
VILLE.
Boston, March 7.—Local forecast for
The city council
the same majority.
of
FIRE IN AUGUSTA.
March
Democrats
7.—The
W’aterville,
Fair; warmer southerly winds.
five citizens and three republicans.
Tuesday:
stands
in
the
Watervi lie met their greatest defeat
Augusta. March 7.—Barbier’s dye
The election resulted in an entire change
city’s history today when C. W. Abbott,
liomlfe block was the scene of a stubborn
I.ocnl Weather Report.
of the oity goverment.
Republican, was elected over Frank L.
iiro tonight. The building was occupied
Me., March 7.—The ioca
FAIRFIELD.
Portland,
of
275
a
Thayer, Democrat, by majority
by Miss Lena Herbert, milliner, steam weather bureau office records as to the
There
votes.
were
eodlm
peculiar complications
Fairfield, March 7.—The town meeting
marl tu.tti&sat
dye bouse, and Emile Barbier, restau- weather are as follows.
in the ballot used owing to the officials held today was the most hotly contested
rant, with tenement above occupied by
8 a. m. Barometer 30.453: Thermomfailing to file with the city clerk Mr. ever held here E. S. Kelley. L. H. HolTotal value of eter 28; Dew Point 25; Humidity 88;
Ida Barbier.
Mrs.
SPECIAL MO TICKS.
the
nomination
eleoted
within
were
selectLawrence
B.
and
Thayer’s
paper
way
Wind calm: Velocitv 0: weather, clear.
time prescribed by the law, necessitating men. Miss Addie Lawrence was elected
8 p. m.
Barometer 30.448; Thermomthe introduction of the name of Wallace a member of the school board, the first
eter 34; Dew Point 30;
Humidity 80;
B. Smith, Democrat, used as a dummy time a woman has been elected a member
Wind S; Velocitv 4; weather, clear.
Mean daily thermometer 34; maximum
and which received about twenty votes.
of that body here.
thermometer 43; minimum thermomThe voter was obliged to
crass this DEMOCRATS WIN IN ELLSWORTH.
eter 24; maximum velocity wind 14, SW;
With Exhaust Fans
name and write or use sticker in voting
Elliworth, March 7.—Joseph M. Higtotal precipitation 0.
To draw dust away as fast as beaten out. for Mr. Thayer, causing 128 defective
gins, Dem., was elected mayor today b.v
1S8 majority, defeating Mayor Henry E.
That’s the way
Weather Observatloa.
Davis, Rep., after a lively canvass. Two
to Beat Carpets.
The agricultural department weather
Democrats and two Republicans aldermen
bureau for yesterday, March 7, taken
WE DO IT THAT WAY.
were eleoted and the vote in the remainat 8 p. in., meridian time, the observaing ward for alderman was a tie.
cu
fire
with
Skins
disfiguring,
r°rest Cii>
torturing,
tion for each section being given in this
H use and
FARMINGTON.
FfKTFR’^
tLOii.fl O s earn Gar et
Itching, burning, bleeding, scaly, and pimply
Works.
order:
Cleansing
Temperature, direction of wind,
The eleotlon in Farmington resulted
humors, instantly relieved by a warm bath
state of weather:
13 PREBLE ST., cpp. Prebh House.
with Cuticuka Soap, a single application of
as follows:
Boston. 44 degrees, SW, cloudy; New
Cuticuka (ointment), the great skiu cure,
We do up Lace Curtains FIXE.
Moderator—Elmer K. Richards.
“When the doctors considered me
York, 40 degrees, SE, partly cloudy;
Clerk—Lewis Voter
and a full dose of Cuticuka Resolvent.
incurable, Ayer’s Cherry Pectoral
Selectmen—Albert F. Gammon, Win,
Philadelphia, 42 degrees, SE, clear;
H. Pearson, Joseph W. Fairbanks.
Washington, 46 degrees, SE, clear;
A DAMS & C O ,
A N D E Pi S
cured me of
Treasurer—Jos. C. Holman.
Albany, 38 degrees, NE, clear; Buffalo,
G.
Mailett,
I
School Committee—W.
46 degrees, E, clear; Detroit, 40 degrees,
Fire Insurance
Charles A. Gould.
NE, clear; Chicago, 52 degrees, E, clear;
B.
Commissioner—Leonard
Road
St. Paul, 52, S, clear; Huron, Dak., 54
31 Exchange Street.
Sol.
Core..
1“
sold
throughout the world. Potter P. X- C.
Bangs.
dogeees, SE, cloudy; Bismarck, 56
How to Cure Torturing Humors,” free.
Props., Boston.
First Class American and Foreign Companies
town meeting at Sharon last
At the
L. B. LARDINOIS, Rosiere, Wia.
degrees, SW, clear; Jacksonville, 54
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FERN WILL TAKE SUPPLIES.

their command.

Democratic and Citizens’ candidate today
defeated Wilbur H. Judkins, present Republican mayor by a vote of 1973 to 1600.
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The purpose is to enlist such
had service in artillery where
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possible and doubt is entertained
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A Pleasure at Last.
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1

as

ever

that

plenty of material of the right kind will
The officers of the new regiment,
offer,
selected. It is the plan to
ure now being
soldiers from existing artillery
16
assign
regiments as the nucleus of each new
to take hold of and break in
who are enlisted. The headof
one
of the new
regiments
quarters
will be established at Fort Slocum, in
Long Island sound, commanding New
The destination of the other regiyork.
ment ha* not been decided upon.
company
the men
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SPAIN WITHDRAWS REQUESTThe

General Tee Incident

Now Believed

To Be Closed.

t\

r
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A'o Trouble.

Ao Afuss.

March 7.—Spain has withdrawn her request for the recall of Consul General Lee, and it is now believed
that the Incident is practically closed.
today in the
The withdrawal came
of an official communication from

Washington,

shape

Minister Woodford.
It is stated that the request was never
put in the 6hape of a demand, but that
it was merely a suggestion on the part of
Spain, and when she found that it would

WASHES
AT ONE
..

and

DYES|g

OPERATION

ANY COLOR.

|

forj|

The Cleanest, Fastest Dye
Soiled or Faded Shirt
Blouses, Ribbons, Curtains, Under-

Waists,j|

not be
pleasantly received by this country she promptly receded.
The navy department announced this
that the orulser Montgomery
afternoon
wonld relieve the despatoh boat Fern at
Havana and that the Fern would carry
provisions and relief supplies to MatanLa Grande.
zas and Sagua
The Piesident, Secretary LoDg and Assistant Secretary Day have been in consultation much of the day.

Continued from First

Page,

lity Government Transacted Con-

to contribute $5000 to the
Franklin, Somerset and Kennebeo railroad, was declared illegal because taken
by hand count. A new vote was taken
today and it was deoided to give the road
year the

vote

the same sum.
DAMARISCOTTA.
Damariscotta. March 7.—At the annual
town meeting Monday the following were
elcoced:
Moderator—G. H. Weeks.
Clerk—E. R. Castner.
H. R.
Selectmen—K. M. Dunbar,
Hutchins, F. W. Day.
Treasurer—E E. Philbrook.
Road Commissioner—Chas. W. Stetson.
School Committee—George H. Weeks,
Frank M. Roflin, Albert 1. Phelps.
It was voted to raise $350 for schools,
$75 for text books, $000 for a new school
house, $50 for repairs on school building,
$1650 for interest, $1000 for sinking fund,
$1000 for hydrant rental, $300 for support
of poor, $150 for lire department, $1200 for
highways and bridges, $25 for Memorial
day, $25 for care of town clock, $300 for
$300 for current,
snow bills year 1807-88,
xpenses.
NEW CASTLE.

Newcastle, March 7.—At the annual
town meeting held in Newcastle Monday
the following oflioers were elected:
Moderator—D. S. Glidden.
Clerk—Alex. Farnham.
Jonathan
A.
Hall,
Selectmen—A.
Dodge, Andrew Came.
Treasurer—S. D. Wiggin.
was
The article In relation to water

SPAIN MADE A MISTAKE.

DEPOT,%

responsible

Bearce.
s aocurate, the
report
Superintending School Committee—E.
matthe
C. Teague, Mrs. Emma Phillips, Howard
Spanish prime minister brought
ca;u vjj
iD
U11U.
xu
glill'3/
ter to Minister Woodfords's attention, at Merrill.
C
T»
PlaTiotiflonn
will have the disposition of this money
the time suggesting that General Lee’?
that it by no means follows because Con- recall would be gratifying to Spain. It
FALMOUTH.
while for Spain
a great
gress places such a sum in tha control of did not require
7.—The following
March
that Lee had been, according
discover
to
Falmoutb,
to
feel
bound
he
will
that
the President
United States authorities, incor- town officers were elected today;
to the
spend all qf it. Those who look for a rectly represented.
Moderator—H. J. Merrill, D.
wholesale purchase of warships from the
Selectmen—F. B. Blanchard, D.; H. J.
Before the discovery was made the reply
refusing to heed Merrill, R.; Nathan S. Clifford, D.
bargain counters of European bui'ders are of President MoKinley
S.
a
determiTreasurer—A.
and
Town Clerk and
expressing
the suggestion
likely to be disappointed. The Navy De- nation
to keep Lee at Havana w'as re- Noyes, D.
to
make
is
inclined
from
her
partment at present
Collector—J. E. Merrill, K.
ceived. Spain then retired
hut one purchase of ♦his kind, at first at
Superintendent of Sohools—D. W. Lunt,
position, basing her retirement on tho
least, in the shape of a substantial iron ground that the origin of the suggestion R.
of
clad. It does desire to get possession
had been founded on a misapprehension
Appropriations for schools, $2000; for
of torpedo
several of the larger ;dass
of faots.
highways, Si0;)0; poor, $200; out poor and
noat destroyers such as the Sokol, of the
insano, $200; bridges and culverts, $206;
HOW BEQUEST WAS MADE.
Kussian navy, vessels of 300 tons, able to
contown officers, $600; snow, $1000;
keep the sea in bad weather, a weak point
Madrid, March 7.—The details of Span- tingencies, $200; text books, $100; school
of
enorand
with our own hoots,
capable
ish request that the United States gov$125.
But such ernment recall Gen.jLee from his post as houses,
mous speed, such as 32 knots.
SCARBORO.
craft are not for sale at all times; they consul general of the United States at
are built to order generally and could not
Havana, are as follows:
March 7.—The town offioers
Scarboro,
in
less
than
manner
in
this
has
a
1 e procured
United States Minister Woodford
of Scarboro elected today were ail Demosis mouths from the date of contract un- conference at the Spanish foreign min- crats
They were:
except first selectman
The offers
GulSenor
with
less special prices were paid.
lost
Thursday
isiryfon
Selectmen—Fred M. Newcomb, John H.
who
of ships to the Navy Department are now
the minister of foreign affairs,
lon,
Turner
and
Leavitt
Knight.
Senor Gullen exassuming definite and formal shaps. To- acted as Interpreter
Clerk—E. S. Oliver.
day Secretary Long received a call from pressed the desire of the Spanish governGraffam.
H.
Treasurer—W.
Maxim ment that Gen. Lee be recalled as proof
A. E. Line, representing the
School committee—Fred E. Moulton,
Nordenfeldt company and the agent for- of the good will of the United States.
W. H. Graffam, Charles E. Libby.
vernl war vessels now nearing compleGen. Woodford cabled immediately to
Road Commissioner—Alvin Moulton.
tion in large foreign shipyards. These^in- Washington
on
the subject and tbe reAdjurned until tomorrow at ten a. in.
clude two oruisers of the type of the Cin- ply of the United States government was
BRUNSWICK.
cinnati, which was designed to be twenty communicated to Senor Gullon on Satknot vessels and two iron clads of four- urday.
The full Republican ticket was elected
teen knots, which would be called third
Some of the Spanish provincial papers
as follows;
class battleships under our rating. These referred to the matter yesterday, but the here,
is
underand
it
Moderator—Barrett Potter.
;."e now open to purchase,
newspapers of Madrid have not made any
Town Clerk—Thomas H. Riley.
stood that Mr. Lane’s visit was in this reference to it.
Selectmen—Charles E. Townsend, Emconnection.
They are well along toward
SPANIARDS TAKE TORPEDO
ery A Crawford, Anthony J. Bradley.
completion and all four, it is said could
Road Commissioner—Wm. H. Coombs.
be in coinmis ion within a few months.
BOATS.
Tax Collector—L. E. Smith.
They were designed for one of the South
Treasurer—John T. Wintchell.
American rep blios, but there is said to
Glasgow, March 7.—The crews to man
would
which
Town Agent—S. L. Holcomb.
be no obligation
prevent the Spanish torpedo boats Osado and
States.
School Committee—G. M. Elliott, F.
their acquisition by the United
built by the
Andez, which are boing
Mr Lane recently sold the navy depart- Thompsons for Spain, have arrived here. V. Gunner.
C.
of
Sohools—F.
the Maxlm-Nordenfeldt It Is expected that the boats will be comment sixty of
Superintendent
rapid fire guns and his standing with pleted on Friday or Saturday when they "Robinson.
Mr.
his
J.
as
to
such
Committee—H.
is
Town
Given,
officials
representa- will go to Ferrel, Spain, where they will
give
tions as to ships much weight. There are take on board their armaments. From Colby, Charles E. Townsend and G, M.
things that are wanted much more than Ferrel, the Osado and Andez will go to Elliott.
w ar.-hips in case of trouble, and the army
Cuba.
BRIDG TON.
shares these needs, so that a fair proportion of the 150,000.000 would have to go to
SPAIN BUYING AMMUNITION.
Bridgton, March 7— Srldgton municipal
the war department. These are abundant
The apLondon, March 7. —Two separate com- eleotlon took plsoe here today.
supplies of shot and shell and powder. missions
of Spanish officers arrived in propriations are as follows:
Schools,
The army is as short ns the navy of these
ammunitIt has been found that London last week, to purchase
es-ential stores.
$8560; High school, $1100; sohool books,
ion.
there will not be nearly as much difficulThe officers elected
$400; repairs, $500.
COURT OF INQUIRY AT WORK.
ty In securing modern arms for the navy
follow:
even on a war foeting as was anticipated.
Havana, March 7.—The court of inquiry
Clerk—Daniel M. Crockett.
This Is because certain private gun
held its usual session today, examining
Selectmen, etc.—Charles E. Fessenden,
makers have ust brought out a type of
the divers’ plans.
and
Powelson
Ensign
Edward P. Carman, Frank H. Burnham.
repeating rifles very similar in general The
divers work when they deSpanish
Treasurer—Charles E. Gleason.
the
to
the
features
army rifles, using
sire to do so. The day was beautiful and
Trustee of School Fund—Charles E.
same cartridge of thirty gauge and with
In clearadvanoed
wreokers
steadily
the
The
fire.
about as great rapidity of
articles of Gleason.
the
debris.
Many
away
ing
Town Agent—Augustus H. Walker.
ilautsof these companies are so extenvalue to the offloers of the MaiDe
Collector of Taxes—John F. Davis.
sive that they could turn the arms out personal
as
the
work
time
from
the
recovered
In are
Auditor—Edward C. Wralker.
very rapidly so that the Springfield
Hoad Commissioner—Walter E. Hnzen.
the hands of the militia could be replaced progresses.
Committee—James C. Mead,
School
iu shortjojder,
j2
It is said that no contracts for the purHiram T. Jones, a prominent business David B. Holt, D. Eugene Chaplin.
chase of naval ammunition have been man of Bangor, died last night at the ago
Superintendent of Sohools—J. Lonville
Bennett.
closed, but the department has informed of 63 years.
itself fully as to how speedily it oould
FRYEBURG.
kind of ammunition and
securo every
This
To be the
supplies in case of emergenoy.
March 7.—At the town meetFryeburg,
mother of
inquiry has shown that the facilities of
of Fryeburg today, tbe
following
this country are ample to meet any demany children ing
mand for powder, projectiles, cartridge
is
ranked offioers were elected:
These supplies
i among nature’s i
cases, prwvrs, fuses, etc.
Moderator—B. W. McKeen.
iu OLVJLik.,
iu
ars Uvo iiOJ-yL
iiuncvui, auu
\ chief bless j
Gordon, David
Selectmen—William
case of
emergency they would have to
ings but | tmanuier, xnomas ooanra.
be made on order. It is said that the
.when the !
Clerk—Norman Charles.
'cares of
capacity of one firm for turning out the
Treasurer—J. F. Merrill.
brown prismatic powder required by the
th® busy
35 ^
Road Commissioner—E. C, Buzzeil.
^
naval department is live millions pounds
housewife
Tax Colleotor—F. Davis.
would
more
which
than
a
meet
added
to
the
are
month,
trials
Superintendent of Schools—Charles C.
the demands o( a conflict.
of frequent motherhood, Warren,
While no exact estimate had been made
it is too great a burden
School Committee—Rev. B. N. Stone,
of ihe share of the $50,000,000 approprifor a woman who is not in Rev. E. H. Abbott, George O. Warren.
alion allotted to ammunition, it is roughhealth
and
condition.
'prime
The appropriations were as follows: Rely stated that at last 410,000,000 would
Every woman who is called pairs on roads and bridges, $2000; support
cost
lie ussiened, owing to the enormous
upon to bear the ordeal of of poor, $900; ourrent expenses, *1000;
of refilling the ammunition chests of the
bringing many children into support of schools, $1400; school books,
now in service.
At present
war ships
the world needs the
support $150; Interest on town bonds, $640; breakthere is not enough ammunition on hand and reinforcement of that wonderful
ing out roads, $500; Grover Post, G. A.
for
one refilling beyond that now on
strength promoting “Favorite Prescrip- R., $25.
cost
beard. A single refilling
$3,000,000. tion” originated by Dr. R. V. Pierce, chief
first-class battleship carries 400
Each
CORNISH.
consulting physician of the Invalids’ Hotel
tons of ammunition with the amounts on
and Surgical Institute, Buffalo, N. Y., and
Maroh
7. —The
following
Cornish,
hand and the refills which are being cal- one of the most eminent of living specialthe navy would have an
culated on
ists in treating the ailments of women.
officers were elected today:
even if the
of
ammunition,
ample supply
Moderator—James C. Ayer.
Mrs. David H. Langley, of Lancing, Morgan
ships were called into frequent action.
eto.—Howard
Co., Tenn., iu a recent letter to Dr. Pierce, writes:
Selectmen,
Brackett,
of $50,000,000 for “I am now
The appropriation
old and have given
years
Parker, Asa E. Kimball.
Elihu
thirty-six
the
not
Involve
birth
will
to
ten
I
the national defense
children. Eight only are living.
H. Parker.
Treasurer—George
have twin boys six years old. The same spring
issue ot bonds.
Town Clerk—William R. Copp.
This announcement was made by the after they were born I was confined to ray bed
all spring and summer with female complaint;
Superintendent of Schools—George F.
treasury officiasl who stated that the had it so badly I could hardly walk around the Mill ward.
prepared to meet house without feeling worse. I was restless at
rreasuiy was amply
School Committee—Howard Braokett,
any demand that will likely be made upnight, sleep almost left me, and I was almost a James C. Ayer, Edward B. Pugsley.
the skeleton. I did not call my doctor as I had tried
on It.
On February 1 the cash in
Road Commissioner—LeRoy F. Pike.
of the doctors twice before when I was down with
amounted to $856,071,766,
treasury
Collector of Taxes—L. F. Pike.
the same trouble, and my husband paid out a
was
which $204,063,971
gold; $51I,8o8,834
Constable—James C. Ayer. EeRoy F.
deal for me. I received no lasting benefit;
silver; $107,564,958 paper currency and great
All Republicans.
I had almost lost all hope of ever being able to Pike, John Parker.
$33,084,002 disbursing officers’ balances, do anything. My husband had to work very
cash on band
The
net available
etc.
hard and I could not even attend to the babies.
HARRISON.
above all liabilities amounts to $220,664,- No one can know the distress of my mind as
well as body. Dr. Pierce’s Favorice Prescription
HarrDon, March 7.—Town officers for
203.
was the only medicine that seemed to do me any
for 1898 were eleoted today:
It is not felt at the navy department
After I had taken the first bottle and Harrison
good.
that the people of the Montgomery are
Moderator—George S. Pitts.
part of the second, I could sleep well and all mv
risks
in
to
better.
I
believe
I
took
taking any particular
going
troubles began to get
Clerk—Howard L. Sampson.
Havana at this time, for it is said that eight bottles and then I felt like a different
B. Caswell.
Selectmen—A.
A. W.
even should hostilities break out, it is the
person. I gave birth to another baby and my Weston, J. S. Chaplin.
old complaint came back. I began U6ing the
rule of honorable warfare, that they be
Howard.
was
soon
relieved
Agent—Joshua
and
Favorite Prescription
given safe coDvoy out of the waters of and was able to do my work, including the
Treasurer—A. S. Pitts.
the hostile country. Of course Geu. Lee washing.”
School Committee—Dr. J. P. Blake,
and the members of the court of Inquiry
C. B. Sylvester, W. L. Grover.
D.
Mothers would be immensely helped in
jvould be equably exempt
at Havana
their children strong and healthy
Supervisor—George S. Pitts.
raising
molestation.
from
Road Commissioner—James Thornes.
the sound professional advice contained
The oommandor of the Montgomery is by
in Dr. Pierce’s Common Sense Medical AdJames Thomas oolleects taxes for 1.4
Commander Converse. The ship carries viser. This
thousand-page book will be cents. The artiole to raise by loan $6000
a crew of 228 men of all classes.
sent free for 21 one-cent stamps to pay the
Without delay the officers of the adjuAddress, World’s to invest in Bridgton and Saoo River
cost 0/ mailing only.
tant general’s department today gave
Dispensary Med. Assn., Buffalo, N. Y., or stock, was passed over by a large majoriorders for recruiting the two new mili- send
31 stamps for a cloth-bound copy.
authorized
ty.
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siderable Business.
EAST COMMERCIAL

Congress.

DIS-

report

which

showed

the

Lehmann

and

Niokalls in

and
a

Recent Book.

reoelpts of

the committee to be $7,005.69, and the exThe London Illustrated Sporting and
penditures $6,859.20, leaving a balance of Dramatic News, In commenting upon a
5146.47 to be returned to the city. Alder- recent
publication upon rowing matters,
man Rounds moved that the report be rewant of a
says: “There was a decided
on
file
in
and
the
placed
ceived
oity
volume on rowing; such a
handy
good,
auditor’s office and where any person may
without entering too much into
ono as,
see the amounts paid to the ooramittee by
would give a man who thought of
detail,
jutside individuals and the amounts paid
a clear idea of the art

becoming

out.

an

oar.

and of its pleasures and rewards. R. C.
Lehmann, whose devotion to the oar has
■eport placed before the committee on ac- been well known for 20 years, has pro;oants to be examined. He said he under- duced a
capital addition to the Isthmian
stood that $1300 had been taken from the library, and his book will be read with
leaks’ Island to Have a Water Company
sontingent fund to pay some of these bills
equal interest by novice and old hand.
Pension
and Fire Protection—Poliee
had
md he wanted to know how this
There is no royal road to rowing, and
Hill and Other Matters.
jeen done.
butjVery few examplos could be produced
Alderman Rounds said he considered it of first rate oars who have not learned
The last regular meeting of the city
last evening.
In an insult to have the report of this com- the rudiments on fixed seats. Mr. LehI government was hold
He was
uittee questioned by any one.
>oth branches all of the members were
mann utters a very much needed caution
perfectly willing it should be examined when he advlses> coaoh to start his men
1 ire sent.
Bee
but
he
ono who
wanted to
it,
short slides, for one with a play of
on
UAYOR AND BOARD OF ALDERMEN jy any
lid not like the slur on the committee, eight inohes, coming to a point six inches
An order authorizing the printing of
tfo should ask that other special commit- from the work, will give a man confiho city reports in the annual report of
secs which had expended money during dence at first, and enable him to master,
ho city auditor had a passage.
she past year should make a detailed re- instead of being run away with, by his
An order referring the claim of James
port as the Fourth of July committee had seat. The length of the slide can be gradJohnson and 'Williaai Findloy for
r.
lone, and particularly would he ask for a ually Increased as a man becomes used to
lamages to their property caused by the ietailed report on the entertainment of
the work.
juilding of Tukey’a bridge to tne next She officers of the steamship Pallas.
The chapter on senlllng is written by
:ity government had a passage.
Alderman Leighton said that the city
Niokalls, and few men are more
Guy
wero
to
G. J.
Building permits
granted
bad appropriated $800 for the Pallas enterto deal with the subject. Mr.
competent
McDonald for a house on Island avenus.
tainment. Of this amount $260 had been Nickalls Is equally proficient as an oarsPeaks Island, and to Joseph Winslow to
had
been
rebalance
the
expended and
man and as a sculler, but many excellent
■reet a two story wooden house at 95
He understood that
turned to the city.
inferior oars.
amateur
scullers prove
street.
Vlunjoy
the committee on July 4th had incurred The reason
is that in a sculling
probably
Orders authorizing the city auditor to
and boat a man has to depend entirely on
bills to the amount of $1300 over
transfer all unexpended appropriations to
in an eight,
above the amount collected and
appro- himself, and when placed
his style to
tpproprlations which have been expended
This amount had finds It difficult to assimilato
by the city.
priated
that of another man, or to go at another
n order to
balance his books and transbeen paid from the contingent fund. The man’s
reason
to
the
As
why heavypace.
:ering all unfinished business to the noxt
are
good scullers
July 4th committee had exceeded its weight oarsmen seldom faot
that they fre:ity government were passed.
It seems to lie in the
authority.
A claim of Patrick
J. Flaherty of 22
get muscle-bound in the shouldAlderman Rounds asked the Mayor if quently
lack the elas
therefore
and
ers and arms,
(franklin street for damage done his cellar
any money could “be paid out of the con- ticity and quickness with the hands so
a sculling boar-.
ey the overflowing of the street on FebruAgain, it
tingent fund without the committee on necessary in
is difficult to get a boat big enough for
lry 22, was referred to the committee on Recounts first passing upon them.
man
as
a
and
Cambridge
a heavyweight,
judicial proceedings and claims,
The Mayor replied that he thought such admitted their arms
generally give.
j Alderman Ilslev introduced the original
s U 1
roi-iulrl Vm
inran cuil ila
Steering has a chapter all to itself, writthnr most, famous of modern ooxioouments on the claim of A. W. LaughAlderman Hounds—“The
gentleman
G. -L. Davis, of the Cambridge
swains,
lin for dumagej sustained by him in the
of
the
committee
from seven is chairman
and Leander eights. Mr. Davis wrote an
grading of a street in 1880. The claim for on aocounts. He must have known these article some years ago for a weekly padamages was at that time referred to the bills were being paid out of the con- per, bnt as a rule the cox Is lost sight of,
unless some one Is wanted to he blamed.
committee on judicial proceedings and
tingent fund for if ho had not signed
Mr. Davis is short and to the point in
claims, bnt the papers never reached that them they would not have been paid.
It his remarks, which deserve study by all
Alderman Ilsley moved that
committee.
was his fault if
anything went through men ambitious of holding the lines.
they be now referred to the committee on the committee whioh ought not to have Many a o rew will he grateful if their cos
will implicitly follow the rule here laid
judcial proceedings and claims and it gone through.”
down, especially as regards sitting erect
was so ordered.
bills of and beeping the body balanced from the
Alderman Leighton—“These
The Postal Telegraph and
Telephone
without, however, rolling with the
the July 4th committee I approved with hips, or
swaying to and fro with tee acboat,
company presented a petition asking for
be
must
paid tion of the rowers.
the understanding that they
permission to place its wires in an under“Mr. Lehmann, having recently been
at once, and that the committee on the
ground conduit through the following
with fresh
writes
had money enough coming iD coaching Harvard;
oolebration
streets:
On Myrtle street to Congress,
knowledge on rowing in America, and
to
make
the
sum
railroads
the
from
up
points out that what the American uniunder Congress to Market, through Marwhioh would be turned back in- versity oarsmen lack is the prolonged
ket to Milk, through Milk to Exchange expended
Some $1300 was raolng experience, whioh makes the Engto the contingent fund.
and to the oompany's office. The conduit
lishman so formidable and robust an optaken from tbo contingent fund and only
is to be tuilt early the coming summer.
ponent. At Harvard, even, there has
It.”
to
returned
was
$146
hitherto been no race or series of races
The
order
accompanying the above
for fours, pairs or sculls, and there has
thnt
then
Hounds
Alderman
explained
petition was given a passage.
t*an far too much work done on the mahad
been
oelebration
on
committee
Ad order was passed bargaining lot No. the
chine and in the tank. Mr. Lehmann
oent
ten
per
holds, and we think perfectly justifiably,
7 Washburn avenue to Joseph L. Stevens. promised by the railroads
were in any
rebate on all fares to Portland on July that none of these oarsmen
SLAP AT AUSTRALIAN BALLOT.
weakened by rowing, but rather
way
Immense
carried
The railroads
4th.
that the fight with disease was aided by
Alderman Kehoe introduced the.followcrowds, In some places larger orowda than the exercise they had taken. As for Mr.
ing resolution which was given an unani- they had ever brought to this city before ■San(low's proposal to train a crew, Mr.
will have none of It, for gymmous passage:
These roads should have Lehmann
on July 4th.
does not train good oars,
Resolved, That in view of the large turned into the committee enough money nasium work
who want quickness, suppleness,
prenumber of defective ballots cast at elecbut
rather than enorthe
make
and
they
cision
more
than
neatness,
to
$1800,
up
tions since the present Australian misIn
the
muscular
strength.
mous
appenamount
enacted
sold
a
limited
and didn’t do it. They
called secret ballot law was
the of excursion tickets and after these tlokets dices will be found all the important laws
the large expense attendant upon
and rules of boat racing. The illustrasame, we believe that the said so-called
exhausted they Bold regular tickets, tions are very good, but it is a pity that
Australian secret ballot law tends more were
of what the snapshots of a crew in motion are
to defeat the wiil of the voters than ex- thus cheating the committee out
American. It is said about that crew in
pressing it, and the expense of the same they should have received. It was noth- motion.
far out-weighs any
possible good that
be
for whioh the committee could
ing
oomes from it and we respectfully request
the best they
did
the next legislature to either give us blamed and they ;
CLAY, CALHOUN, AND WEBSTER.
something better or wipe it entirely from could under the olroumstanoes.
the statute books.
then
was
The ; report of the committee
The resolution was tabled in the lower ordered on file and the oommon council Recollections of a Woman Still Living Who

CONTINUED.

Alderman

Leighton

asked to have this

n n

board.

Met the f

noted in concurrence.

POLICE PENSION BILL.
Alderman Fagan, chairman of the committee on police pensions made a report
showing that only fifty oities in the
country have pension laws applying to
the police and no city the size of Portland

Alderman MoDonald reported favorably
the
on entering Into a contract with
Peaks Island Water and Light company
and introduced an order authorizing the
mayor to contraot with the company for
twenty hydrants for Are purposes for a
term of twenty years at the rate of $50

He showed in
pensions its policemen.
his report the manner of raising the pen- each per year.
sion fund for the police where such penIn some cities the fund
sion laws exist.
Is obtained from the licensing of dogs,
saloonB and other things and ; from fines
for violation of city ordinanoes.
Alderman Fagan moved that the matter
be referred to the next oity government.
Alderman Rounds spoke in favor of the
pensioning of the polioemen who may become disabled or orrive at a certain age.

__

by

STREET

POINTS FROM CREW COACHING.

Alderman Rounds, treasurer of the
Chapters by
sommitteo on July 4th celebration, made
bis

again postponed.
linen, etc., whether Silk, Satin,S
March 7.—It is learned
HEBRON.
Washington,
or
Wodl.
£
Cotton
Consul
that Spain’s
suggestion that
March
7.—The following town
Hebron,
General Lee te recalled was made origi- officers were elected Monday:
Sold in All Colors by Grocers anrfg
Moderator—S. P. Cushman.
nally upon a misapprehension, whioh
Druggists, or mailed free
Selectmen—H. B. Sturtevant, A. A.
was due to a
newspaper report to the
15 cents;
fqr
g
Nelson, Frank Packard.
H
the
efft-ot that Gen. Lee had expressed
Clerk .and Treasurer—A. M. Riohard5 Address, THE MAYPOLE SOAP
that the Spanish officials were son.
127 Duane Street, New York.
5. opinion
Scott
Constable—W.
Collector and
for the disaster to the Maine.

tary regiments

FOURTH OF JULY REPORT.

ITS LAST MEETING.

’TWAS TOWN MEETING DAY

He created some amusement by stating
;hat Portland ootid not create a pension
fund by licensing saloons as there are no
saloons in town and as for the dog licenses
ihe money obtained from this source was
.imadv well used. At Alderman Rounds’s
tbo report of the committee

iuggestion
>n pensions was
jovernment.

referred to the

next

city

EAST COMMERCIAL STREET.
Alderman Round read the report of the
jommittee on new streets advising the
liscontinuing of East Commercial street,
[n this connection Mayor Randall read a
otter fromGeneral Manager Hays offering
;o transfer to the olty on a long lease the
triangular tract of land on the Eastern
promenade which the city desires for park
purposes. The land cannot be sold to the
It is covered by a mortgage, but
manager said the terms of the
ease would be made very satisfactory to

jity
the

as

general

the city.
Alderman Rounds spoke in favor of the
liscontinuanoe as did Alderman Leighton,
'•

tnd the order of discontinuance had an
manimous passage in the upper board.
When the matter oame up in the lower
Mr.
provoked some discussion.
Hight, attorney for the Grand
Erunk explained the desire of the railjoard it
3. A.

East Commercial street
In return for discontinuGrand Trunk
the
would
street
the
ng
jive the otiy in exchange a long lease of
;he land on the Eastern promenade.
Councilmen Howe and Mayberry spoke
(arnestly in favor of discontinuance of
•oad in having

iiscontinued.

the street and the matter

finally passed

the board.
A little later in the board of aldermen a
notion to reconsider the vote of discontinuance of East Commercial street was
The motion
nado by Alderman Kehoe.
was lost by an unanimous vote. This will
prevent the matter ever being brought up
ind reconsidered by future «lty governments,

(From

amous

Trio In

the Kansas

Washington.

City Star.)

Mrs. William Armstrong Davison, now
in her 85th year, lives in Jefferton City.
She was a conspicuous woman in the society of Washington In the times of Clay,

Webster and others who made history.
Of Webster she says: ‘‘He was the
order
was
amended
leavThe
finally
by
most unsual looking man I ever saw, nls
ing the contract prlos and the length of dark skin and beetling brows having
the contract to be decided by the mayor.
earned for him the cognomen of ‘Black
The order then had a passage and also
Dan.’ In manner and dress he was most
lower
board
in
concurrence.
passed the
sorupulons. His coat, modelled on the
MAYOR
COMPLIMENTARY TO
Byronio lines of the times, was bl neln col
or, ornamented with brass buttons. He
RANDALL.
I was
was a noticeable figure anywhere.
Alderman Eehoe then made a very neat
not surprised, when afterward I heard
speech Id which he moved that a vote of his speeches in the Senate chamber—
thanks be extended to the mayor for the where six
years before he had made himlourteons and impartial manner in whioh self in his celebrated
reply to Hayen oftie had presided over the deliberations of South Carolina—with his wonderful
gift
the board for the past year.
of oratory and a voioe ponderous in volAlderman
Eehoe's
Clerk
Dyer put
City
I became personally conscious of
ume.
IUVVIVIU

VW

—

~

--

----““V

passed.

In reply the mayor also spoke of his
Dleasant relations with the board of alderinen and thanked them for their eonrtesy,
that the pleasant relations would

loping

be interrupted between himself and
ihe members of the board personally.
The board then adjournod.
lever

that feeling or awe wnicn caused me opponents to oonsider him In oratorical
combat one of the most formidable of adversaries.

“During one of my visits to the Senate
Mrs. Linn and I were being ushered to
the Whig side of the house when we saw
approaching us Dr. Linn and a tall and

nearly every

one

among

Her

DOM’I

grand-

children, has some trophy of those by
Brocades, iaces, berthas, old
gone days.
fans, a cable chain of gold with monocle
attached, her wedding gown waist, in
which her granddaughter and namesake

Stick

to Bocal

Opinion—Give Foreign and

Unproven Statements

a

AA itle Berth

has been photographed, a garnet and
At some particular time iu the reader's
turquoise bead reticule, which she behe has found himself in a quandary,
stowed upon me—all are preserved with life,
on the horns of a dilemma or called upon
great pride and care.
----—-

SALT WATER FISHESAn

Important Discovery-in Coast Fishing.

(Beaufort, N. C., Letter in St. Louis
Globe-Democrat.)
The most important discovery in coast
fishing so far has been made by the fishermen offshoro
here, and there is reason
to believe that there will be far-reaching
results obtained in the future through
improved methods of deep sea seining.
In the two winter months of January and

decide between two opinions. It may
have been as perplexing a thing as selecting a calling or partner for life. It
may have been as simple a thing as deciding how a half hour's leisure time couid be
spent. Be that as it may, the assertion holds

to

not

When

good.

this meets

eye, if you
in your back,
you need not halt long between opinions. All you have to do is to follow
the example of Mrs. M. E. Brown, of 8
Taylor street. Every drug stole in Portland has a dozon remedies which
are
claimed to cure backache, but you will
February all of our littoral species of flsli look all day tor more than one which
disappear almost entirely from the wa- gives you local proof that its claims are
ters off our coast and fishermen are com- up to representation. That one is recompelled to fold up their seines and wait mended by Mrs. Brown. Head her stateuntil spring for. the reappearan ce of their ment.
“I can reoommend Doan’s Kidney Pills
A very few daring and
favorite game.
adventurous spirits go far out to sea with to others not as a matter of hearsay, but
long lines and succeed In catching a few because I used them and obtained the best
each day to supply the markets; but as a of results. My condition suggested acute
rule the catches have been comparatively kidney trouble, for I bloated a good deal,
aud the secretions wore very scanty. I
small and insignificant.
Doan’s Kidney
Scientists have concluded that the fishes read frequently about
or depths of
Pills curing such cases and I sent to El.
go to some unknown region
the ocean to breed during these two cold H. Hay & Son’s drug store at the junc-

months, and upon

spring‘they

are

their

return in the
innum-

accompanied by

The discovery
erable hosts of young fry.
is nothing less than that of
offshore
a winter nursory of our littoral species of
fish. From six to eight fathoms below
the surfaoe of the water the fish have been
found to be literally swarming in countless numbers, and hooks and seines let
down to that depth Invariably bring up
rich hauls. No amount of coaxing and
temptation can induce the fish to leave
their warm winter habitat far below tho
surface, and the fishermen have to adopt
new methods of catching them.
The discovery is Important in modifying our prevailing methods of catching
marketable food flsli and in cheapening
the supply in winter and in furnishing
cue needy workers wnn employment at
an off season when
pov. rty and hardship
often press most sevoroly upon them.
Naturalists have believed for tome time
that most oi our sea-food fishes migrated
to warmer climates in winter, as our
birds do, and returned in the spring; but
now it seems that they merely swim oifshore^some distance and drop down into
and remain happy
deep corrugations,
aod contented until spring returns.
The fish fare found off Beaufort and
Morehead City in deop holes or corrugaIn the summer time they come
tions.
inshore further, and swarm around the
and the bays and inlets. A
beds
oyster
great variety of food fish is found in this
winter nursery, such as the red drum,
gray trout,or weakflsb, and many others.
Last winter, the fishermen, with deep sea
lines, managed to make big hauls over
these winter pasture fields.
They Jet
down lines from five to ten fathoms and
But
this
was soon
big
game.
brought up
considered too slow work, anti special
deep sea nets were manufactured for the
These
nets
were
purpose.
heavily
weighted, and when sunk to the proper
depth they brought up enormous hauls
of fish.
This winter the fishing has been better
than ever. Improvements have been made
upon the nets, and the fishermen have
been scoring wonderful successes. In the
first five days of February 153,000 pounds
of trout and 125,000 orokers were caught
in this manner about 3 1-2 miles off shore
from Fort Macon, near the sea buoy,
where the depth averages six fathoms.
The fishing has been so good in places
that the men have made as high as $70
each in one day. Men all along shore oat
of employment, ore flecking to the place
A man proto take part in the fishing.
vided with a deep sea line and hooks who
is willing to endure the hardships, can
make a good living in this way. But it
is no easy work to operate a line six to
eight fathoms in length, with several
pounds of lead and a five-pound fish on
the other end. Some of the line fishermen come in at night with a boat load of
fish, but their hands are so cut and mutilated that they are unfit for work the
next day. Thiok buckskin gloves on the
hands are necessary for the proper protection of the skin.
The fact being established that the fish
merely sink to a good depth off our coast
in winter instead of migrating to some
tropical sea, the question of discovering
the hiding plaoe of other species becomes
interesting. It is thought that the same
sort of thing may be applied to the codfish off the Newfoundland banks, and to
the red snappers off the Florida coast.
If the winter habitat of these fishes is not
may be caught
too deep they
right
through the oold weather with properly
constructed tselnes. It is believed now
that countless milions of "shad, salmon,
herring, striped bass and other anadroaway in the fields
mous fish are hidden
of the ocean a short distance off our
coast, and that only a small per cent of
them enter our rivers to spawn in a given
In fact if; one-hundredth of all
season.
that are in the ocean|shouid make a simultaneous movement in this direction
they would completely ohoke up every
river in the country. Hence it is quite
that their winter hiding place
important
he discovered.
In the ne*a r,ff
Beaufort an occasional striped bass, blueflsh, salmon, herring and shad have
been caught, demonstrating that they are
in the deep corrugaaground somewhere
The man
tions of the ocean’s bottom.
winter hiding place
their
who discovers
new
a
of
industry
tremenwill open up
dous importance to the country.
STANDISH.

have

weakness

a

or

your

pain

tion of Middle and Freo streetB for them.
They acted at once and direct on the
kidney. The puffing left my limbs and
the Eeoretions from the kidneys became
normal. Those who cannot take unpleasant medicine will find Doan's Kidney
Pills easy to take and when taken there
is no disagreeable feeling or reaction. I
reoommend
them
to others who are
affected as I was.”
Doan’s Kidney Pills for sale by all
dealers, price 60 cents. Mailed by Foser-Milburn Co.,
Buffalo, N. Y., sole
agents for the United States.
Kemember the name DOAN’S and take
no

substitute.

PORTLAND POSTOFFICE
Cashier's Office,. (Sundays excepted.) 7.30 at
7.30 p. m.: Money order department, 9.00
to 6.00 p. m.: Registry department, 9.00 a.
6.00 p. in.

m. to
a. m.
m. to

General Delivery, (Sundays excepted.) 7.30
to 7.00.p. m. Sundays 9.00 to to.uo a. m.,
1.00 to 2.00 p. m.

a. m.

Carriers’ Deliveries, (Sundays excepted.)—In
business section of the city between High and
India streets at 7.00. 9.00 and n.oo a. m., 1.30 and
5 p.m.; in other sections at 8.00 a. m.. 1.36 p. in.
Sunday delivery at Office window, 9.00 to 10.00
Collections from street
a. m., 1.00 to 2.00'p. ill.
boxes at 7.00 and 11.00 a. in., 4.00 and 8.00 p. m.

6.00 p. m. only.
ARRIVAL AND DEPARTURE OP MAILS.
Boston, Southern and Western, intermediate
offices and connections via. Boston & Maine
railroad (Eastern Division.) Arrive at 12.20,
6.00 and 11.00 p. m.; close 7.45 a. m., 12.00 m.,
5.15 ami 9.00 p. m.; Sundays, arrive 1.00 p. m.,
close 3.30 and 9.00 p. m.
Boston, Southern and Western, and intermediate offices and connections, via Boston ind
Maine railroad. (Western division)—Arrive at
10.45 a. m.. 5:30 and 8.30 p. m.; close 6.00 and 7.45
a. m. and 2.30 p. m.

Sundays.

Eastern, via Maine Central Railroad—Arrive
2.00 and 4.00 a. m., 12.50 and 6.15 p. m.; close
10.30 a. in., 12.30 and 9.00 p. m.
Augusta, intermediate offices and connections
via Maine Central railroad—Arrive at 2.00 and
9.00 a. in, 12.50 and 6.15 p. m.; close at 6.00 and
10.30 a. m.,12.30, 4.16 ana 9.00 p. m.
Farmington, intermediate offices and connections, via Maine Central railroad—Arrive at
1.00 and 6.30 p. m.; Close at 7.45 a. m. and 12.30
p. m.
Bockland, intermediate offices and connections via Knox and Lincoln railroad—Arrive
12.60 and 6.15 p. m.; close at 6.00 a. m. and 12.30
p. m.
Skouhegan, intermediate offices and connections, via Maine Central railroad—Arrive at
1.00 p. m.; close at 12.30 p. m.
Island Pond, Vt„ intermediate offices and
connections, via Grand Trunk Railway—Ar-

rive at 8.45,11.30 a. m., 6.15 p. in.; Sundays 8.45
a. m.; close at 7.30 a. m., 12.30 and 5.30 p.m.
Sundays 5.00 p. m.
Gorham, X. II., intermediate offices and connections, via Grand Trunk railroad—Arrive at
8.45 and 11.30 a. m., and 6.15 p. m.; Sundays 8.45
5.30 p.m. Suna. m., close at 7.30 a.m., 12.30.
days at 7.00 a. m. and 5.00 p. m.
Montreal—Arrive at 8.45, 11.30 a. m. and 6.15
Suliday close
p. m., close at 12.30, 5.30 p. m.
5.00 p. m.

Swanton.

Vt„ intermediate offices and

con-

M. C. R. R.—
Arrive at 8.40 p. m.; close at 7.45 a, m.
offices
and conIntermediate
X.
Bartlett.
II.,
nections via Mountain Division M. G. R. R.—
close
at 7.45
8.40
jn.i
and
m.
Arrive at9.00a.
p.
a. m. and 2.30 p. m.
Ilochester, X. II., intermediate offices and con-

nections, via Mountain Division

nections, via Portlands! Koohester railroad—
Arrive at 1.45 and 6.00 p. m.; close at 6.30 and
ana 11.30

a. m.

Cumberland Mills, Gorham and Westbrook
(Saccarappa) Arrive at 8.45 a. m. l.4o and 6.00
p. m.; close 6.30 and 11.30 a. Ifi. and 5.30 p. to.
South Portland and Willard—Arrive at 7.30.
8.00 p. m.; close 6.30 a. in., 1.00 and
1.00 a. m.
2.00 p.

m.

Pleasantdale and Cash Corner—Arrive 7d!0
p. m.; close 7.30 a. m.

and n.15 a. m. and 4.30
and 1.00 and 6.00 p. m.

STAGE MAILS.

Bonery Beach—Arrive at 5.30 p.m.; close at
2.00 p.

m.

Cape Elisabeth and KnightMle—Arrive at

m. and 5.30 p. m. ; close at 6.00 a. m. and
p. m.
Duck Pond, Pride's Comer, Windham, Xo,
Windham. Baymond and South Casco—Arrive

7.30
2.00

a.

at 10.30

a. m.:

close

at

2.00

u.

m.

.._J

Shut
toms

are

treated for other diseases. The aympwith a variable ap;—

indigestion,
exceedingly handsome man.
petite; foul tongue; offensive breath; hard and
March 7—The following offiStandlsh,
lull belly with occasional gripings and pains
“
a
of
‘I
to
to
friend
want
IN COMMON COUNCIL.
present
you
and itching sensation in
at the annual town ^ about the avel; heat the
were elected
cers
anus; eyes ueavy and
\ the rectum and about
of the oommon your father,’Dr. Linn said, turning to
u dull; itching of the Dose; short, dry cough;
All of the members
today:
meeting
Mame and introducing Henry Clay.
grinding of the teeth; starting during sleep;
S slow fever; and often in obildren, convulsions.
louncil were present when President king a most elaborate bow, Mr. Clay
Moderator—E. Thompson, Dem.
Selectmen and Overseers of the Poor—
Virgin called the council to order. There spoke of my home in his flowery way.
Dem.; E. W. Dolloff,
that little Whig city, Wheeling, the L. W. Moulton,
yas one vacant chair only, and that was ‘Oh,
very Eden of heart!’
Rep.; J. E. Richardson, Dem.
he one which was oconpied by Counoil“We next spoke to John C. Calhoun,
The following offioers were elected by 3
PIN WORM
nan Samuel Stone until his death a few and I wondered why Vice President Van
President Virign referred Huron chose to emphasize his insignificant the Republicans:
nonths ago.
Constable and Collector—W. H.ThompSenator Calhoun,
Mr. appearanoe by oalllng
» this fact and touohlngly spoke of
who was dignified and the typical states- son.
best worm remedy made. T„ADS mark
the
had
loss
the
suffered man, to ocoupy the chair In his absence.
city
stone and
Clerk and Treasurer—G. B. Poindexter. ?2 lathe
It has been in si.e 46 years,--—-harmless and effectual.
death.
Sohool Committee—L. H. Moulton, W. N is purely vegetable,
The Vice President's figure was small
iy his sudden
N Where nc worm, are present it acts as a Tonic,
whole appoaranoe H. Thompson, E. R. Wingate.
and weakened. His
k and corrects tho condition Of the mucous memthen
was
called
Councilman Mayberry
as
well as his character, justified his sobrans ofjihestomach.and bowels. A positive
Supervisor,—L. O.JBuzzell, M. D.
chair and considerable business briquet, ‘Fox’. He was a widower and
Commissioner—E.
Road
;o the
Thompson,
Dem.
much given to ladies’ society.”
vas transacted a3 mentioned above.
Truant Officer—W. H. Thompson, Rep.
Asked about the drees of that time,
On motion of Councilman Dougherty, Mrs. Davison
Auditor—H. H. Sturgos, Rep.
replied:
chair
took
the
who
President Virgin,
“Our dresses were noarly all made
was
one
satisfaction.
For
LEWISTON BEATS ROCKLAND.
igain after a short recess was presented alike—thatwear
silks, cut
light-colored
vith the gavel which he had used so wise- evening
ATLANTIC
Rockland, Mar. 7.—The home team
with sleeves of large puffs,
short-waisted,
the past year.
y and judiciously during
in which we frequenlty wore pillows to was easy for Lewiston tonight and were
COAST
LINE.
seconded
the
size.
Our
skirts
Mayberry
Councilman
give them the requisite
never in the race.
Jason and White put
**FLORIDA FAST LINE”
about six inches,
and
Via Washington, Richmond and Ctarlaston.
notion of Mr. Dougherty In a brief speeoh oieared the floor
a great game for their side.
The
we wore white silk stockings and satin up
ind moved that a vote of thanks be also
slippers. For day wear our gowns were score: Rockland, 3; Lewiston, (j.
QUICKEST TO ALL
to
the
president.
jxt.ended
of dark silks, decollete, with detachable
sleeves to slip under the puffs. Over
WINTER RESORTS
The South Portlands and Bath AlameA motion of a similar oharacter was long
the shoulders we wore a cape of the silk,
nade by Counoilman Driscoll and the and we substituted blaok stockings and das will oross stioks in the ; amateur polo
all
taken
the
conncllinen
by
cote was
slippers for the white ones. One of my game tonight before the regular game.
bonnets was a coal-scuttle shape of cream In last y ear’s.'con test’the South Portlands
rising.
velvet, surmounted by high standing won und the Bath
*[ Route of the celeoratfld New Yorkof
Counoilman
Dow
City white plumes. The men wore colored
boys are determined
luxuriously apOn motion
Florlda Special,'
of
pointed. Unequalled Schedules and Serall
even
Let
to
things up this yeur.
Auditor Sanborn, who also officiated as coats with brass buttons, fanciful waistI vice. Only lino running Solid Vestibulami
out
the
South
turn
white
with
Portland
soft
and
collars,
eonneo.
ed Trains to Florida.
people
jlerk pro tem during the past few months coats, silk stooks.” Byron
The regular
encourage the boys to win.
( tioDrwith44 FederalExpress”from J! ron. j
a vote
of thanks for blaok
I
!
J.H.JOHN50W,N.E.A«t.,
was also extended
will aonsist of
Every one of Mrs. Davison’s children, South Portland team
ii ?Wtiwhlngimi Street.
of whom she has eight living (her home Stearns,
Monroe,
ils efficient services.
Spear, Broughton,
eodtl
clec23
is with the eldest, Dr. A. C. DaVteon,) Harford and Dyer.
The board then adjourned.
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The Old Reliable

g

The Town Me:ting Was Lively As
It Always Is.

Remedy,
CAPTAIN

HEALS

md

CURES

BOYD

AND

MR. SMALL

APPEARED AS OEJECTOBS.

Wounds, Bruises,
Sores, Colds, Sprains,
Cuts,

Articles and Then

Hoarseness, Frostbites,
Throat, Chilblains,
Catarrh, Piles,

the Town Officers

Sore

Animated

Hundred

a

Adjourned
on

to

Elect

March Fourteen—
of

Question

the

of

Town

Schools—

Town Honse
Propositions to Move the
and Remove Trees in

Knightville

Re*

jected.

INFLAMMATIONS & HEMORRHAGES

Thejflrst annual maeting

of

the

town

of South Portland under the new by-laws
hall. At
was held yesterday at the'Town
Clerk Noah B.
9 o'clock a. m. Town
and read the warKnight rapped for order
rant for the annual meeting, which con-

Be Sure You Get Pond’s Extract!
SUBSTITUTES ARE DANGEROUS!!
Sold in
bottles only, with
buff
wrappers and our landscape trademark printed thereon. See that our
name is on label and wrapper.

tained 58 articles.
fi. C. Reynolds was ohosen moderator,
receiving 63 votes out of 60 cast.
Mr. T. B. Haskell moved^that the re-

port of the selectmen, assessors,

POND’S EXTRACT CATARRH REMEDY

overseers

of poor and treasurer be accepted but Invited attention to the appropriations, as
something like $52,000 was called for,
whioh would Involve a tax rate of $27 or

Catarrh. Price 75 Cents per bottle.

POND’S EXTRACT DENTIFRICE
For the

Half

on

Discussion

Finances—The

ALSO

For

Meeting Acted

The

on a thousand.
Mr. Heckbert animadverted upon the
conduct of town officers in piling up deficiencies -\nd then calling for additional
appropriations If this goes on year by

$28

Teeth. Price 50 Cents per bottle.

POND’S EXTRACT PREPARATIONS
are for sale at all first-class drug
stores, or sent on receipt
of price by the

year there would be no encouragement for
people to come to this town.
Capt. Boyd In this connection called
attention to the action of the school com-

Pond’s Extract Co., 76 Fiftii Are., N.Y.

demittee who Bpant $300 for music In
fiance of the refusal of the voters to warmoved that
rant the appropriation and
the report of town officers be rejected.
Then followed a cross fire on various arti-

reprfrts, led by John B. Chase,
which kept Selectman Spear on his feet at

cles in the
I

ItiVni.no 1 c

fnn

an

ttmifs

r»r

mnra

Pant

Boyd was inolined to add fuel to the lire
and one great question involved was how
Mr. Tilton managed to get the contract
for certain pipe. Other matters of equal
importance had to be cleared up before
the meeting squarely got down to business.

Pleases the Taste

The accounts and bias tor the Knlghtville sewer were called for and produced.
Is the use of a
Mr. Heckbert--“ What
selectmen persist in
if
town meeting
spending money without the sanction of
the voters in town meeting. It Is a disshame and outrage.”
grace
Mr. Boyd—“I second the
outrage.
Towns go into bankruptcy by just such
action as is proposed hy our selectmen.
The motion to acoept the report of the
town officers just mentioned was accepted.
the
It was voted to accept the report of

TOBACCO

ff

quality

and fla-

vor are as near

perfect
be
produced.
as

can

Dealers sayso—

users-confirm it.
Portland, Feb, 28, 1898.
Notice is hereby given that the rate
of interest on Real Estate mortgages
within the corporate limits of Port-

land will be live per cent on and after
March 1st.
This rate will apply to all notes novr
held by us which are not in dcfanit,
and are abundantly secured.
PORTLAND SAVINGS BANK,
by E. A. Noyes, Treas,
MAINE SAVINGS BANK,
by A. G. Rogers, Treas.

UNION MUTUAL LIFE INS. Cft.,
by F. E. Richards, Prest,

EVERY...’
MAN j
...

!

TO HIS TRADE.;

|j<g We

come

%

jj

/ft

frequently

have customer*

to us with copy and uy

Pat it in attractive form and
Pstks tho price reasonabla.”
“

In

Qu.cn cases

<8 satisfactory
<8 results.

the work i*

always

j
j

j
<

superintending sohool committee; to appropriate $3000 for the maintenance and
support of common schools, and to raise
$2000 for support of poor; and $4000 for
roads and bridges; Mr. Small wanted the
salaries of selectmen brought within the
warrant to prevent “grab salaries.”
Mr. Heokbert—It is the patriotic duty
their
of selectmen to attempt to bring
salarios to a'minimum.
Mr.
Boyd (sarcastically)—The selectmen have worked arduously for 300 days
at $1.60 per week the maximum salary
fixed by statute.
Mr. Chase—Something must be done to
check the exorbitance of selectmen. It
should be stopped. It cannot go on “ad
finitum.” Look at Waldoboro.
Mr.Heckbert—The selectmen now received as much as the average citizen for
his years work and $200 is
enough 'for
these men even if they work on Sundays
and create for us a deficiency.
raised for
It was voted that $2500 be
town charges. $600 of which Is to go for
salaries of selectmen; $1600 for winter and

spring highways; $3000 to pay interest on
town debt; $£00 for collector’s commission; that the compensation of collector
be fixed the same as last year; that a
allowed on
discount of 3
per cent be
taxes paid within three months from date
of commitment; to dismiss article 13
which charged interest on taxes not paid
within four months; to raise $500 for
authorized to hire temporarily $13,000 the
avails to be used In paying current expenses of the town.
Mr. Haskell chairman of the committee
to adjust the flnanolal affairs of the old
town of Cape Elizabeth then submitted
amount
the
his report. $6,053.69 was
found due by the committee from the

town of Cape Elizabeth and sult.had been
instituted to recover the same. Accepted
and spread on the record.
It was voted to Issue town bonds to the
amount of $3,200 to pay the bonds and
notes of the old town of iCape Elizabeth,
falling due during the year. 1898, or otherwise provide for their payment—$1800 for
support of Free High school; $1000 for
repairs on sobool buildings; $1200 for
text
school appliarcos; $600 for school
books.

and bring* dcoeHent 0

f
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William's Kidney Pi!!s f
Has no equal in diseases of the &
X
ff Kidneys and Urinary Organs. Have i
, you neglected your Kidneys? Have X
<
you overworked your nervous sys- £
trouble with your
^ Item and caused

.Kidneys and Bladder? Have you*
pains in the loins, side, back, groins ^
I and-bladder? Have you a flabby ap(
pearance of the face, especially I
< under the eyes ?
Too frequent de- ( t
t sire pass tkflne ? William’s Kidney
1
Pills-itflil impart nev/ life to the dis- <
(* eased organs, tone up the system.
(and make a new man of you. By
1
<

<

I WnxiAMS Mfg. Co. Props., Cleveland, O.

For sale by J. E. GOOLD & CO.

Baby

J | in the
High Chair

1

mail 50 cents per box.
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to grandma in tho rocker Grain-O T
is goo :1 for the whole family. It is
the long-desired substitute for cof- 3»
fee. Never upsets the nerves or 4
injures the digestion. Made from £
pure grains it is a fdod in itself. £
liars the tasto and appearance of the 4
best coffee at £ the price. It is a
genuine and scientific article and is X
It makes for health 4
come to stay.
and strength. Ask your grocer for T
X
Grain-O. 15 and 25c.

£

£

|TryGrain=Q! |

T Insist that yonr grocer gives you GBAIN-O T
V
Accept no imitation.
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NINETIETH BIRTHDAY-

a

discussion in which Mr. Heckbert, Mr. Mrs.
McCann and others took part and it took
married life she has never been without
a poll of the houso to determine the quesmoney and gold at that. In proof of this
tion. Thlry-nlno voted In the affirmative
Ninety years ago yesterday, Mrs. Har- fact, wo would say that she has today a
riet (Stacy) Allen, who resides at the cor- live dolla” gold piece,' being part of a
anu So in'the negativo on the proposition
1
ner of Cushman and Lewis streets In this
wedding'present given her soventy-four
to appropriate $500 for this purpose.
years ago and strango
to say the some
Dr. Brown moved that $2000 be raised city, was born iu SouSh Beading (now
piece of paper In which the gold was
for Improvements
of tho East
High Wakefield), Mass.
wrapped when presented to her, is still
street school,building.
During the day she received the con- around that same live dollar gold piece.
were What the ekSSt
of many friends Who
STnomrp would have been,
Mr, Small thought they were raising gratulations
much pleased to find her looking so well if that live dollar golcf piece
li*en
had
on
too much money and if it kept
they and in such good
fix per
evonlng
loaned
at
In
the
Interest at
compound
spirits.
at
should be obliged to stop raising child- she held a reception at her residence
cent, I am unable to say at this time, and
ren.
to call a halt on which, among oth-r invited guests *ere will leave that to be figured out by those
He urged them
all her sons and daughters
now livlDg, present at their leisure but it surely
Issuing more notes, even if they went Wm. Jr., Frank E., Fred E., Harriet M. amounts to over $500. X will simply state
with one shirt.
Alien and Mrs. Mary K. Frothlngbam: that one dollar loaned a hundred years nt
The table was profusely decorated with compound Interest at six per cent would
Mr. Fiokett thought school facilities
a»d there was no lack of all the amount to three ,hundred and forty dolnecessary but that
they might rent a flowers,
good things of this world. During the lars. At ten per cent it would amount
place.
evening the company present listened to to $13,809.
eldest
Dr. Brown’s motion was rejected.
She retains her faculties to a remarkathe following remarks from her
ble degree and declares that she does not
It was voted that $500 be raised for fur- son, Wm. Allen Jr.
What a flood of reminiscences and recol- feel any older than she has for years, and
nishing the second story room in District lections must oome to one 90 years old? if people half her »ge enjoyed snoh health
No. 3.
The good book tells us that “The days of as she, they would consider themselves
Mr. Haskell vigorously opposed the arti- a man’s years are three score years and fortunate.
She arises at daylight the year
round
cle calling for the discontinuance of the ten” and still we meet around this festive
about 9 o’clock. “I have
board tonight, with one
among us who and retires
sohool in District No. 10 so-called. (Apthe
never been a sleepy head’
Is the answer
has lived twenty years more than
Bhe made to one who asked her whv she
plause)
usual time allotted to man.
first
arose
so
Her reministo
mother’s
m
the
look
backward
Let
us
day.
Dr. Brown said the average attendance
early
she was cences and aneodotes of the early years of
of pupils was only 10 of which the town birthday. Only four years before
of
and
the present century are Interesting
born, Napoleon was crowned Emperor
of Scarboro had four and refused to pay Franoe.
Only one year before, the first instructive. Of a naturally genial temlove
its amount of expense. The average cost wheels of a steamboat was put In motion perament, her life has been one of
In the United States. The year that she and helpfulness to those about her. Time
was $43 a pupil.
Presi- has dealt gently with her and she still
was born found Thomas Jefferson
Mr. Chase agreed with Mr. Haskell.
dent of the United States, and that same has a heart and hand for those In trouble
The article was postponed.
this or in distress.
year the slave trade was abolished in
Listen to the roll call of the names of
It was voted that $300 for compensation oountry. In 1808 there were but thirteen
a
population those who have occupied the Presidential
for the town treasurer; and 1125 to deco- states in the Union with
chair
since mother was born: Jefferson,
of
today
Maine,
larger than the State
rate the grares of soldiers and sailors be there are
Madison, Munroe, John Quincy Adams,
twenty nine.
The entire population of the United Andrew Jaoksou, Martin Van Buren,
appropriated.
It Wm. Henry Harrison, Tyler, Polk, TayIt was voted to dismiss the article to States In 18)8 was seven million, today the
is seventy-lour million. The debt of
lor, Fillmore, Pierce, Buchanan, Abrain
the
Meraise the deficiency of $17.07
Gen. Grant,
United States in 1808 was sixty five mil- ham
Linpuln. JohnsoD,
morial Day acoount; to dismiss the article lion. March 1st. 1897, It was 11,832, 415,- Hayes, Garfield, Arthur, ClevelandBenJ.
Treasand
The cash in the Unitert’States
McKinley.
Harrison, Cleveland again
to eleot truant officers. $1000 for support 282.
What a host of brilliant names! What
ury on that date was 1864,338,166.
of almshouse was appropriated.
Mother was four yeirs old when war exciting times she has passed through!
on was declared
; The question of putting a hydrant
by the United States agninst What a life to have lived!
How oan I better dose my remarks to
“Skunks” hill provoked a discussion and England in 1812. She remembers standIn
the
and waiving a handker- you this evening, than liy reading those
street
the residents there thought that paying ing
chief to Gen. Lafayette as he made his touebing lines, so full of pathos and tenf or water they ought to have it.
appearance over the Marblehead road Into derness, words that will reoall boyhood
Mr. Barstow, a resident of the town of Salem.
days as well as more mature years, words
was sent that may cause a smile on one faoe, or a
old when Napoleon
Gray, attempted to speak and his right to to Six years
an
Elba, and twelve years old when he tear to drop on another, written by
do so was questioned. He,was ruled out
died on the Island of St. Helena. Seven unknown author, entitled:
love
more
was
of. order, although professing
years old when the Battle of Waterloo
WHERE’S MOTHER?
fought. Eleven years old when Queen
The oost of a hydrant was talked over Victoria was born.
Bursting in from school or play,
and the motion was made that the town
Father was born In
Gloucester, Mass. This is wbat the children say,
raise $1U0 to provide the hydrant and it Oct. 16th, 1801. He died in
Portland TrooplDg, crowding, big and small,
tarftx_i
1Un the threshold, in tne nan—
carried.
The proposition to pay B. F. Woodbury birthday, fifty nine years old. In the war Joining in the constant cry.
the Ever as the days an by:
Summit street, of 1812 he enlisted as a drummer In
$150 for land taken on
“Where’s mother?”
The article to extend the company of Capt. Isaac Tncker of Glouwae dismissed.
water main on Evans street, was dis- cester, Mass., and was ordered Into serFrom the weary bed of pain
missed, also the artiole to lease offices in vice down on Cape Ann. At that time This same question comes again;
the new Masonio building.
the British fleet were outside of Glouces- From the boy with
sparkling eyes,
The question of removing the tr;es at, ter, and expected to land at any hour.
Bearing home his earliest prize;
dismissed.
was
unanimously
Koightvllie
Owing to the preparation made to receive From the bronze 1 and bearded son,
The motion was then made, seconded and them, the British troops did not attempt
Perils past, and lienors won:
adopted: “That the selectmen are here by t o land.
M
“Wlere’s mother?”
confer
authorized
and instructed to
Mother was 'born in South Reading,
the Portland Mass., in 1808.
with the management of
Was married in Salem Burdened with a lonely task,
and Uape Elizabeth Electric Railway and Mass., when she was 16 years and six One
day we may vainly ask
endeavor to mutually effect the removal months old.
Lived in Salem two years For the comfort of her face,
street from the in Gloucester, Mass, seven years,
of one track on Bridge
and For the rest of her embrace;
oounty line to Cottage and Hannaford moved to Portland in Maroh 1834 and Let us love her while we may,
roads and report at next meeting.”
has resided in this city since that time.
Well for us that wo oan say:
were dismissed
Articles 38, 39 and 49
She well remembers of a very heavy
“Where’s mother?”
but the proposition to prevent an invas- thunder storm on the night of her arrival
ion of the shores by the clam diggers of in Portland, early in March. The family Mother with untiring hands
of duty stands;
Scarboro was adopted.
came all the way by land, were four days At the post
It was voted to appropriate $400 to build on the journey, and found mud six Inches Patient, seeking not her own,
the good alone
for
Anxious
street
in
Willard.
The
house
Smith
deep a good share of the time.
The artiole to raise the sum of $1,198.19 that they oocupied on their arrival in Of her children as they cry,
for defiolency In common schoois account this city was a frame dwelling owned by Ever as the days go by:
“Where’s mothar?”
brought Mr. Heckbert to his feet and he Capt. Nathaniel Blanchard, and situated
wanted to know why the committee kept on Willow street, (now Pearl) and was ; Among other congratulations received
piling up dellcienoies: “Say to this com- located on the land now occupied
by were the following note and lines from
their appropriations Goudy & Kent. Mother says that she
mittee tnat when
Geo. F. Emery of this city:
no
more hills should well recollects that on the first
are
exhausted
morning Hon.
March 6, 18118.
be contracted.”
after their arrival in Portland, that she
Mr. Boyd thought that the school com- started a fire with a tinder box, flint and My Dear Mrs.tFrothingham:
mittee were “too foxy.”
file and male a “johnny cake” for break
I shall hardly be able to join in person
Mr. Chase thought that hefore they put fast. As was the custom in those days,
with others in paying respect to your
music in the school they had better get in the dough was spread on a hard wood mother tomorrow. But in her seclusion,
some mathematics.
board, which was put up in front of a I have not forgotten her, as the accomMr. Tilton—I don’t see why this excess body of live coals, and held in place by a
panying sonnet will show. I remain
of appropriation should appear in the flatiron
placed behind the hoard, the hers and
warrant.
hoard being turned as occasion required,
Yours sincerely,
It was voted to take this amount out of until the cake was baked.
Geo. F. Emery.
the school appropriation for the present
She was the mother of nine children,
ALLEN.
MRS.
TO
SONNET
five boys and four girls, fivo of whom
year.
and are living and are present here this even- The nintieth milestone on her way
Articles 44 and 45 were dismissed
of ing. At the time that mother made Jit
these deficiencies are to be taken out
my friend hath gently traced,
this years’ appropriations.
her home In Portland, the population was
Mr. Tilton moved that all deficiencies about 13,000, today It Is about 40,000 with And yet as swiftly as by wind
in article 46 except that pertaining to the a good prospeot of scon being 60,000.
the clonds are deftly chased.
of this
out poor accounts he taken out
She well recolleots when peace was deyear’s appropriations—$1,375.07, the de- clared at the end of the war for 1812. Well Tho’ few of earth’s dear ones remain,
companions onoe of thine,
ficiency In poor accounts, to he appro recollects when cholera swept over this
priated. Tho motion was carried.
country in 1832. S’ne was twenty seven
fire years old when the first house was erected I cannot keep this seventh of March
Mr. Haskell referred to the four
to join in “Auld Lang Syne.”
companies in the different districts and in San Francisco. Twenty eight years
spoke of tho efforts of the members assist- old when the first friotion match was in- Thy life hath bee n a chequered one,
ed by the ladies to get apparatus. He re- vented. Before that time, lire was obbut thou hast been screDe,
ferred to the action of these brave men tained by striking a flint into
a box of
and the way south Portland had looked burnt lint, the spark from the flint being E’en when compelled through typresl
on without
shades
rendering town assistance. struck by a steel file. Thirty years old
Bills came from Portland for assistance when the first sewing machine was Into pass in sorrow keen.
in case of fire, and the “fire boys”of thi£ vented. Thirty, years old at the tiine'that
town should he helped along.
the writer used to carry a box of hotjcoals Yet, gladness hath thy life long crown'd
because thou knowest well
i Mr. Small, a member of the Knlzht- to church every cold Sunday in the winthe
hose
wanted
voters
ville
to ter, to keep her feet warm, and then cry
company,
remember that tho appropriation was not for it himself until he got it. Forty four What Bunyan'of his “Pilgrim” wrete,
and could his story tell
solicited (“Mr. Small lias been a member years old when Daniel Webster and Henry
only three months,” came from a specta- Olay died. Fifty two years old when the Of varied
scenes, but hopeful still
'£
tor. )
Civil War commenced. Fifty eight years
while on his upward way
Mr. Bradford agreed with Mr. Small old when the war onded in 1866.
Two of
civil
and thought the members of the fire com- her boys were In the army of the
To reach the orest of Zion's Hill
Frank went bravely to the front
war.
panies did not want any help.
crown’d with celestial day.
nino tnrtntlio arui
nlnaw onrmrvli
member of the
Mr
a

Spear,

a

Ferryfire

company, said It was a great fax on the
members of the fire company to supply
apparatus, etc., and hoped the motion
would carry.
Mr. Tilton—“I think that the men who
so bravely defend us from fire should be
in some way rewarded.’’
It was voted to compensate membors of
these oompanies 50 cents an hour when
actually employed in fighting fires.
The matter of limiting the time that
taxes shall be abated on
permanently
located manufactories was then taken up
and dismissed.
It was voted to instruot the
selectmen
to employ a physioion for the almshouse
and out poor and that overseers of
the
invite
proposals
poor be instructed to
resident
from
physicians, giving tho
of course,
choice to lowest bidder with
the right to reject any bid.
Artiole 50 was dismissed.
Article 61, to extend the water main on
Middle street, was discussed and it was
decided that the selectman report on the
matter at a later m etlng.
Ttu> reports of the selectmen on the peti
tion for laying out town ways in sections
descrlbed'in articles 52, 51, 54, 55 and 66
The
were then read by the t iwn clerk.
reports were not favorable aud the articles were dismissed.
It was voted to lay out a town way on
Main street in Willard village, extending
southwesterly to a point on Cottage road.
Mr. Harford then moved that article 7 be
taken up relative to town charges and
*1600 was appropriated for water payment".
At 2.16 an adjournment was taken to
the 14th day of March at 0 o’clock when
the election of town officers will be held
under the provisions of the new by-laws.
The adjourned annual meeting of the
Cape Elizalreth Soldiers’ and Sailors’
Monument association was held at the
The report of the
Town house yesterday.
president of the receipt and expenditure
The
of money was read and accepted
association extended a vote of thanks to
Andrew >S. Sawyer, the Portland
Mr.
Water company and others for assistance

given.

he follow)tig wore the officers elected:
Edward C.
President,
Reynolds: Vice
Presidents. John B. Chase, W. K. An
N. Jordan,
Elisha
John
Jtlrown,
thoine,
S. Sawyer;
Andrew
Daniel MoCaun
recording secretary, Noah B. Knight;
corresponding secretary, Freeman Willard;
treasurer, Wm. IS. Jordan.
1

1

nrnn

last him for the balance of the war.
The oldest boy joined the “Home Guard”
and during that time was under very
severe discipline, as will be seen
by the
following rules and regulations—to wit:
“Home Guard is hereby pledged not to
leavejtbe el'y unie's It is invaded by the
enemy.” These two boys expect to have
awarded them in
a pension
the near
future. But I am sorry to say that the
youngest boy wiii never have his name
entered on that roll of fame, unless we
have a war with Spain, i860 also brought
to her the great fire of that year in which
nearly one third of the city was deMother became connected with the First
Baptist church in this city Juno 11th,
1887 then under the charge of Kev. John
her
S Maginnis, U. D. who continued
rector tor livo years; James T. Charapliu
]J. D., four years; Luther F.
Beecher,
seven years; Jacob It. Scott, four
years;
Win. H Shailer, D. D. twentyfour years;
Thomas 1). Anderson, five years; A. K.
P. Small, tight years, and key. Win. S.
Ayers, her present pastor since 1S91, a
total of sixty one years, and she
is the
oldest living member of the church.
She has always retained a warm interest in the welfare of this
society, has
tho
“fought the good fight, has kept
faith.” Surely it can be said unto her.
“Well don? good and faithful servant, entir
thou into the joy of thy Lord.”
£
Mother says tbat the’ Urst
Irish help
tbat she ever had was instructed to wash
the kitchen floor. It was the usual custom at that time to have the kitchen floor
painted yellow. After tho girl had been
at work an unusually long time, niotLer
stepped into the kitchen to ?e? what the
troublo was, and found that Bridget was
washing the paint off the floor and had
anutunliy got it about ail off. “Why
Bridget, what are you doing?” was tho
question. “Sure Mamin, I had an awful
hard time to get the dirty yailer stuff off
was the answer.
The water and soap
In tho pall was thick with yellow paint.
It is a great source of* comfort aDd
happiness to us all, that mother is in
such good health and mentally as bright
as a dollar.
Her memory is wonderfully
clear and Her understanding correct on
all the current events of tho day. She
takes a lively interest in all tbat is going
on all over the world ami reoalls events of
seventy live or eighty years ago with as
great earn as the happenings of yesterday.
In lact only a few days ago, she repeated

God speed thee onward full of faith,
and Cheered by Christian hope!
And when the end thou scon may reach
Of thy descending slope
Kind angel hands shall clasp thine own
and guide thee to thy home.

Where loved
now

ones

parted

wait for yon to

from yon here

Behind]

Brush

/
^

Wliat is it—brain

March 7, 1898.

or

brawn?

Do
you clean by main
strength or do you use labor
savers

|
vS

THE EGYPTIAN PALMIST.

il
A

Prof. Leosaidow, the Egyptian Palmist, whose accurate demonstrations and
revelafions created such furore in Bangor for the past nine months, is at present located in Portland where he can be
Present,
consulted on all affairs of life.
past or your immediate future revealed,
hence on business affairs, speculations,
political, investments, marriages, etc.,
what business you are best adapted to,

Do you use the best labor

?

saver? If you

||

are

undecided which H

|§

is best try

0“Si Ttt

whether your companions are true or
what part of the country is luckiest for you, the best season of the year
to make changes, all diseases located, no
The Promatter of how long standing.
fessor clearly demonstrates to you the
facts through the science of Palmistry
and chiromancy.
He does not profess
to be superior to all other individuals;
he
claims that Palmisthe
on
contrary
try is a science. Any one can acquire it.
Proficiency depends upon study and experience.ln all the larger cities Palmistry
iia3 been making great progress, classes
are being formed continually and some
very briliant and noted persons are adAll who are
mirers of the science.
desirous of having a plain and truthful
should
life
consult the
their
reading of
Professor. It is a fact well known that
from the age of 12 to 15 years is the making or marring of one’s "life. Therefore
1 advocate the examination of the hand
at that period or younger for by so doing
the best qualities will be fully demonstrated to parents or guardians. The
human hanu is a much plaiuer and surer
chart than the head or lace. Business

false,

THE W. K. FAIRBANK COMPAMT,
Boston.
Philadelphia.
New York.
8t. Louis.

AN OPEN LETTER
To MOTHERS.
WE ARE ASSERTING IN THE COURTS OUR RIGHT TO THE
AND
EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE WORD

“CASTORIA,”

“

PITCHER’S

CASTORIA,”

as our trade mark.

I, DR. SAMUEL PITCHER, of Eyannis, Massachusetts,
the originator of “PITCHER’S CASTORIA,” the same
011 ever^
that has borne and does now
s/fs *
bear the facsimile signature of
wrapper.
has
been
which
“PITCHER’S
CASTORIA,”
This is the original
used in the homes of the Mothers of America for over thirty
years. LOOK CAREFULLY at the wrapper and see that it is
on ^e
the kind you have always bought
was

s/fb.

and has the signature
per. No one has authority
cept The Centaur Company
March

strictly confidential. Consultation $1.00
and $2.00. Hours 9 to 12, 2 to 6 and 7 to

You

g%¥*&*~***.ji.

8,1897.

the life of your child by accepting
which some druggist may offer you
substitute
cheap
makes
a few more pennies on it), the inhe
(because
which
of
even he does not know.
gredients
a

World-famed for its brightness and the most
complete General Weekly—covering a wider
range of subjects suited to the tastes of men
and women of culture aud refinement than any

“The Kind You Have Always Bought”

journal—ever published. Subscription price,
§4 per annum.
TALES FROM TOWN TOPICS, a 256-paga
Quarterly Magazine of fiction, appearing tha
first day of March, June, September and December, and publishing original novels by tha
best writers of the day and a mass of short
stories, poems, burlesques, witticisms, etc.
Subscription price, $2 per annum.
Club price for both, $5 per annum.

BEARS THE FAC-SIMILE SIGNATURE OF

You can have both of these if you subscribe
NOW and a bonus of 10 novels selected from
the list below. Regular price for each, SO
Cents. All sent postpaid.
Remit $5 in New York exchange, express or

Insist on Having
The Kind That Never Failed You,
XME CENTAUR COMPANY, 77 MURRAY CTRCET, NEW YORK CITY.

postal money order, or by registered letter,
together with a list of the 10 novels selected,
by numbers, to
TOW.V TOPICS,
308 Filth Avenue, Xow York,

z-zstr.
6—THE SALE OF A SOUL. By C. M. S. MttLellan.
THE
OF
THE
KING. By A. S. VanWestrua,
COUSIN
7—
8— SIX MONTHS IN IIADES. By Clarice I. Clinghatn.
SKIRTS OF CHANCE.
9— THE
By Captain Allied
Thompson.
*0—ANTHONY KENT. Bv Charles Stokes Wayne.
11— AN ECLIPSE OF VIRTUE.
By Champion Bissell.
12— AN UNSPEAKABLE SIREN. By John Giiliat.
13—THAT DREADFUL WOMAN. By Harold R. Vynne,
14— A DEAL IN DENVER.
By Gilmer McKendree.
15— WHY? SAYS GLADYS. By David Christie Murray.
16— A VERY REMARKABLE GIRL. By L. H. Bickford,
17— A MARRIAGE FOR HATE.
By Harold R. Vynne.
18— OUT OF THE SULPHUR. By T. C. De Leou.
19— THE WRONG MAN. Bv Champion Bissell.
20— TIIE
HUNT FOR HAPPINESS.
By Anita VivantJ

THE BEST LINE
Spring

ATS

Jof
can

be

seen

Chartres.

•1—HER STRANGE EXPERIMENT. By Harold R. Vyoo*
92—ON THE ALTAR OF PASSION. By John GilliaU
W—A MARTYR to LOVE. By Joanna E. Wood.

at

2-Ib.

grocers

pkgs. only

I

itelllgent
People
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MERRY

p

|
Believe |
Life
|
Insurance |
——-———

THE HATTER'S

S37-239 Middle St.

DUNLAP.
DERBY’S OWN,
L & H,

p

GUYER,

5

WILCOX,

iow

all

can

they do otherwise!

the

Leaders._

fl>

The Preferred

There

yy,
Hi

§j

hundreds of cases where yy>
it has redeemed mortgages, educated <g
/jy children, kept families from the poor^
ii> house. <£* Its accomplishments are p

marseodtf

if>

are

*
always good.
»
Policies
are
UNION MUTUAL
«?
<}> famous
for their liberality of features, jjj
(jy
Non-Forif) Additional to the Maine
p
itself an exceptional Hi
jj- feiture Law,
have
cash
Jy privilege, all new policies also the
paid-up insurance values,
right of borrowing at stated times at &

Statement of Financial Condition of

fand
5%

interest.
and

Accident fc Co., friority
ft

Other

reasons

yjj

for supe-

figures cheerfully

sent yy

jj?

anywhere.

256 & 257 BROADWAY, NEW

|
|
|

YORK, N. Y.

DECEMBER 31st, 1S97.

|
|

ilnion mutual Cite
Insurance €o.,

|

PORTLAND, ME.

$

ASSETS.

LIABILITIES.

Stocks and bonds, market value.$342,947.04
Cash in company’s office and band.. 151,990.21
Interest due company..
3,908.25
Premiums in course of collection. 53,239.88

Claims pending and unpaid.S 43.850.00
Re-insurance. 266,501.87
Capital paid up. 100.000.00
Surplus above capital. 141.793.51

Total.$552,145.38

Total.S552.145.38

^)%

Millions of dollars loaned and invested in
veCiMaine. Preference always given to home
investments.

.y

L

I
CAUCUSES.
MOUTH YAllTOUfH.

The llepubl leans of jS’orth Yarmouth arc requested to meet at tlitown house iu said town
on Thursday, March H). at 7 sup. in. for the purpose of selecting candidates for the aeveial
r,''\vn offices to ne supported at the -omuig

The company wrote nearly $0,000,000.00 in Maine in 1807, being about lia’f the entire business
done in the State by stock companies and leading its nearest competitor nearly $4,000,009.00.
Good territory open to ive agents.

municipal election, and to choose

|

uaker Oats
At all

times have come.

afford to indulge yourself or your
family in the luxury of a good weekly newspaper and a quarterly magazine of fiction.
You can get both of these publications with
almost a library of good novels for $5 per year.
can

Do Not Be Deceived.

A Narrow Escape.
Thankful words written by Mrs. Ada

Easy to Buy,
Easy to Cook,
Easy to Eat,
Easy to Digest.

sfrAAl.

dlw

“good

J5r"?

of Cfta&ffieuofuM; wrapfrom me to use my name exof which Chas. E. Fletcher is

The annual meeting will be held on
at 8 p. m., at the residence of
A
Sirs. Prentiss Loring, Spring street.
full attendance of members and managers
is requested.

he Easy Food

77ft f’nncrrACC

mar5

Tuesday,

funded.

NTn

Class lessous given Tuesday and Friday.

PORTLAND M’ALL AUXILIARY.

“Was taken
E. Hart, of Groton. S. D.
with a bad cold which settled on my
lungs, cough set in and finally termiFour Doctors
naicd in Consumption.
gave mo up saying I could live but a
short lime. I gave myself up to my
Savior, determined if I could not stay
with my friends on earth, I would meet
my absent ones above. My husband was
advised to get Dr. King’s New Discovery
i
for consumption, Coughs and Colds,
gave it a trial, took in all eight bottles.
It lias cured me, and tliank God I am
saved and now a well aud healthy woman.” Trial bottles free at H. P. S.
GOOLD’S Drug Store. Regular size.
SOc and SI.00 guaranteed or price re-

a’oIaoIt*

n

endanger

Do not

And

come.

MISCELLAKIfiUUB*

MISCELXANEOU3.

_

to

stroyed.

!

MISCELLANEOUS.

hymn of forty lines,that she learned In
her young days.
Her hearing Is nearly
as
good as ever, and she usually reads
William Allen Observed It Yesterday some
every day.
One thing is certain, during her
—An Address nnd a Foeni.
long

appropriation for defraying the cost
school superintendent brought on a

The

Agent,

leb26

t*Kii

1

28 Exchange St., Portland, Me. j
eo.1?

I

own

nnn-

OKi>*ih

North Yarmouth. March 2. isi*s.
<

O.
State

id flee

A !*F

» !.l?:
*

\

i'.r.Tit.

iinbeth are requested
ranz
ilaii iu ".aid town
to meet ir caucus at
o!
Msrr»i. >8tS, >„
on Tuesiiy the eighth b-.y
two oVoek }>. u...
to niui.ui.sio llu.u i :•••• r •*
toivn offices ter ihe ensuing year, her Order

Tin1 citizen* Of Caps

PORTLAND DAILY PRESS.
AND
MAINE STATE

PRESS.

Subscription Rates.
Daily (in advance) JO per year; $3 for six
a quarter; 60 cents a month.
The Daily is delivered every morning by
carrier anywhere within the city limits and at
Woodfords without extra charge.
Daily (not in advance), invariably at the
rate of $7 a year.
Maine State Press, (Weekly; published
every Thursday,$2 per year; J1 for six months;
00 cents a quarter; 26 cents for trial subscription of six weeks.
Persons wishing to leave town for long or
short periods may have the addresses of their
papers changed as often as desired.

months; $1.60

Advertising Rates.
In Daily Press $1.60 per square, for mb
week; $4.00 for one month. Three Insertions
Every other day ador less, $1.00 per square.
vertisements, one third less than these rates.
Half square advertisements $1.00 for one
week or $2.60 for one month.
“A square” is a space of the width of a column

and

one

inch

long.

Special Notices, on first page, one-third add!
tionai.
Amusements and Auction Sales, $2.00 per
Three insertions or less,
square each week.
$1.60 per square.
Reading Mottoes in nonpareil type and classed
with other paid notices, 16 cents per line each
Insertion.
Pure Reading Notices in reading matter type,
25 cents per line each Insertion.
Wants, To Let, For Sale and similar advertisements, 25 cents per week in advance, for
40 words or less, no display. Displayed advertisements under these headlines, and all advertlseoents not paid in advance, will be charged,
at regular rates.
Iu Maine State Press—$1.00 per square
for first insertion, and GO cents per square for
ea.h subsequent insertion.
Address all communications relating to subscriptions and advertisements to Portland
Publishing Co., 97 Exchange Street,
Portland,

ms.

THE

PRESS.

TUESDAY,

MARCH

8.

If Mr. Ingraham vras In search of
dication he did nut find It

a

vin-

other lesson of the waste and lolly ol this Representatives there sbould.be any ques'
rule as
methud of attempting to settle labor dis- tion about so old a parliamentary
the one that the person
speaking shal,
putes inculcated where it will probably coniine himself to the question under de
do no good.
The strikers have
gained bate. It has been a rule of the House foi
But the
absolutely nothing except a promise that more than one hundred years. accountHouse has a curious system that
tho companies will
raise wages when
hai
of
which
some
the
for
controversy
they can afford to, a promise which they arisen. It considers all its appropriatlor
could have got in all probability without bills in what is called the Committee ol
Whole House on the State of th<
striking at all. They have lost many the
Union. In this committee not only th<
thousands of dollars in wages, have exparticular bill is under consideration; bui
perienced muoh want and suffering, and also the general state ot the Union is sup
to he before the body. Therefor*
some of them have become
public charges posed
in the general debate before the reading
It ought to have been dear to every one
of the bill for amendment is begun, the
of them that a strike on a falling market widest latitude is allowea the
mcrnbei
V/Dd in the dead of winter oould not possi- who has the floor. Both parties use 'thii
time
for
making political speeohes foi
bly be successful, and it would have beon their
constituents,'and it is considered
if they had allowed their reasons to work. the
proper time for 4 talking on all sorti
But strikes are generally voted under t he of nubjeots that are not before the House
or
the
cannot be “before.the House. In
influence of tonguey orators who present
old days the slavery question tused to be
but one side of the case and who appeal
debated. How Cuba, Hawaii, Armenia,
chiefly to the passions. We are by no nnd such subjects are considered.
means certain that all the blame for the
Hojone has interfered with this debate,
strike was on the side of the operatives— but some of the new Democratic members
in the
have assumed the same liberty
that Is tojsay we are far from certain tvat committee of the whole
house, and even
made
and
was
the cut.that
in the House itself. When oalled to order
wus.necessary
demanded by the condition of the mills, some of tho rivals for the Demooratio leadhave espoused the oause of the new
ership
but whatever the fact about that may be,
members, and Mr. Bailey, of Texas, had
there can be no doubt but the operatives even put himself in the position of arguthe folly of striking when ing that, while it might be oontrary to the
wore guilty of
before
the conditions were of a kind that made rules to speak on a subject not
the House,
it
was unusual if not imsuccess impossible.
proper to enforce the rules in this respeot.
This curious argument, or rather stateThe fact seems to be that Spain did not
ment, was not in accordance with the
demand tbe reoall of Consul General Lee, facts as understood by those having long
Mr.
but did suggest to our government that experience in the House, and if
should ever be speaker he would
his "recall would be agreeable to her. Bailey
probably contend that he based it upon
for
a
a
demand
Even
recall, insufficient information.
Mr. Bland is about the only member
followed by a refusal on our part, and a
has deon the Democratic
side
who
dismissal by Spain would not necessarily
claimed about “tyranny,” because this
on
in
the
have brought
war, though
pres- rule has been enforced. Mr. Bland likes
two very muoh to make his
silver speech,
ent strained relations between the
unchanged
had which is said by some to be
have
it
countries
might
and unchangeable from deoade to decade,
this effeot. The right of a nation to re- on oconsioDS when silver is not the subwho jeot before the House; nnd he does not
fuse to receive a minister or consul
is persona non grata or to expel one whom comply grnoefully when called down. So
brushes
it is not unnatural that in the
it has reoeived if he subsequently makes
over the relevanoy of debate during the
his presenoe distasteful to her is not jdis- last week he has been in the forefront of
puted, and the exorcise of it is not a casus those who want to talk on what they
when they please, no matter what
belli. We dismissed Lom BacKviue-west, please
may be the particular piece of business
and if DeLome had not tendered ids before the Honse.
resignation and thus got ahead of us we
PROBATE COURT BUSINESS.
have dismissed him also.
should

Ordinarily, if

a

request

for

Of

rmirsn

monnf.1mt>

the Maine has been blown up, but as the
administration has declared that participation of Spain In that affair has been
eliminated b.v the evidence in the case,
seem ns If there could not be in
that incident alone sufficient danger of
collision to cause all the present prea
parations. It seems to ns that the real
explanation of tha haste now being
made to put ourselves in a condition of

It would

recall of

a

ANNEXATION.
to one for the
Portland voted three
union of this city and Deering, according
to the plan submitted by the commission. Decrlng, on the other hand gavo a
majority against it of ?6. As the act re-

Titcomb,

ADMINISTRATIONS GRANTED.
Thomas E. Myers,
Portland, Michael
H. Myers, administrator.
Robert Kilfeder, Portland, Anna W.

Kilfeder,radministratrlx.
Emery' Cushing, Portland. Frank

the

Hawaiian treaty is
now acknowledged, and the Senate committee is preparing a joint resolution to
be submitted to the Senate. There is very
little likelihood of a proposition to annex

concurrence

debate in both houses which will oon*< on
will weaken it still
a joint resolution,
further.
The Biddeford strike Is ended, and an-

'—

£

near

and

business

Jtk

water from well on

BOSTON.
UNDER NEW

n. o.

t.

a.

GUARDIANS

APPOINTED.

Ann Maria Chandler, Portland,
sia G. Thompson, guardian.

SPEAKING TO THE QUESTION.

Subject

of Debate Has
Time of

Occupied

Much of

House.

fSPECIAX, TO THE PBESS.j

from

the rulwhen Mr. Bland appealed
ingfof Chairman Payne,the vote stood £01
to 91. a tie, and Mr. Payne had to vote to
sustain his ownjruling. This is a perfectly proper procpediDg, although the
necessity for it rarely arises in the House
or in committee.
To most parliamentarians it will seem
strange that at this time in the House of

Augusta Water

Co. First

Sterling, 111:, Water
Mortgage 5's, 1925.
(This company is controlled and managed by
Portland people.)

Rmnford Falls Light & Water
Co. First Mortgage 6’s, 1908.

Knox Gas & Electric Co. (of
Rockland) First Mortgage 6’s,
INCREASING THEIR FACILITIES, which will enable them to make a finer 1903.
Factory
quality of goods than ever before. Try them. On sale by all grocers.
Penobscot Shore Line First
mar5eodtf
and salesrooms, Pearl, Milk and Silver Streets, Portland, Maine.
Mortgage 4’s, 1920, guaranteed
by the City of Bath.
Are

SALE OF TROUSERS:
We offer some 1200 pairs of Good Trousers, in Men’s, Young Men’s and large
Boys’ sizes. These Trousers are all new,
just received from our workrooms, and
are right in every particular.
FOR QUALITY, You can save considerable on the price by buying here.

Accident, Employers' Liability
and

We

are

closing out

some

line

Insurance.

Fidelity

~ADAMS

ANDERSON,

The Employers’ Liability

Corporation, Limited,

Assurance

$8 and $10
$6.50

OF

XJ. S. BRANCH.

Deposited

STANDARD CLOTHING CO.,
255 MIDDLE STREET.™ar4dtf

LONDON, ENG..
STATEMENT DEC. 31.1897.

with insurance

department,

New Yorlc, Massachusetts,Ohio and
$929,313.00
trustees,
INCOME.
$1,058,004.23
Premiums.
Interest (including ap50,933.22
preciation)
1

$1,108,937.45

EXPENDITURE.
$020,659.51
250,949.32
Commissions,
51,405.68
Salaries,
23.900.37
Stale fees,
64.414.63
All other charges,
Remittances to
1,011,335.51
head office, $65,405,75

$97,601.94

u nueu

as

regards policy holders,

exclusive

Liabilities,

DISTRIBUTION INSOLV. ORDERED.

Guaranteed capital, not
called,
Total available resources,
feb22eod3w

Eliza Ann Jordan, Casco.

world for

Bruises,
Cuts,
Sores, Uloers, Salt
Rheum, Fever Sores, Tetter, Chapped
Hands, Chilblains, Corns anil all Skin
Eruptions and positively cures Piles, or
,y required. It is guaranteed to give
satisfaction or money refunded.
25 cents per box. For sale by H. P.
S. Goold, 577 Congress St.,
under Congress Square Hotel.

RIPANS TABULES
hundred
containing
are packed for physicians
large
and fifty Tabules by count. These packages being intended for physicians’ use, are not advertised or accompanied by any circulars or other
requested
advertising matter, but any druggist will supply one whenever
A Western doctor relates an experience with one of these
to do so.
I ordered some more
special packages as follows: “A few days I ago
from Chicago, and when a patient, for whom intended one of the bottles,
paper, much resembling a
op-ned it, he found within a stone wrapped in in
his shirt bosom.
Now,
diamond, and which lie will have set and wear
if it is the custom to occasionally put
I want to know,” asks the doctor,
and
if
is a fair substitute,
in a little gem like that ? If it isn’t a diamond it
much entitled to receive one
one is put in occasionally, 1 think I am as
aui constantly emploj’ing and
as any of your numerous patrons, for I
commending the Tabules in my practice.”
in

bottles, each

4’s

Railway,
Knox & Lincoln II. II. Co,.

6’s

Steamship Co.,
ALSO BANK STOCKS

/

COMPANY.

1

^

4s.

:e

it lire.

vated;
of old

WE 1)0 HI SIN ESS ON CON OR ESS STREET.

WHITNEY,

CasiTorocer,

291

Congress

St.

|
|

Repolishing
Mahogany pieces
manner

most reasonable

I

I

Reno-

also

in the finest

We sell goods lower than any grocer on the street. Why ? Because our exstock is all paid for. \\ e
than any other store
by one-lialf. Our
penses are lower
sell for oash, and are willing to sell for a small profit.
8 lb. Can Gold Coin Mince Meat for 1 5c, 2 Cans for 2oc, Best Country Bolted Meal 2c lb. Gallon Can Apples only 25c. Gallon Can Tomatoes only 25cBest Lemons only loc doz. (i lbs. Best Bice Pop Corn 25c. IS lbs. Fine Granulated Sugar $1.00. Home-made Pickles 6c Quart. Home-maae Sauer-Kvaut 7c
Java and
1-2 Gallon Jar Sweet Pickles 25c.
lb.
Best Hairy Ball Butter 22c lb.
Mocha Screening Coffee 15c lb.

old fur-

Mattresses

FRINK

P.

|

at

TIBBETTS

db OO.
4 and
mars

6

FREE STREET,
dlw

j

vs.

Seats in advance at Chandler’s.
mar4dtf
AUCTION SALES.

BAILEY
marlin

F. O.

C. W.

•

OCEAN

on

ALLEN
tf

STEAMSHIPS.

DOMINION LINE.

application.

& "BARRETT,
SWAN
Middle St., Portland, Me.
186
jy27

dtl

“$ 150,000
THIRTY YEAR 4 PER CENT

Kojal Mail Steamers—Liverpool Service.

From

From

Steamers.Portland.
Labrador, Sat. 12 Mar.. 1p.m.
lo
1p.m.
3Mar., Vancouver.
2 Apr., 1 p. m.
17
Scotsman,
16
1 p. m.
31
Labrador.
Boston Service.

Liverpool.

Thur. 24 Feb.

TO LIVERPOOL VIA. QUEENSTOWN.
B. M. S. CANADA, MARCH 26, noon, Sat.
R, M. S, CANADA, APRIL 30, 4.00 p. m. Sat
RATE9 OF PASSAGE.

Cabin, $50.00 and upwards. Return
$1C0 and upwards according to steamer and acFirst

commodations.
—

Second Cabin, to Liverpool, London, Londonderry and Queenstown, $34 to $42.60. Return $66.73 and $78.40, according to steamer

OF THE

—

and accommodations.

WATER &

STANDISH
CONSTRUCTION CO.,
DUE 1928.
onnnlipa Dfifirinff

brook, Gorham and Standisb,

London,
Steerage, to Liverpool. London,
Glasgow, Queenstown and Belfast$22,50 and $25.50 according to steamer.
Appiy to J. B. Keaflng, 61 1-2 Exchange
street, T. P. McGowan, 418 Congress street, J.
W. Peterson, 2 Exchange street, or David Torranco &
Co., general agents, foot of Ihdla
street.
dec28dtt

derry,

Wfist-

and tbo

THOMSfl»» LIKE.

above bonds are

GUARANTEED

PORTLAND
TO

by Portland Water Co.

LONDON^

-FOB sale by—

H. M. PAYSON &C0.,
Bankers.
Portland, Me.

32 Exchange St.,

dtf

feb28

S. S. Annandale, 7000 tons, Feb. 18.
7000 tolls, Feb. 25.
S. S. Cervona,
7000 tons. Mar. 4.
S. S.
Devon?.,
And weekly thereafter.
Special attention given to the carriage of
Cheese, Butter, Apples and Perishable Cargo.
For all information apply to

Tilt ROBERT REFORO CO., Unite!
sept23

Casoo National Bank

STKAMEP.S._

BOTAL MAIL

MAINE,

AMD

ONE MILLION
DOLLARS.
Interest Paid on
TIME : DEPOSITS.
Drafts drawn on National
Provincial
of England, London, in large or
Bank
6tnall amounts, for gale at current rates.
Current Accounts received on favorable
terms.

Correspondence solicited from Individuals, Corporations,
other*
Banks and
desiring to open accounts, as well as from
those wishing to transact Banking business
of any
description through this

STEPHEN R SMALL. Prssidail.
MARSHALL R. GODING,
,,
feb'iltt

f

Cashier-

William. ItiUIan Pile
Ointment Is i* sure cure
(or PILLS. It absorbs
tumors.
Stops itching.
GIVES RELIEF. 59r.

For sale bv ,T. E. Goold* Co,

_Liverpool

and

Portland.__
^‘.01u.

From

SCRPLUS

iuneil&w I

dtf

ALLAN LINE

-OF-

PORTLAND,

DIRECT.

Commercial St., Portland, Me.

^-v=T:CT3a ==

_

I

EVENING, March 8.
PORTLAND.

BATH

4s.

Bank.

prices.

H AIA

4s.

Saco,
Biddeford,

$5,297,155.00

Reupholstering of

Supper

Admission nee.
marsdlw

Friday from 6.30 to 8 p. m.
Supper, 20c. Children, 10c.

CITY

Friday
and 11.

Salesroom 46 Kxokaage Street.

N. H.,

Prices

and

Evening, March 10
Entertainment Thursday evening.

4s. F, O. BAILEY & CO.
4s. Aectioneers and Commission Merchants

R.,
Portland Water Co.,
Maine Central R.

CAPITAL

1

Auxiliary

F.

Afternoon and

Game at 8.30.

3,000,000,00

Work.

V.

Thursday

Congress Half,

TUESDAY
dtf

nov23

incorporated 1824.

IKKBSHSMSMESnBBHMBSraMg

March
10th„
Mary S. Morrill's

FAIR
at

portiWtrust

one

|t

Ladies’

Portland

The

o’s

Maine

2,297,155.00

Upholstery

to Miss

Porflaml W a for Pa.

Surplus as regards policy holders. exclusive
of guaranteed capital, 1,101,475.00

Samuel A. Holbrook, Freeport.

complimentary

work in China, Tickets 25o.
marsd3t«

$412,306.16

$1,195,680.00

EVENING.

THURSDAY

of

guaranteed capital,

ORDERED.

Bucklen’s Arnica Salve.

There will be one of the best “Old Folks’
Concerts” ever given in Portland at
Second 9’urish Church,

State

Assets,

There no use suffering from this dreadful malady if you will only get the right
remedy. You are having pain all through
your body, your liver is out of order,
have no appetite, no life or ambition,
have a bad cold, in fact are completely
Electric Bitters are the only
used up.
remedy that will give you prompt and
sure relief.
They act directly on your
Liver, Stomach aud Kidneys, tone up the
whole system and make you feel like a
new being.
They are guaranteed to cure
For sale at H. P. S.
or price refunded.
Goold’s drug store. Only 50c per bottle.

OLD FOLKS' CONCERT.

Portland and Rumford Falls

uuuuo,

owues

performance.

4’s

ASSETS.
15,975.00
and county bonds,
Municipal and town bonds, 274,825.00
320,604.58
Railroad bonds,
Cash Deposited with trustees. with Kidder, Pea27,146.33
body & Co.,
1,157.34
Cash in hand and in bank.
Interest due and accrued
on bonds, not included
7,137.09
in market value,
Premiums in due course of
274.539.18
collection,
Agents’ balances
(Premiums three
months overdue), $7,352.47 -$1,205,009.52
LIABILILIES.
Reserve for losses outstanding, contingent and
$258,490.00
direct,
Reserve for commissions,
etc.,
60,806.29
for unexpired
Reserve
473,407.07
risks,
792,703.36

sale for any

now on

4’s

Losses,

CAPITAL, SUBSCRIBED, $3,750,000.
Capital, paid up in cash,
$750,000.00

The Sure La Grippe Cure.

Cumberland County,

& GO.

Exchange St., Agents of

81

Orchestra.
Balance of Kepf.rtoire:

Wednesday Mat.Fanehon the Cricket
Wednesday Night.Monte Cristo
Thursday Mat.Only a Jay
Thursday Night.A Noble Keyence
Friday Mat.Kob Kay
Friday Night.Faust
Saturday Mat.Little Miss Johnstone
Saturday Night.Iran's Oath
Matinees, 10, 20c.
Evenings, 10, 20. 30c.
Seats

Merrimack County,

Prices, $1.50, $2, $2.50, $3, $3.50 and $5.
Trousers, “King Make,” at

Exchange St.dlw

98

A : JAY.

:

And Thoir Own Concert

IdWsi

FOB SALE BY

mar3

ONLY

COMEDY AND DRAMATIC GO.

__

Municipal

Oregon,

Astoria,
5’s, 1925.

MASON & MERRILL,

LICENSES 1\ E. ISSUED.

New Gloucester,

HOMEBONDS.

Kennebuukport.

Celebrated Kent Pilot, Fine Biscuits, Bread and Confectionery,

BOSTON.^

5’s

Mousani Water Co. First Mort&
gage 5’s, 1915, of Kennebunk

Y

PRIOR,

4^’s

Summary of Head Office Statement.
March 31,1897.

NAME CHANGED.

l

Maine Central R. R. Co.,

(This company is controlled and managed by

SHADOWED

EVENING 8 P. M.

*—««

Brunswick, Me.,
Athol, Mass., Wster Co. First
Maine Central R. R. Co.,
mortgage 5’s, 1913.
Portland Deonle.)

Isaac D. Bynam, Freeport.
Peter Woodward, Brunswick.

Sit

First

Co.

Rockland Water

mortgage 5’s, 1919,

MATINEE 3 P. M.

CRIME

A

Old Belfast

Falls

5’s, 1903.

Co.

C. C. TCKESBORV, Manager.
T
®

exchange.

DIETZ DENISON

Rockland.Tlioinaston & CamRailway First mortgage 5’s, 1933.

OF

(TEMI*RATION^‘!,nus<^ay‘

4’sf
Send for list

Surplus

John P. Bailey, New GJouoester.

TWELVE

BELFAST. IDE.,
6’s taken in

den Sireet

Lizzie H. Lovejoy, Portland.
Marjnry L. Gilson, Portland.
John M. Adams, Deering.

GRANTED.

VOKKS.tho Governors.

FINANCIAL

FOREIGN DRAFTS.
dtf

Rumford
Portland &
Railway 4’s, 1937.

MARCH I! arse! 12,

Largest, the Best Dressed, the One Real Farce-Comedy Company in America. 32 High
Lucy Daly, Margaret Daly Vokes, Ora.ce Snerwoo.l, Johnny ra«-e, John Keefe,
Evening prices 25c. 50c, 75c, $1.00.

GL13MCarcKei5tg“THE

BONDS.

LICENSES R. E. ISSUED.

THE LEST SALVE in the

Exchange Sts.

The

Class People.

85 C0.1CRESS ST.,

MANUFACTURERS

SATURDAY,

Popular Priced Matinee 8>atu«ci*v, 25c, 35c *uul >0c

AND OTHER CHOICE BONDS.

INCORPORATED,

Performance,

by the

_

FRIDAY AND

KENT,

COUDY

ACCOUNTS ALLOWED.

Dorcas Marie True,
Dorcas Ricker True.

Gor. Middle &

feb9

INVENTORIES RETURNED.

ALLOWANCES

“T.AJ>rrsr:E3[.A_TXiS:E3IV»

WARD and

|

,;=s.

Per-

Winfield S. Noyes, Pownal.
Submit C. Russell, Portland.
Lizzie F. Jacobs, Portland.
Charles Hansen, Portland.
Patrick Doyle, Portland.
Ann M. Chandler, Portland.
Peter Woodward, Brunswick.
Bessie F. Tupper, South Portland.
John M. Adams, Deering.
Isaac D. Byram, Freeport.
Howard T. Cox, St. Johnsbury, V*.
Sarah A. Curtis, New Gloucester.
Lois Hicks, Falmouth.
Stephen Huston, Manchester, N. H.
Eliza A. Mack,Cumberland.
Mary S. Nash, Gray.

CHOICE SEATS LEFT FOR THE

Jp INVESTMENT SECURITIES,
LETTERS UF CREDIT,

MANAGEMENT.

tefphrson, 't£SS?tS 2S2SSS?-

_

DAMROSOH--ESXjILiXjS OlE*egnA. CO.,
ADMISSION, $1.50
1‘ertormance begins promptly at 7.30.

|?

premises.

_AMUSEMENTS.

j

This evening

BANKERS,

dis- 5V

trict. Artesian well

MOULTON,

&

WOODBURY

*®p

Union Station

of both

Washington, March 7—During the last
outlying islands getting any favorable week the time of the House has been
consideration until the prospeot of war taken up somewhat by controversies over
with Spain has departed. A war with the subject of debate, and whether, when
Spain will be largely a naval war, and a question is beforfi the House, the memail the ships we have we shall need to de- ber speaking should confine himself to the
subject. The Democrats have precipitatmenace
fend our present sea coast and
ed the issue by trying to interject politiSpanish possessions. To add Hawaii now cal speeches during the consideration of
he
about
would
equivalent—from a appropriation bills, claim bills and other
strategic point—to destroying two or measures. They have been ruled out of
and on this account have made
three of our ships, inasmuch as we should order,
considerable of their old conversation
off
have to draw
that number from the about “the suppression of debate.” The
occurred in the commitprotection of our coast to guard the Pa- most recent case House
on
Friday last,
But even with the Spanish tee of the whole
cific islands.
when Mr. Hanley of Delaware, attempted
of
out
it
is
the
doubtway
controversy
very
to interject a political speech during the
ful if the necessary majority can be ob- consideration of. a small private claim.
the
chairman
tained to annex tho island. The projeot When called to order by
of Missouri, the famous silver
has lost strength since its disonssion be- Mr. Bland,
statesman, made a very bitter onslaught
gan. When the treaty was reported in the on the chairman, claiming that a memit
was
Senate
confidently predicted that ber had a right to talk on anything he
of the whole house.
it would easily command the two thirds pleased in committee
were
absent, ana
Many Republicans
weaknecessary to pass it. Discussion
ened it, and now the friends admit that it
cannot get the needed votes. An open

H.

Cushing, administratrix.
Maurice Wheeler, Portland, Mary Whalen, administratrix.
Calvin S
Walker, Westbrook, Henry
B. Walker, administrator.
Charles Stanwood,
Deering, Ges. M.
Stanwood, administrator.
South Portland,
Bessie F. Tupper,
John H. Hill, administratrix.
Sarah A. Curtis, New Gloucester, Persis G. Thompson,
administratrix, d. b.

DISTRIBUTION SOLV.

The defeat of

—■

cities, J Storer Libby, Deering.
Annie M. Lowell, Portland.
Its defeat in Deoring was
union fails.
Robert Kilfeder, Portland.
due chiefly to the vote of the farming
Franklin Simonds, Portland,
the
and
of
on
the
border
interests
town,
g Arthur J. Young, etals., Brunswick.
Outside
of
interest.
tits office holding
Abigail B. Tibbetts,. Scarborough.
Seward B. Gunnison, Scarborough.
UHU
lllJOSO lUbCrCiUS
UIUJI/UV
Eleanor Brown, Brunswick.
This
of
it.
in
favor
are
being
people
Xjyuxu x'jux’ue, ixruntmiu«,
the case we have no doubt that annexaThomas H. Weston, Portland.
Lizzie
E. Haskell, Gray.
a
short
tion will be accomplished within
Hazen W. Spring, New Gloucester.
The agitation will not die out
time.
Samuel A- Holbrook, Freeport.
with yesterday's vote. The vote was too
Eliza Ann Jordan, Casco.
continue
and
will
the
Newell N. Chute, Brldgton.
close for that. It
William Jameson, Westbrook.
next time the question is voted on, which
quired the

defence must] lie in some important information possessed by the government,
we predict, will not be far off, annexaCertainbut not known to the publlo.
tion will be carried. A union in the near
Cannon
like
Mr.
a
cool
man
would
not
ly
future is clearly foreshadowed by yesterhurry to provide for an appropriation of
vote.
$50,000,000 for coast defences unless he be- day’s
lieved there was very grave reason to
fear that we were on the verge of war.

tGUUWvx

Centrally located

Judge Peabody the
Third Tuesday la February.

peared
That the war spirit should be more ram- part of the voters and it was to be feared
have an unfavorable
pant in the interior than on the coast, in that this might
not effeot upon the Republican majority as
the West than in New England is
candidate had made
strange. About all the interior would the Democratic
active canvass among certain eleknow about a war with Spain would an
the newspapers. On ments of the opposition. The Republicome from reading
Our cans, however, generally, turned out and
thelsea coast it might be different.
The A. P. A.
fcacoast cities would be threatened by voted the straight ticket.
Spanish men-of-war, and it is within the movement amounted to very little, falling
possibilities that some of them might be by far short of the predictions of its
bombarded or made to pay heavy tribute. promoters.
It is quite natural that people who ore likeThe re-election of Mr. Randall retains
ly to have to pay the cost of war should at the head of the municipality a gentlebeforehand than man who has shown himseif capable of
o mnt it more carefully
people upon whom no such obligation is administering the affairs of the city
likely to rest; and their doing so does not wisely and prudently, and the election
of a Republican
city council ought to
impugn in the least their patriotism
assure to him a hearty co operation on
There is evidently a growing apprehenthe part of the legislative branch of the
sion of wnr with Spain on the part of the
The record of the
next city government.
government. No other explanation can
somewhat
was
administration
present
be offered of the haste with which legismarred
unseetningly wrangling in
by
lation increasing the army and navy
It is to
one branch of the city council.
and appropriating large sums for coast
be hoped that in the year to come there
defences is being put through Congress.
will be nothing of that kind.
Yet, so far as the public is informed

fnr

I1GIGIG nVUOG

Before

__

States and Spain, but not until very recently has there been any noticeable pre-

TMESES

the
Transacted

AMUSEMENTS.

FINANCIAL._

probably

consul were made It would be
There will not be any more A. P. A. followed by a demand if not complied
was
movements in this town.
Yesterday’s with, and eventually if compliance
WILLS PROVED AND ALLOWED.
his
expulsion. That
election showed that the people of Port- still refused by
Charles J. Walker, Portland, Either E.
in the
her
withdrawn
has
request
of
sort
to
that
Spain
land don’t take kindly
Walker, executrix.
case of Consul General Lee shows that she | Samuel Waterhouse, Portland, Charles
thing.
shall
E. Waterhouse, William 1.1Waterhouse,
that
is anxious not to do anything
Though Deering, in our opinion, voted increase the tension between the two executors.
; Frances E. Strickland, Portland, Benunwisely in defeating annexation, it
countries, and effectually negatives the jamin F. Strickland, executor.
voted wisely in chooging the Hon. A. F.
that
made
she
Lewis W. Pendleton, Portland, Edward
is
assertion that
frequently
Moulton as its mayor. He is an accomfor a war with the United W. Pendleton, executor.
is
anxious
Emma H. Jewell, South
Portland,
plished gentleman and we predict he States.
Leslie C. Jewli, cxeoutor.
___
will give to the city one of the best adNew
A.
Cutter,
Gloucester,
Greeley
THE ELECTION.
ministrations It has ever had.
Elizabeth G. Cutter, executrix.
Harriet
The Republicans yesterday re-eleoted
Fannie
W.
Falmouth,
Baker,
We venture to suggest that the Hon.
the Hon. Charles H. Randall Mayor by A. Hutchinson, exeoutrlx.
Darius H. Ingraham now wishes that
Seth
E.
G.
Albert
Berry, Bridgton,
in the neighborhood of 700
a majority
executor.
the Hon. George F. McQuillan had been
Berry,
thus
ensuring
five
carried
and
wards,
Salome G. Hunt, Brunswiok, Henry
nominated, and that the Hon. George
H. Hunt, exeoutor.
control of both branches of the city eoun
F. McQuillan is quite content that the
James M. Dennett, Brunswick, Mary
The result under the circumstances
oil.
selection fell on the Hon. Darius H.
J. Dennett, exeoutrix.
There
apis
gratifying.
exceedingly
Arnrni C. Tltcomb, Freeport, Mary E.
Ingraham.
to be consideiable apathy on the
executrix.

there is no cause for war now which has
not existed for a long time. There has
been for a long time apprehension that
the condition of Cuba might eventually
bring on a collision between the United

MIBOKLI-ANEOPS.

|

MISCMXAJ050US.

Liverpool

Steamship_Portland.

12 Feb.
17 Feb.
26 Feb.
10 Mar.
12 Mar.
24 Mar.

Numldian.
Carthaginian,
Mongolian,
Californian,
Laurentian,
Parisian.

_

2
6

Mar.
Mar.

Mar.
Jo
2o Mar.
Mar.
!6 April

Laurentian carries cabin passenge.-s only.
Carthaginian carries second cabin passengers
and Btaterooms
01Th'e Saloons
where least motion

are in
the cenis felt.
Eleoused for lighting the ships throughlights being at the command o! the
Music
passengers at any hour of the night.
Rooms and Smosing Rooms on the promenade
and
Staterooms
are
Saloons
heated
The
deck.

tral nart
tricity is
out the

b3Rateso'fis

A repassage $62.60 to;$70.GQ.
made on Round Trip Tickets.
duction
S.c-'nd Cabin—To Liverpool, London and
Londonderry, $34.00 and $36.26; return,
$66.76 ami $69.00.
Steerage—To Liverpool, London, Glasgow,
Belfast or Londonderry, including every requisite for the voyage $22.60 and $23.60.
For tickets or further Information apply to
T. P. McGOWAN, 418 Congress St., J. B.
KEATING, 61Vii Exchange St., H. & A. ALAN, Montreal, 92 Stalest,. Boston, and 1 India
jly31dti
st, Portland.

Siimiiritiin Association,
The annual meeting of the Samaritan Assoei
ation for the election of officers and the trau»
action of such business tnat may legally come
before the meeting, will he held with Mrs. W.
T. Kilborn, Brackett St., Thursday alternoon,
March the third, at three o'clock.
Per order,
MRS. F. O. BAILS V, Prei
HARRIET K. FARRINGTON, Sec. feb24dtd

MOULTON
MAYOR-ELECT
NADED.

118; Nathaniel A. Burnell, R., 188; Geo.
A. MoCubrey, C., 176; Frederiok H. Watson, C., 166.
School Committee, two years Thomas
B. Payne, R., 181; Albert F. Murch, C.,

WESTBROOK.

162.

Warden—Jesse^C.

A number
of the friends of Mayorelect Moulton serenaded him at his home
in Oakdale
last evening. The Mayorelect responded in a brief speech in wbioh
he said:
Fellow oitizens of Deeiing—I
thank you
for this enthusiastio reception.
I
appreciate] the kindness of my

Estes, R., 144.

Wm.
Clerk—Ashley F. Small, R-, 139;
a AarAnnexation Was Defeated
Elected
Candidate
H."Nason, C., 168.
T
Constable—A.C. Chute,R., 184; J.Winrow
tleld MoCubrey, C., 161.
111
;WARD THREE.
Aldermen—John D. Knowlton, R-, 96;
T.
James W. Morris, R., 100; Charlos
ASTI’S HAD MAJORITY OF 36 IS
C. L. London, C., 12b.
MAJORITY
HAVE
IN
THE
137;
C.,
Ames,
CITIZENS
FranK
School Committee, three yearn
VOTE OF SEABLY 1500.
CITY COUNCIL.
P. Pride, K., 108.
u
-p
Warden—G. Howard Waterhouse, R*»

by

Mayor

Raymond
Majority.
By

Majority.

Yet there comes with this greeting a sense of great responsibility, for I
woll know that this manifestation is not
for me as an individual, hut as an expression of what you desire to have accomplished by means of this eleotion. You

Election One of

the Hottest

Ever Known

L. H.
L. Hawkes, R., 102;
Brackett, C., 128.
lo*5*
Constable—John Meserve, R->

Mr. Moulton Wai Elected Mayor by

a

have deoided that our city shall be independent in its government. Let us, so far
as in us lies, make that government what
it should be. To all who have made a

Sub-

Aldermen

stantial Majority-Board of
WARD FOUR.
Will Contain Two
Democrats—Vote
61;
R.,
Haskell,
F.
Aldermen—Walter
PomerLargest Ever Cast by the City.
1 hrown.
Ovide J. Fortin, R..£6; Timothy
C., 133.
leau, C., 135; Byron E. Haskell,
The Election In Deering yesterday was
The election in Westbrook yesterday
School Committee, three years-Charles
G. Wilson, one of the most interesting and exciting
was one
of the hottest ever held. The E. Reny, R., 59; Alexander
in the history of the city.
Fifteen hunRepublicans maintained their usual maGoozey.R., 59; Fred- dred
the largest ballot ever secured
votes,
ward
latter
the
jorities in Wards 1 and B,
erick Buard, C., 137.
m
were polled.
The Republican candidate
w» x> A
Clerk—Fred Stevens, R-,
being an increase from that of last year
for mayor, Hon. Augustus Moulton was
139,
o
C.,
T„
for
Mayor Cloudman. King S. Ray- Brown,
b0,
Constables—Willis E. Libby, R.,
elected by a substantial majority.
The
mond, the Citizons’ candidate for mayor Louis Christian, C., 139.
ballot for aldermen was very exciting and
over
111
of
was elected
by a majority
WARD FIVE.
the successful officials were eleoted by
There were a great
Mayor Cloudman.
A.
small majorities.
Aldermen-Joseph
B.
many split tiokets thrown Id every ward.
wall
So
Bailey.
The Republicans have elected five out
C. W. Lawrenoe.R. ,98;
67.
O.,
For city clerk, E. H. Smith polled the
Chandler,
68 Albert L.
of the seven ward aldermen.
The four
two
years-Charles
he
Committee,
same
within one vote as
dld,last year.
School
^
Ed100;
Grant. R..
That

In

Their

City—Citizens

Also

Elect

manly light against us let us extend our
hands in
hearty greeting and ask them
to join with us in making the future of
We have, I
our oity worthy of us all.
state.
whole
in
the
finest
the
city
believe,
No where oan you find a community of
higher average of morality and intelliwith
gence. It is a growing city, a place

City Clerk—Many Split Tickets

^Warden—Ambrose

WCerk-ClSs’H
C., 67.

Constable—George C. Pike, R., 99.
meeting of the city counoll
The last

was

_S_

city reports

printed.
ferred

A

population the number of scholars
attending the High school of Deertng, is
larger than that of any othor oity or
its

_r-S

—

accepted and ordered

wore

board’adjourned.
MUSIC AND DRAMA.

of

the most brilliant audiences
Portland at the Damrosoh-Ellis perin
formance of “Ta mhanser” this evening
The Jefferson theatre, aDd although
at
seats’in different
of choice
a number

KING S. RAYMOND,
but was defeated by the Citizens’,candidate, Mr. W. W. Lamb, by 22 majority.
Of the aldermen-at large, the Republihave elected Mr. Geo, A. Qulnby,
have elected the rewhile the Ciitzons’
I. Lincoln Burgess and
maining two,

cans

can

still be obtained,

preparations is necessary for suoh an
elected four out
event as a grand opera production. The
of lu aldermen, thes9 men being elected
stage hands, meohanios^ carpenters, etc.,
t'oin Wards 1 and 5.
arrive at 10 a. m., this morning with
have
For ward officers the Citizens’
the third car of properties and costumes,
the exception of
mado a
sweep with
but the members of the oast, ohorus, balWards 1 and 5, which are Republican. let and orchestra come in a special train
Of the school committee-at-large, the of five
cars over the Eastern division of
Republicans have elected Messrs. E. J. ihe Boston & Maine, leaving Boston at
Haskell and H. H. Meicher, and the Citiover
11, arriving here at 3 p. m., and as
zens’ elected A. N. WUhim.
be on this train the
will
150 people
The following is the vote for mayor;
Union Station will resemble somewhat
Cloudman, R., Raymond, C. a European depot for a while at least,
of the company; are Ame156
as but few are
164
Ward 1,
158
136
will put up at
Ward 2,
Damrosch
ricans. Mr.
142
85
Ward 3,
the Cumberland club, while the princi138
63
Ward 4,
Ward o,_160
64_ pals will stop at the Congress Square,
hotels.
Every658
Preble and West End
547
that
so
is
however,
systematized,
thing
clerk:
The following is the vote for city
things will quickly be in shape and the
C.
Lamb,
Smith, R.,
performance will be given promptly at
H6
T75
Ward 1,
7.30. Doors open at 0.45.
l54
144
Ward 2,
114
115
THE GRAND OPERA.
WardS,
137
62
Ward 4,
Although the sale of seats for the DamWard
Tannhauser
rosch-Ellis presentation of
618
516
A. Quinhy, has been one of the largest ever known
Aldermen-at Large—Geo.
is the house
R., 6i0; Ernest L. Dresser R., 551; Ab- In this city, so well adopted
55?.; Charles H. for such a performance and so large is the
ner
L. Hawkes, R,
Leighton, C., 575; I. Lincoln Burgess, company, both in regard to,the chorus
C.. 624; Geo. B.5Gray. C., 652.
Commlttee-at-Large—Three and orchestra, that any seat no, matter
School
one
where situated must necessarily be a good
vears, Edwin J. Haskell, R-, 587;
A.
year, Harry H. Meicher, R>., 592;
one for witnessing such a performance
Witham, C., 620.
and the remaining ones will undoubtedly
WARD ONE.
•
soon be disposed of.
Aldermen—Isaac A. Bailey, R., 163; While to many people the announcement
Oscar L. CousMarrett Lamh, R., 174;
of a performance of Grand Opera means
ins, C., 154; Luther A. Frank, C., 146.
all
one
year—Stephen considerable, it does not convey to
School Committee,
E. Cord well, li., 175; Ira C. Strout, 0., minds the real magnitude of such an un145.
dertaking. In the first place it means a
Warden—Alfred H. Larrabee, R.,'177;
very considerable Item for railroad trans]45.
Hetekiah Elwell, C.,
as a special train of five cars is
Wm.
E.
Republican

have

returned, Mr. J. M. Lane, Republican of
ward six.
The result of the vote on annexation
Ward two went
was a surprise to many.
by as large a majority in opposition as it
was figured prior to the election.
The city government met last evening
to tabulate the returns, but it was found
by the board of aldermen that only one
ward had made a return of the scattering
votes

as

required by law,

adjourned nntil 7.30
when the supplementary
was

the meeting
this evening,
reports of the

so

Ward
Ward
Ward
Ward
Ward
Ward
Ward

clerks

1,
2,
8,
4,
5,
6,
7,

will

WARD TWO.

Aldermen—Charles M.

Cloudman, R,

K

82
187
132
105
140
44
7S

89
45
107
111
136
140
99

753

717

FOR MAYOR,
1898.
1897.
Moulton. Roberts. Soat. Davis. Scat.
Ward
Ward
Ward
Ward
Ward
Ward
Ward

1,
2,
3,
4,
5,
6

7,

106
115
119
149
196
107
77

73
112
113
67
64
74
90

809

693

1

1

79
108
136
55
73
139
94

3
3
3
7
5
2

684

22

Aldermen at Large—Ezekiel H. Hanson, R., 928, Ellas M. Jacobs, R., 951;
Charles S. Fornham, R., 920; George H.
Wyman, R., 953; George M. Cram, D.,
541; Robert C. Marshall, D., 540; Charles

Arranged with

a

--

house, the company brings two property
men,two stage carpenters two electriolans
four wardrobe people and six men for the
handling of the scenes,etc. Then there is
the ballet of twelve and the chorus of

120 MILES AN HOUR.
Mult

pie

forty-eight, the stage manager and his
Gear.
assistants, the 10 people in the oast and
the grand orchestra of 68 musicians in adSome day we may look for a locomotive dition to Mr. Damrosch and the regular
engine with the piston rods connected business staff. In speaking of the orcheswith a large gear wheel running in a tra a better idea may be obtained when
made fast to the shaft it is known that two full rows or over 40
■ nailer gear pinion
to
of the driving wheels. By this device the seats
be removed
have
to
Locomotives

that
we
will turn
have in our present locomotives
the driving wheels over twioe and result
in 120 miles per hour instead of 60 miles
s tme

travel of the piston

rod

ptr hour.
Then it will be necessary to provide a
to avoid the
sharp front to the train
some
heavy air pressure, and to devise
rails to insure the train

practical safety

sticking to thorn. These things are coming. Mark the prediction.
As the world moves faster, those who
would stay with it and enjoy the yearly
and con
improvements must preserve
Coffee is one of the
serve their health.
most cunning destroyers of nervous activity extant. Its effects show in a great
variety of ways and when one finds that
little troubles with the body are cropping
up too frequently to be pleasant it wlll.be
to drop
a clever stroke of common sense
off the drug for a month and see if you
have’nt put your finger on the real villain.
It is an easy task to leave off Coffee
when Postura Food Coffee, thoroughly

boiled, is served.

palatable

But Postnm is
not
unless it has been boiled full 16

minutes after boiling commences. Many
people fall to get a desirable cup from
Postnm simply and solely because they
leave it on the stove 15 minutes and consider because it looks black and rich that
it is done.
Not so. Tho delicious flavor and food
value is not extracted until it has sharply
boiled at least 15 minutes after boiling
It is a powerful builder of
brain and nerve centres.

commences.

for
these musioians.
make
way
Mr. Damrosch never cuts the production
in any way when he makes the trips to
these smaller cities, but every little detail is carefully looked after and, unless

will hold its annual
I.The
meeting this evening with Mr. and Mrs.
F. T. Miller, 403 Forest avenue. New
members who joined previous to Decem-

Unity

club

ber J will be subjeot to the annual assessment.

75c

Ward
Ward
Ward
Ward
Ward
Ward
Ward

1,

2,
3,
4,
5,
6,
7,

separate

Yard.

$ 1,50ja.

good
skirts,

for
for

patterns
reduced

58c

in Black Brohest designs for
Waists and whole dresses, Si
inches wide and only

patterns

73C

Taffetas,

and
Silks
Black Brocaded
Satins for Waists and Skirts.
All new and handsome designs,

way.

102
117
134
166
215
119
96

81
115
102
62
49
66
80

949

545

WARD ONE.

Alderman—Frank E.
John J. Frye, D.,’.91.

Yard.

for her clever portrayal of the scheming
Miss
Una Clayton
Countess DeOra.
pleased greatly by her winsome and unassuming manner. Her descriptive songs
of
the enterwere a pleasing feature
tainment,
voice.

as

she has

a

sweet

count for Casta.

exact

ed and

Offered

the newspaper corwua good and his specialties

respondent,
were cleverly given.

run

livliness which betokens a
snap and
wall-organized company and competent
stage management.
There will be matinees daily and eve-

Warden—Clarenoe O. Waite,
James B. Blake, D., 76.
Clerk—Wallaoe C.
Knapp,
Fred S. Jordan, D., 77.

R., 102;

QUESTION OF JURISDICTION'.
Washington, March 7.—A controversy

R.,

100;

on

FOR WEAK MEN.

Alderman—J.M. Lane, R., 117;
Clark, D., 65.
Warden—Kben E.Rand.R., 118; Carroll
A. Leavitt, D., 65.
Clerk—Fred S. Marsh, R., 120; Edward
B. Dodge, D., 63.
WARD SEVEN.

95;
Alderman—Walter Pickett, R.,
Elbridge G.Johnson, D., 81.
Warden—Edward C. O’Brion, R., 95;
Thomas E. Foley, D., 78.
Clerk—J. G. Johnson, R., 96; Albert
I Morton, D., 79.

TRIAL WITHOUT EXPENSE.
The famous Appliance and Remedies of

the Erie Medical Co. now lor the first time
offered on trial without expense to any
honest man. Not a dollar to be paid
la advance. Cure Effects of Errors
or Excesses In Old or Young.
Manhood
Fully Restored. How to Enlarge and
Strengthen Weak, Undeveloped Portions
of Body. Absolutely unfailing Home
Treatment. No C. O. f). or other soheme.
A plain offer by a firm of high standing.

a

Dozen

to

get your

exact

were

melt-

you

Pay Cash and Ret
10 Per Cent
Discount,

$ I .35yd

of

these,

put

67 l-2c
Per Y ard.

on

or

9

styles

fit and

New line of Covert Cloihs that
be
to
uuusnnt
conceded
15c per yard. The
values at
makes
them
cash discount
still belter values, at

Buying
large

theiut

direct from

manu-

middle men’s

Go Carts

are

here.

wear

expert

is

room

ut-

con-

Several styles,

perfectly

“

“

3

“

“

1

“

“

1

“

«

lard.

too,

Well,
besides

carry

W-B.
Dr. Warner’s
Her Majesty’s
10 Per Cent Dis- P-D.
Ferris Waists,

Per

Baby Carriages

1.25
1.50
2.00
2.25

“What Other Makes?”

67 l-2c

of

Crop

prices right.

$1.00

at

1

the

following
10

styles

1G

styles
styles
styles

13
1
5

Double Ye

styles
Waists,

H. & W. Waists

Jackson Waists,

$1.35 yd

are

fur-

any of our,
Corsets and

an

Dy

Corset-',tting

The Columbia

them

do,

for

cottage

§1.25 to 1.89
Screens, 5 feet, frame only,
§1.89 to 3.98
Screens,5 fee.. 8 inch, filled in.
83c to 1.09
Easel, 5 feet. 7 inch.
Easel, white enamel, 6 feet, 2 inches,
$1.00 to 1.69
Corner Brackets, 3 shelves, 4 shelves.
50c to 2.39
3 shelves,
89c to 2.39
Musie stands.
Musie Cabinets,
Boole Backs, 3. 4, and 5 shelves,
$1.19 to 1.89
i«cto3uo
Wall Bockets,
63o to 1.49
Jardiniere Stands.
Table (tripod) pine top, round
89c to 1.89
and square, 8 legs,

isolated.
Of the Thomson’s “Glove-Fitting” New
these are our fifteen grades.

count for Cash.

New line of Spring Colorings
per
in Poplins, at only $1.50
yard. Cash Discount makes

niture.
is we

lightness

our
Miss
Yes,
Chambers will give

New line of Canvas Weaves in I Cash Discount of
some
.of the best shades for
10 Per Cent.
spring suits, at $1.00 per yard,
New shades in solid colored
Bayedere and Traverse Stripes,
that arc the best style and value
nt $1.00 and $1.25 per yard,

of
and

fifteen
of Thom“Glove-Fit-

venient, comfortable, and

COLORED SUITINGS.
j

Ideals
heme

Goods.

into it.

fitting

a

Our

81.00 and $1.35 Per Yard.

admirably per-

and warmly applauded. Not
formed
least among the attractions was an excellent orchestra that during the evening gave many selections. From start
to finish the performance went with that

or

ter.

New Checks and Plaids, at

10 per cent Cash
makes
Discount
them 90 CTS.

know

not

styles

though

as

better ir tirsr

45c, 50c and 75c Per Yard.

Various specialties between the acts—
notably the graceful dancing of Miss
Madison—were

you’d

are sure

you

10 Per Cent Discount for Casta.
We Fit Them.

New Wash Silks, at

sympathetic

Joseph Carey,

You move, and

son's

ting”
fit, as

Have you seen our line of New Spring Dress Goods!
Plain Goods, Stripes, Pancy Weaves, all new and stylish the above we
for Spring just opened.
Suitings
o
Corsets.
beautiful
speoial scenery,
played by
Ten per cent from lowest prices if you buy nowanil pay cash.
attractiveto
the
play’s
adding infinitely
R. & G.
Clarence Bennett played the
difficult part of El Aguila, an Indinn
descendant of the Azteo kings,In a manmuch
enthusiasm.
that created
ner
Capitola’Marshall deserves much praise

and

From these

15 styles
of Thomson’s,

Bicycles

are

here.

,ybe

a

dozen

You’ll have
;ost of them.

no

designs.
quarrel

BROTHERS

BINES

with the

J. R. LIBBY CO.

J. R. LIBBY CO.

GO.

Cash Purchasers on the entire line
10 Per Cent Discount to
o£ New Dress Trimmings and JLiniugs.

Bed

ning performances.

True, R., 89;

with you,

you had a corset on but for the sense
of support it gives you; aud there’s
never a hint of constraint.

79 Cents and $1.00 Per Yard.

deals with the social and rough
highway life of Mexico, and is intensely interesting and exciting. Vivid pictwere disures of the Mexican country

Maude

Sohool Committee—Edwin P. Wilson,
R., 939; George B. Jacobs, R, 952; Geo.
W. Grose, R., 945; Frank G. Johnson,
D.
538; Charles T. Ogden, D., 656; F.
E. Bailey, D., 537.

moves

10 Per Cent Dis-

of
Cheney’s $3.00
5 pieces
quality Black Satin Brocades,
goods that we can fully recommend in every
for this sale at

it

you

play

Mr.

it wouldn’t last

construction that detailed description
facturers save you the
is verbal extravagance.
This is its lucky secret.
Instead profits.

We give Ten Per Cent Discount to all Cash Purchasers of Corsets if you like, for
Cheney’s New Printed Silks, at
Kid Gloves are sure to

Spear’s comedy company opened a
weeks engagement at Portland theatre
last night tc an excellent audience, notwithstanding it was election night. The
The Royal Slave.
play presented was

ness.

design and

in

lines of the wearer.

gros-grain

Brocade

this sale to

Mew
caded

$ 1.00 jd.

with the adjoining

I TREATMENT

company.
Ticket holders will please try and be
in their seats before 7.30 o’clock at which
will begin.
Those
hour the overture
who arrive after that hour will have to
stand until the end of the first act and
thejact is quite long. If the audience
will get to the theatre by seven o’clock,
there will
or a few moments thereafter,
bo no crush at the entrance. Escelient
on
sale
and
can
be seoure
still
seats are
at the box oflioe of The Jefferson during

58c £?'

silks, all

SPEAR’S COMEDY CO.

The

is

Corset

^here are transverse seams
in graceful curves which adapt themselves to all figures, and the corset
adjusts itself automatically to the

New Line of Patterns for Waists and Dresses.

old banking
cafe, which is so reminiscent of fun to
those who have seen Ward and Yokes in
past seasons. It may be taken for granted that “Percy and Harold” do not allow
the hotel guests to do much in the way of
room

ting”

so

of gores,

THE GOVERNORS.
In “The Governors” which is the title
of Ward and Vokes’s new farce, they are
given an elaborately staged hotel office in
which to oavort. This set Hupplants the

has arisen between the House committee
appropriations and naval affairs over
the claims sot up by each as to jurisdiction over the bills introduced to appropriWARD TWO.
ate money for the purchase of warships.
rendered impossible by some local diffidecision referred the
H.
Carter, R., 115; The Speaker’s
g Alderman—Charles
Brornweil bill which
culty in connection with the stage, no Simeon Tracey, D., 113.
appropriates $20,*
Warden—Abner Lowell, R., 118; George 000,000 for the purchase of ships to the
difference oan be seen between the percommittee.
The bill made
114.
appropriations
formance here and in New York or Bos- C. Cribb, D.,
Clerk—Frank S. Wallace, R., 119; K. the money immediately available. A
Jefferson
the
the
facilities of
to that of Mr. Brornweil,
ton, and
similar bill
M. Watkins, D., 112.
introduced by Mr. Gibscn.of Tennessee,
theatre are such that when the
manageWARD THREE.
naval
went
to
the
committee because the
ment announces exactly the same proAlderman—Herbert B. Seal, R., 113; money was not immediately available.
duction as in these other cities the public
Mr. Boutelle, chairman of the naval
AlOWrb iJillgJr’,)'*
both
may rest assured that they will see just
Warden—Elmer O. Varney, R., 135; committee, claims jurisdiction of been
The controversy has not yet
bills.
what is advertised.
Levi E. Leighton, D., 101.
W. Turner,
Jr., 134: settled, but upon the issue will depend
Clerk—John
Tannhauser is one of the most beautiful
the determination whether the appropriV. Osgood, D., 101.
and popular of the Wagner operas and Charles
ations committee or the naval committee
POUR.
is
WARD
cast
will have
jurisdiction over emergency
the
necessary for its production
bills
money for the navy, where
one that cannot easily be surpassed either
Alderman—George Smith, R., 166; Geo. the oarrylng
money Is to he expended before June
in this or any other country at the present F. Kelley, D., 52.
80 next.
Warden—Edwin R. Brown, R 168.
day and unless all signs and predictions
Clerk—Albion L. Chapman, R., 168.
be
it
will
witnessed
fail
this evening
by
WARD FIVE.
one of the most brillllant audiences PortAlderman—Hanson S. Clay, H., 219.
liJiB
ItlbU
OliUUlU
1UUU UU'O uiej oeun, UUU
Warden—John H. Card. R., 219.
be a matter of congratulation, for it will
Clerk—Almon F. Hill, R., 218.
ensure
this
an
visit
annual
doubtless
city
WARD SIX.
from Mr. Damrosoh and his magnificent
Seth F.

today.

SUMMER WEAR.

AND

SPRING

received and can-

be

Dunn, Jr., D., 665; Augustus Tate, D.,
530.
Clerk—Wm.
Vanner, R., 175;
portation,
Wiuj—v
Lswls, C.. 147.
AUDITOR.
IC^UUPU IU Uliug
Constable—Wesley E. Witham, R., 179; city. For the stage department alone, in
141.
Bragg, R. Ward, D.
Wm. B. Brown, C.,
of
the
addition to the regular employes
--

instructive.

compensating

one
that

Thomson’s “Glove- Fit- Bamboo

Bright
Spots.

simple

North End mis-

Mr. Younkin has been missionary
there for the last 15 years, and has been
in touoh with all phases of life, so that
the looture will be both interesting and

slouchy thing,

a

you could soon get
as bad.
almost
another;
A moderate [price today gives

long,

FOR-

slumbering. The fun in this act of "The
Governors” is said to be fast, furious and
> ast'-u.
be seen at the
The following was the result of the fetohing. The] piece will
Jefferson theatre, Friday and Saturday
ballot on annezation:
Yes. next, with a bargain matinee Saturday.
No.

ward

5,100_67

IUV

Y mnkin, of the Boston
so 1.

the strong probability of large delegations
rush
HON. AUGUSTUS F. MOULTON,
ooming from out of town and the
expeoted at the door will undoubtedly aldermen at large provided for by the last
One legislature were elected
yesterday for the
dispose of the remaining sittings.
50 feet first time by the
car load of drops (each drop over
Republicans. The board
in length), arrived at the theatre yester- as elected is made up of nine Republicans
of soenery and two Democratic aldermen.
Of the
day afternoon and another
in the evening, showing what elaborate board of last year there is but one man

George B. Gray.
The

i

With

rnncnhtion

Its

Black
will be an illustrated lecture in
this evening, entitled “Old
Ii wist hall
and New Boston,” for the benefit of the
This
\\ oodfords Universalist
society.
’■'oture is
given by the Rev. C. D. E.
There

ever seen

parts of the house

where.

of the oity.

TANNHAUSER THIS EVENING.
one
All indications point toward

years

Yes, for that matter it gives
THOMSON’S
you the best,
“CLOVE-FITTING” CORSETS.

town in Maine.
The anti-annexationists were disposed
to celebrate their victory last night and
bon fires were kindled in various parts

One or two matters were reto the next city council and the

that you got

you the pick of Ten
excellent Corsets.

good government

Hawkes,

...

j

grand

and of suoh prosperity
as I believe our fair city well deserves.
As a sample of this, consider the fact
that statistics show that in proportion to

a dozen

that pinched here, bagged there,
and was uncomfortable every-

are

Graham, R.,98 Isaiah

ueiu

|

Black

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

|

IVSoderate Priced Corset
ago, the chances

a

were

futuro. The united efforts of all
needed to develop Its advantages. I
shall endeavor to do the best I can in the
position to which you have callod me and
shall] rely with confidence upon the asalotanne
of all good oitizens that with
united efforts we may enjoy a year of

a

Warden—Irrank<H.

_

Buying

friends.

10Clerk—E.

__

CO.

BROTHERS

BINES

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS,

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

SERE-

CO.

BROTHERS

RINES
MARRIAGES.

In Houlton, Feb. 23, Dr. Lewis B. Stuart and
Miss Mary Edna Wellington.
In Gorham. Feb. 23. Fred E. Decker or Berlin and Miss Franc L. Otis ol Grafton.
Ill Mt Desert, Fob. 26, Jared Heed and Miss
Minnie S. Williams of Bluehill.
In Canton Feb. 22. John H. McDonald and
Miss Elizabeth N. Martin, both of Humford
*

“in Monroe, Feb. 22,

and

Miss Rosa

Clias A Hobbs of Brooks
J. Johnson of Momoe.

deaths.

48 years.
In Bridgtou, Feb. 28, Mrs. Anne Jewett, widow of the late diaries Jewett, aged <6 years
11 mouths.
In Iiucksport, Feb. 28. Ailuio W„ widow of
Fred Patterson, aged 35 years.
In Sumner, Feb. 26. Janies E. Chandler.
In South Brewer, Feb. 26. Henry B., son of
Frank P. and Sarah P. Kyer.
In Lewiston, Feb. 27, Crystal May, daughter
ol Mr. and Mss. Panama Brooks, aged 11 years
In Auburn, Feb. 27, Aden B. Watson, aged
72 years.
In Biddeford, Feb. 25 Guy II. Buffum, aged
23 years.
In Dedham. Feb. 28, Inez A., daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Waldo Cowing, aged 3 years.
In Mattawamkeag, Fell. 27, Henry P. ringree. aged 63 years.
,,,

,_r

...

In Princeton, Feb. 25, Frank Feulason, aged

11 months.
In West Kennebunk,
er, aged 81 years.

THE

Feb. 33, Kobert Fletch-

of

DOWN

shape

many novelties in
and fashion and

all the latest ideas

as to

cut and finish.

It is

by

far the

greatest

of

really
depart-

assortment

choice

things

ment has

ever

Today

shall sell 100 Fine Bed

we

this

shown.

Spreads,

at 98

Spreads at $1.59 each.
60 Bed Spreads at $1.98 each.
in line new patterns, hemmed

We shall also sell 75 Bed
Th above

are

all

better values than we have offered i”
these qualities for a very long time.
This forenoon we shall also sell 1000 yaT
quality Sheeting, at only 3 1-2 cents per ya*
We shall also sell
2000 yards good bleached Sheeting,

edges, and

are

yard.
2000

yard.
OWEN, MOORE & CO.

PRICES.

cents each.

ready this

The line in-

morning.
eludes

fine

Under-

Muslin
will be

1898.

spring

new

stock

wear

In this city, March 7. Mary A., widow of Dan’l
J. Farr, aged 70 years 7 months.
In this city, March 7, Miss Margaret Flannagan. aged 36 years 10 months.
Funeral this Tuesday afternoon at 3 o’clock
from No. 214 Daniortli street, berviues at St
Dominic Church at 3.30 o’clock.
Burial at Frederickton. N. B.
In Westbrook. March 3, George Cutter, aged

-AT-

MARKED
PORTLAND, March 8,

Spreads

yards good quality

Dress Pri

kj’—■

—

.■■■

——

■

“I haven’t the shadow of an idea.
“It was no ono less than John the
Baptist, iny old pansy eyed friend that
I told you about.”
Whitney was instantly all attention.
“What! The old man has turned up

EE STRONG AND HEARTY.
STRONG AND TULL
I.1EE AND VIGOR.

IJOW TO

BE

Ol

If you starved for two days you would feel a:
weak as a cat.
Proof enough that your food is the cause o
your strength.
If your stomach is sick, you're starvini
uon<
away your strength. Slowly perhaps, but
the less surely.
You feel it yourself.
You have nausea. loss of appetite, headache
giddiness, paiu in the stomach, loss of strength
spirits and ambition.
What do you think? That it’s your head?
But it’s not It’s simply your stomach.
Food is strength. Stomach makes it avail
able. If stomach won't work, food does no
become available strentli.
Shaker Digestive Cordial will, in a few dose:
make your stomach well and help your fooi

again?”
Betty looked

my

[Continued.]

[

CHAPTER XVI.
“Dennis, how long have you been

make you strong.
Whoever won’ ; working this thing?”
Who wouldn’t be strong?
take Shaker Digestive Cordial.
Mr. Dennis Whitney winced. He had
Sick, tired, weary men and women, thosi
been reading one of Sir Walter Scott’s
who are working their bodies and brains toi 1
novels, a volume taken from the bookhard, will find relief and strengih in Shaker Di
shelves which Marianne had requested
gesttve Cordial.
permission to let stand until her brothIt makes health.
I
It makes strength.
er’s return. It was the story of “Ivanmakes happiness.
hoe, and while he read the overseer’s
It's not an ordinary medicine, it's a Cordial.
It pleasant to take, and more than pleasant ii
son had felt the impulse to do high things
it's results.
and to be a knightly gentleman pulsing
For sa:e by all druggists at 10, 25, 50 cent:
and $1.00 a bottle.
through his veins.
1

I

RAMBLER)
Bicycles.

$50.00

model 10,
model tie,

00.00

Ladies, $50.00 and $00.00

Cameras and Sundries.
Self

Toning Paper.

1

I
I

[

hotly
Betty, with her pronounced toilet,

her strident tones and reckless suggestion of slang, came as a disagreeable in-

terruption.
She had been out driving. She drove
every day. She declared her intention
of driving into the inner circles of Applegate society behind that team. She
had been gone longer than usual today,
getting home just in time for their late
She asked that question of her
dinner.
brother with a teasing laugh while she
was drawing off her gloves.
Whitney
looked at her through sullenly narrowed
lids.

“What thing have you reference to,

Specialties in Hardware.
1I.II. PERMS & CO.,

Betty?”

SPECIAL MEETING.

“This wholesale plan of yours for
getting even with everybody and wiping cut all the old aristocrats who affronted you in the happy days of yore.”
“Why do you ask?”
“Well, I have asked, so answer.”
Sometimes it
“Years open years.
seems as if my whole life has been one
long thirst for revenge.
“And von are urettv drv vet.”
She laughed and tapped him sharply
on the shoulder with her folded gloves.

Notice is hereby given of a special meeting
of the Portland W idow’s Wood society to l>c
held at the rooms of the society in the Citj
building on Wednesday, March it;, 1898, at 7.at
Business of irnpor
o’clock in the evening.
tanee is to be consideredE. C. BRADFORD, Secretary.
marxdtd
Portland, Me., March 1, 1898.

“Oh, ycu diplomat, you strategist,
you infant in the arms! Dennis, my
lad, ycu Ehould have sent for Betty
Grcsvenor years ago. She would have
steered yoxi straight into the haven of
revenge in half the time you have been

I

8 FREE

ST.,

NEAR MIDDLE.

1

Portland Widow’s Wood Society.

Easter

I

Music i

:

NOW READY♦♦♦♦♦♦♦»

Anthems,
Carols,
Exercises.
Mail Orders Promptly Filled.

| Cressey, Jonss

& Alien,

BAXTER BLOCK,

u

I

j

si

aaaaaAAA
ffVT

Portland, Me,

a

j
1

Harbor Commissioners

liie
ol' liie

To

City

of Portland.

KSPECTFL’I.LY represents the Maine Cen
1
Iral Railroad comiiany tliat it is the owner
of land and flats extending from Portland
Bridge westerly to land of the Portland Gas

Light Company:

i hat it is desirous of improving the same and
to till and make ere -lions s thereon.
Wherefore it (requests authority so to do, substantially
as shown on the accompanying plan.
Dated at Portland this 28tli day of February,
A. D., 1898.
GEO. F. EVANS,
(Signed)
V. P. & Gen'l Manager.
Cilice of the Commissioners of Portland
Harbor, No. 4 Exchange street.

Portland, Me.. March 1.1S9S.

foregoing petition It is ordered that a
ON hearing
be appointed for Thursday, Marcli
lo at 3 o'clock p. m., at No. 4 Exchange street,
where all parties interested may be heard and
the

plan of the locality examined, and it is further ordered that the above petition together
with this our order thereon he given by publication in the Daily Press. Argus. Express and
Advertiser tor seven days previous to the
a

hearing.
(Signed)

skirting all arcund it.”
“Tho war interrupted all my plans.
I bad to wait until that boy was old
enough to make a legal transfer. The
rest has been taken out of my hands by
destiny.
“Did destiny take yonr legally married wife out of your keeping, or was it
old Madam Bascom? Did destiny rob
you of the child that might have been
softening your heart all these years, or
was

Solos,

HENRY FOX.
SAM’L IS. KELSEY,
0. H. FARLEY.
Harbor Commissioners.

mar2d 7t

it old Madam Bascom?”

“For God’s sake, Betty, what do you
mean?”
“You coward! Ycu miserable coward!
I am ashamed to own the blood I must
share with you.
All the laughter was gone out of her
face now. She was looking at her brothThen she
er with withering scorn.
added:
“I don’t care to have any of your superb lackeys dropping in on what I have
to say, so it can wait until after dinner.
Whitney got up mechanically to lead
the way to the dining room. What could
she have heard since leaving the house
that morning and from whom could she
have learned things which he thought
known only to himself and the dead?
He laid a detaining hand on her shoulder.
“I should like to ask you one question, Betty,” he said.
“You needn’t. If I can be kept ont
of your confidence half a lifetime, you
can wait for mine during one dinner.
He thought ho had never known her
show such deliberation in disposing of
her food.
She read his ansiety in his darkening
eyes and laughed with restored malice.
“Now that we are ladies and gentlemen of elegant leisure, Dennis, we do
not gnlp onr food as if we were listening for the plantation bell to start ns
back to work.
“Betty, I sometimes think yon are
possessed of a devil.
“The family allowance ought to be
half a dozen. You may well spare me
one.

H. E. MILLS
FianO Tuner,
Order slate

at Chandler'!* Music
Congress street.

store, 481

Lamson & Hubbard

at him out of the corner

of her eyes.
“So you begin

He pushed his chair away from the
table and left her to drink her coffee
alone. She came to him fully an hour
later, looking very handsome in the soft,
trailing house gown of silk she had exchanged her carriage dress for.
“I have had rather an eventful day,
she said, throwing herself into a chair
opposite him, “and if I had anyone
else to talk to I should enjoy making
you suffer awhile longer.”
“I don’t see what has stirred you to
wrath against me.”
“Then I will have to enlighten you.
Today in the most accidental manner I
have heard things about you that I
ought to have known when I was a
girl. I never would have left you out
in the cold that way, Deunie.”
“You mean about my marriage?”
“I do.”
“The secret was not mine alone.”

tell Her s:cry in Her own way, reserving
the right of comment for its end.
“When I started out for my drivo
this morning,” she said, settling to her
crochet work with the first sentence, “I
concluded I would drive down the old
road and see if things were much

changed.

His intention not to interrupt failed

ignominiously.
“Queer taste!

I

generally

when I must take that road at

and with averted eyes.”
“You do? .Well, that is because you
are a sentimentalist and a coward, and
it aocounts for a good deal.
“A good deal of what?”
“Of your ignorance concerning vital

things.
“Go on, and for heaven’s sake don’t
be all night about it.”
“That will depend largely upon the
Mrs.
number of interruptions I have,
Grosvenor answered composedly.
Whitney began to smoke resolutely.
“I had about got tired of riding
past old Mrs. Clarke’s chicken house
and little Potts’ wrecked store, so I was
seeking fresh fields and pastures green.
I asked Cord Chesterfield if he knew
what was called the Tower river road,’
and, finding that he did not, I had to
direot him without letting him suspect
that I had many and many a time traveled that same road with a basket of
eggs on the horn of my saddle, going
trading in Cloverdell.
“Insufferable!”
Betty laughed. “It is a great mistake
to call women the squeamish sex. Going back hurts you a great deal worse
than it does me.”

“Goon, please.”
“It really is a beautiful drive, and
such a day and such a team would have
been sufficient unto any

driving along,

not

woman.

thinking of

I

wao

ucauj

uuu

ui

jjci

Whitney’s

Everybody
by sight.

sister.

“And you have let him slip through
second time?”

particular reason why
I should have closed my fingers on him,

dell knows you
“I couldn’t go back on you, Dennis,
so I said, ‘Yes, I am Mr. Whitney’s sister, and this is his turnout, but I hope
you will make use of it as far as your
friend’s house.’
“She thanked me with considerable
warmth, said she just must go on and
began to cry again. I made out that she
wanted to go to Miss Bascoru’s, and I
ordered Ches”—

“Bichards, if you please.”
“Well, I don’t please. I ordered your
man to drive straight to Miss Bascom’s
gate, and there I put my distressed
damsel down. I declare, Dennis, it was
not an agreeable sensation to sit opposite that child and remember that you
had driven her from her home. I hope
I will never set eyes on her again.
“Is your story finished:”
“It isn’t begun. I was determined as
long as I was that near I would drive
through the old quarter lot.”
“Bah!”
“No bah about it. It is well to get
the proper perspective of things. I
wanted to focus the old place through

(To

be

mac)’

Mr. Howard Plnkham had the forefinger of his right hand out quite badly
with an axe last week. It is doing well
at the present writing.

day evening.
The Northern

Light Division, S. of T.
rehearsing the drama, “The Spy of
Gettysburg” which will be given at Cen-

are

tennial hall In a few weeks.
Mr. and Mrs. G. L. Randall

What She Would Have.
are

painfully

slow with

figures, Tommy. Come, no^, speak up
quickly. If your father gave your mother
a $50 bill and a $20 bill, wbat would she
have?

Tommy—A fit.—Harper’s Bazar.
OF P.

The luneral of the

H

WHITEHOUSE.

late

Pelatiah

H.

Whitehouso occurred from his residence
Cumberland street Sunday, and was
largely attended. The funeral services

on

were conducted by Rev. Dr.
Blanchard,
who paid an eloquent and feeling tribute
At the
to the memory of the deceased.
conclusion of the regular services a delegation from Deerlng Lodge, P. & A. M.,
performed the impressive Masonic funeral
rites.
Deering
Representatives from

&

^

\QtmvnpGon
Hyannis, Nebr.,

Como, Wis.,
Jan. 10,1898.

Jan. 2,1898.

I would not be _
without PISO’S
CURE for CON- ifjcuRtswhere
SUMPTION for any
thing. For a bad ^
Cough or Cold it is
beyond aU others.

_

JhlFEftVcff^yirlJiJtffrMMl
AlC ElseTails.-

1M

§3Bestfc™m\8yrsofcVse H

Mrs C. REYNOLDS.

I regard PISO’S
CURE FOR CGNSUMPTION as the

“The Best

Cough Medicine.”

8-1

Forest City Manufacturing Company
have your last year’s coat sleeves
has been organized at Portland for the
remodeled in the latest styles, 75 cts. to
the manufacture, purchase SI.25. also dress-skirts cleansed and rebound
purpose of
50 cts. Work called for and delivered, send
and sale of the Forest City Dish Wasb- for
PORTLAND SKIRT BINDING
us a postal.
stock
of
with
:e Elm
$50,000
capital
co.,
ing.Company
st.__8-i
in.
The
is
officers
which nothing
paid
NIKS. CUTTING of Brooklyn.N. Y., a medturn
are:
President, Fred E. Haskell of Port- i'l for spiritual sittings will be at 89 Brown
for one week.
8 1
street
A. Hall of

LADIES,

land; treasurer, George

Port-

TO

LOAN—On first and
MONEY
mortgages,
rpal estate. stocks,

land.

second

bonds,

on

MATNE

CHAUTAUQUA ASSEMBLY.

The regular meeting of the executive
Maine Chautauqua
committee of the

life insurance policies and notes of any good
I. P. BUTLER, 48 1-2 Exchange
securities.

IS WORTH

IT

To

count

a

clothier’s reputation when you

figure

We can convince you that

upon the
are

you

getting your money’s worth when you buy your clothing here.
Let
Tour sight and senses will tell you that we speak the truth.

STANDARD CLOTHING CO.

Forty word* Inserted under this head
week for *4 cents, cash in advance.

one

class store, suitable for
a grocery and provisover
thirty years, the well known
ion store for
stand of M. Y. Knight, at 40 Oxford St. For in8-1
formation inquire at go Anderson Stfirst

rI,ET—A
any business;

been

LET—A pleasant lower rent of six rooms
at No. 1025 Congress St. with modern conPrice $16 per
veniences, aud large yard.
month.
Apply to De C. True. N'o. 17 Hem8-1
lock St or True Bros., No. 094 Fore St

TO

sooR RENT—Milk and vegetable farm located
A
in Deering, near ears, containing about 60
acres with good buildings; barus accommodate
Spleudid
30 to 40 cows; excellent pasture, etc.
chance for an enterprising farmer. Particulars.
Real Estate office. First National Bank Build8-1
ing, FREDERICK S. VA1LL.
near

bath

son.

Committee on Law—E. E. Hastings.
Chief of Polioe—Seth W. Fife.
Committee on Board of Lodging and
employing of Clerk—W. R. Tarbox, Mrs.
W. R. Tarbox and Miss E. M. Chapman.
Committee on Stable and Restaurant_
C. \V. Pike^and J. E. Emerson.
Committee on Representation
at Religious Gatherings—Rev. George D. Lindsay, Rev. A. T. Dunn, Rev. B, N. Stone
and Rev. E. H. Abbott
The prospects for a suooessfui

ERICK S. VAILL.

CiOOD

FORallRENT—New
day. sightly

house, lower tenement,
and convenient, eight
and bath; separate hot water heating,
open plumbing, open fireplace, set tubs, all
modern conveniences; near three electric lines
and Union Station, corner Drove and Cumberland Sts. CHAS. S. NORCROSS. 560 Cumbern-l
land St.

will

advance money

on

any kind of
or will
store

pay

stocks and fixtures of any description. GOSS
& WILSON, Auctioneers, 18 Free street. 11-tf

scription
CONSIGNED

Household
are

goods of every de-

always

to

be found at

private sale at our Auction Rooms. We often
than half the cost to mannave articles less
& WILSON, Auctioneers, 18
ill act are. GOSS
Free

street._

cash
“VOTICE. Notice. Notioe. Highest
and
prices paid for rags, rubbers, bottles
solicted.
Mail orders
nil kinds of old metals.
CO., 54 Lincoln St., Portland,

lower

room

at 44

„i

W

ANTED—All

persons

in

want

;

exposed plumbing,

pictures.

Inquire

steam heat.

2-tf

would
be an exceptionally nice person for people who
She will, adapt
take a girl into their family.
herself to circumstances. Address MRS. C. M.
GLIDDEN. No. 38 Green St., Augusta, Me.
7-1

SITUATION WANTED by a smart, compels tent young American woman who will go
housekeeper in first class private family,
widower’s family, or hotel, or will take cooking
The best
in private family; is first class cook.
of references given.
Apply to 399 1-2 Congress
2-1
street. MRS. PALMER.
as

by young lady stenograWANTED—Situation
11

pher. Four years’experience-.references.
MISS T. M. ATWOOD, 28 Elm St.,
22-2
Auburn, Me.

Apply,

situation
WANTED—A
if
the business 6
Box 101.

as

years.

barber; been
Address

wick, Me.,

3-1

as housekeeper by
WANTED—A position
middle

ly
ower

at

Brunsre-

fined, capable,

aged lady to widgentleman, or would take entire
charge of summer boarding house.
Highest
references from present and previous employers.
ALPHA, Hotel
Country preferred.
3-1
Fiske, Old Orchard, Me.
or

LOST AND FOUND.

Sunday,
High, Congress,
LOST-On
streets, small gold hunting

on
or Pine
a
case watch
marked M. R W in center of chased face.
Finder please return to 65 THOMAS ST. and
receive reward.

will be rewarded by notifying
126 Pearl street, City.

LOST—A
owner,

story

4-1

lady’s jeweled belt green enameled
and set with Drown and green cats’ eye

stones.

Furnished—three

J. HADDOCKS,

| OST—Three five dollar bills in vicinity of
Grand Trunk Station. Reward at ALLAN
LINE steamship office, 1 India street.
2-1

FOR RENT.
brick

house (with deep lot on lane),
No. 194 llanfortli street; pleas*
ant and healthy; good neighbors;
heating and plumbing in good
order; the latter arranged for

The belt is of
especial value to the
and the finder will be suitably rewarded
same to 92 PARK STREET.
2-1

by returning the

_

WANTED--FEMALE

B

SALE OR RENT—One of the most attractive and best built cottages (owned by
Dr. Walter Woodman) on Great Diamond Island;
has elevated situation with fine views and
good grounds; ten furnished roomsland bath.
BENJAMIN SHAW, 51 y» Exchange street.

FOR

■6-1

SALE—Bay mare. 1100 lbs., stands 15 3-4,
sound and kind, a good driver, and a perfect family horse. Apply at GOUDY & KENT’S
5-1
STABLES, Pearl street.

FOR

SALE—Black mare,
FORand
kind, and safe for

ply

at
street.

a perfect pet, sound
ladies to drive, ApKENT’S STABLES, Pearl

GOUDY &

5-1

SALE—On Congress street close to
Lincoln Park, three
storied detached
house, 14 rooms and hath, ill perfect repair;
steam Iheat; hot and cold water in lavatories
and laundry. Price $G,500. W. H. WALDRON
& CO., 180 Middle street
5-1

FOR

mar4dlw*

BENJAMIN SHAW,
51 1-ti Exchange St.

MALE HELP WANTED.

sell

SALESMAN—To
IOCAL
4 signs to retail dealers. Send

advertising
stamped en-

velope lor particulars. Reference,
ELTY SIGN CO., 3T School street,
Mass.

THE

NOV-

Boston,
3-1

5-1

DOWN SALE—One lot Men’s $5.00

MARK
Cong, and Bai. at $2.50; one lot Men’s
Cong., new goods, $3.00at $2.50; one lot Boys’
Butt. $1.50 Shoes at 75n, and other goods too
numerous to mention.
J. E. FARR, One Price
Shoe Store, 47 Exchange stree t.
4-2

POE SALE—The best corner lot in Fessenden
A
Park near the handsome new house recently built. This is the ouly first class addition to
Portland. W. P. CARR, Room 5, Oxford hull

ing,

186 Middle street.

4-1

resseuuen

I

.1TK,

a

neauuiui

new 7 room house entirely up to date,
steam heat,
electrics sure to pass tills house this summer.
Will sell at cost,§500 down. MARKS & EAitLE
CO., 12 Monument square.4-1
*

nothing lacking, porcelain bath,

three flat house, three com17OR SALE-New
1
plete baths, rents for 845 per month; 84000,
$500 down. You can't afford to let your money
stay in the bank at 3 1-2 per cent when this
house will pay 10 per cent net.
MARKS &
EARLE CO., 12 Monument square.
4-1
SALE—11 you wish to keep your tenants
you must build them a new house, they
won’t stay in the old one any longer. We build
Ihem for little money. Try us. MARKS Si
EARLE CO., 12 Monument square.4-1

FOR

SALE—Second hand liarness.2 set doubls
1
team, 1 set light driving. 3 single express,
4 light single harnesses; all in good repair.
JAS. G. Mcl.AUFLlK, 55 Preble street.
4-1

J70R

SALE—111 Deeilng one mile from Fortland, about 10 acres of land bounded ou 2
streets; electrics will pass the premises this
year; a part of the land Is in view of Portland,
rrice 2 cents per square foot.
W. H. WaLDRON & CO., 180 Middle street.
4-1

I7OR

A

_

ARK DOWN SALE—One lot Ladies’ Gypsy
HI
l,A cut 83.00 boots,
$1.25; one lot Ladle*’
cut $3.00 boot $1.00; one lot Ladies’Goat
Gypsy
and
Ladles’

Dongola $2.00 boots, 75c; one lot
$1.25 Oxfords at 75c. ,J. E. FAKE, One Price
Shoe Store, 47 Exchange
street,_ 4-2

brick

SALE—The eligible three storied
FOR
house and lot 181 State St, built by Dr. 1.

Dana tor his own use.thorougbiy constructed
with all modern equipments, nine open fireplaces, sunny exposure; a most desirable location for a physician, private residence, or first
class lodging house.
Fifty feet frontage ou
State St., at the convergence of State. Pine,
Congress Bts., and Longfellow Square. Summit
of Mt. Washington clearly visible from second
BENJAMIN SHAW, 51 1-2
story windows.
T.

Exchange St._2-1
1

SALE-3 wall soda fountains;
FORsoda
F. O. BAILLY
fountain.

counter
& CO.,

Exchange street_3-1

40

17OR SALE-Large paying laundry, owner has
A1
other business; also two houses suitable
for home or Investment, one on Brackoit St, near
Neal, and one in center of city. Will sell cheap.
W. P. CARR, Room 5, Oxford Building, 185
Middle street.2-1
MUSICAL GOODS just received: pianos,
music boxes, reginas, violins, mandolins,
guitars, banjos, cornets, harmonicas, popular
rolls, superior viomusic, music books, music
lin and banjo strings. Please call at HAWES',
414 Congress St.feb24-4
liL

SALE—Or lease,

a

lot of

I?OREnd, corner Forest and
A

containing about4,224
LOW, 919 Congress

feet.

land at the West

Congress streets
Apply to E. HAR-

St._jan25dtf

SALE—Two-story

wooden house with
in first clas* condition,
basement,
with all modern conveniences.
Pleasantly
located on Cumberland street, near Cathedral,
two minutes from Congress street electrics.
it
Terms easy.
Sun all day (when
shines).
One-half purchase money can remain on mortgage, if desired. H. L. JONES, 470 Congress
street.
feblO-tf

FOR

11

rooms

HELP.

WANTED.
Forty
one

Inserted under this heed
week for *5 oonts. ensk tn advance.
worm

the comfort and convenience of IVANTED—A capable girl for general
would make low ” work in a family of three. Apply
an invalid;
High street, Woodfords.
price for desirable tenant.

of trunks

and bags to call on E. D. KEYNOLDS,
Congress street, one door above Shaw’s
Irrocerv store, as we manufacture our goods
bottom prices.
give
"ii can therefore
\Ve frame
Trunks repaired. Open evenings.

ability,

en-

DEER1NG STREET.

Me._24-2
s63

of references

a

as

sun

seven rooms

ix

pnRTLANDtRA<i

for

place
girl to do houseWANTED—A
work; about twenty years old, has best
to character and

tenement,
RENT—April 1st,
cocker spaniel pup, female. AnFORtirely
separate, of house No. 199 Spring St., LOST—Black
swers to the name of "Feathers.” Finder
besides
halls
and bathcontaining

TO

consigned to us,
WEcashmerchandise
for
household furniture,

iciertod
under this head
weak for 35 cent*, each in adwaueo.

rooms

LOAN—Oil first and second
mortgages on Real Estate at as low rate of
interest as can be obtained in Portland; also,
loans made on stocks, bonds, personal propertv or any other good securities. Inquire of A.
17-4
C. LIBBY & CO., 42 1-2 Exchange at.

MONEY

Forty words

•ae

7-1

3-1

LIGHTS—If you are having trouble
T witli your lights why not pay a little more
and buy an oil that will burn with a clear light
without smoke or smell. Pratt’s Astral Oil tills
the bill. NEAL I). WINSLOW, 90Preble St,
2-1
Oil Dealer. Telephone 635-4.

by

phone 50-2.

LILLIAN

ton, Mass.

FOR SALE—Farm 100 acres, 3 storied house
in first class repair; heated
furnace; good
staDle and poultry house; good pasture; large
orchard; 50 acres hard wood; 5 miles out;
to railroad depot.
Price $2000; easy
terms. W. H. WALDRON & CO., 180 Middle
street.
5-1

virOOD for open fires. Rock maple and yellow
•
birch wood, well seasoned and kept under
A. D. MORSE, 23 Plum street.
Tele-

lrnor

Within
the next twelve
Cf u A aAA
vjvvvi months. A fortune for a
small investment. The Alaska Reindeer ExCapital $350,000.
press Trading Si Mining Co.
350,000 shares, par value $1.00. The opportuniconty is now presented and the company willsame
tinue for the next ten days to make the
liberal arrangements to those who may desire
to come in on the ground floor. For prospectus
and further information apply to or address the
Sec’y. S. C. PRATT, 39 C. Equitable Bldg.. Bos-

rooms

cover.

Union, meet at Fryeburg on Friday, 4th
room, large hails and plenty of closet room.
Jl.i/inuntoH
l?otn rtf intai-nnt K
nflnf
Buck’s Ticket
inst., consisting of Rev. George D. Lind- aiul
to security.
W. P. Apply to J. FRANK BABB,
according
upward
272 Middle St.7-1
John S. Barrows,
say. T. H. Johnson,
CARR, room 5, second floor, Oxford building. Office,
Rev. Ernest Hamlin Abbott, T. L. East- 185 Middle street.feb26d4w
RENT—Handsome brick residence No.
FOR3 Deering
street, containing 12 rooms, with
man and C. \Y. Pike.
AERILLE, Magnetic Clairvoyant
steam
heat and all other modern imand Palmist, 79 Franklin street, opposite hath,
manwell adapted for
Rev. E. H. Abbott was elected
Exceptionally
provements.
reliable
advice
Lincoln Park. Confidential and
renting rooms, etc. Possession April 1st. For
ager, and Rev. George D. Lindsay assist- on health, business or private family matters, permit and other particulars apply Real Estate
m.
to
8
Office hours,9 a.
p^m._4-1
ant manager for the summer assembly.
office, First National Bank Building, FREDCommittee on Programme—Rev. E. H.
Abbott. Rev. George D. Lindsay, Prof.
F. E. Chapman.
Committee on Grounds and Buildings—
\V. R. Tarbox. J. E. Emerson.
Committee on Tickets—W. R. Tarbox.
on
Committee
Transportation—Rev.
Geo. D. Lindsay.
Committee on Printing and Advertising
—Rev. E. H. Abbott, J. S. Barrows, T.
L. Eastman.
Committee on Dining Hall—Prof. F.
E. Chapman, T. L. Eastman, Miss Anna
Barrows and Miss E. M. Chapman.
Committee on Sanitary—Dr. S.
C.
Gordon, YV. R. Tarbox and J. E. Emer-

DOWN buys a first class two story
<5 -e fn house containing six rooms, Sebago
water, cemented cellar, furnace heat, and situated corner of Sawyer and Thomas Sts., Woodfords ; also a good sized lot of land and stab e
with same, balanco to be paid monthly in
sums of 814.25 unt If ally paid,
inquire of A.
0. LIBBY & CO., 421-2 Exchange St
7-1

WOE SALE—Near Riverton, on line of electries, pleasantly situated, with fine view,
story frame house containing 8 rooms and
bath, in good order; large stable and Va acre of
land.
BENJAMIN SHAW, 51Ya Exchange
street.
6-1

amount you wish to pay.

on

o

LET—Nearby suburban
jPOR
*
residence containing 15
rooms, with steam
heat, and other improvements, including as
near
electric cars.
land,
Weil adapted
for boarders. A11 excellent
opportunity is here
offered to right parties.
For full particulars
apply Real Estate office, First National bank
building, FREDERICK S. VAILL.
7-1

A
two

A THOUGHT

street.mar7-4
LOANED
1st and 2d mortgages,
LET—Flat No. 920a Congress street,
MONEY
real estate, life insurance policies, notes, TO Union
Station, contains six rooms,
bonds and any good collateral security. Notes
imp

TO

SALE—Beautiful suburban residence
in perfect repair, steam heat,
acres superior land,
of Portland, 2 miles
high elevation, full
out, fine orchard, close to electrics; must be
sold immediately, price $5000. W. H. WALDRON & Co., 180 Middle St.7-1

Sts.,New

good

frnm°TftlwlilaH111

FOR14

appropriate

on

House

is
ample outbuildings,view

$6.85, $8.50 AND $10 00.

loans

in Gray, 125 acres, good
timber, fruit and hay a
two storied, barn with cellar
order; 11-2 miles
g.00cl
R*. stores, etc. id
miles from Forth ni
and Lewiston. WA ISON, 12 Monument
bq.

plenty,

story and two tenement
near
corner of Cumberland and
Franklin street, rents for $300 per year. Also
two story and two tenement house in same
vicinity, rents for $204; prices very reasonable
and terms easy.
W. F. DRKSSEK, 80 F.xchange street, Portland, Maine.7.1

one

Parties desiring

8-1

_

us convince you.
o’clock, and the
funeral services were held at the Gospel
attended by a
Mission at two o’clock,
To close out our Winter Stock of Suits, we offer $10, $12 and $15
largo number of friends and associates.
Rev, S. F. Pearson officiated, and paid
grades at
an eloquent and
fitting tribute to the
A letter
high character of the deceased.
A. Thomas and Miss
from Mr. George
Charlotte J. Thomas was read eulogizing
*
the many traits of sterling worth in the
life of the departed during the six years Our WANSKUCK Black Clay Diagonal Suits at $10, are are really
their family.
he was connected with
wonderful values.
During the funeral services Shaw’s
quartette, composed of Mr. John L. Shaw
E. Smith,
Mrs.
Fannie
Mr. Gacrge
Hawes a-nd Miss Harding rendered several Boys’ Long Trouser Suits, $10 and $12 grades, today
$6.75.

mortgages.

_

Opera for sate.

Grand

Fine St.

SALE—Two
J’ORhouse

The funeral of the late Sidney Wright
yesterday nfternoon.
Prayers
wore offered at his late residence
No. 39

estate security, can obtain same by applyMANUFACTURING realat
the Real Estate office, First National
ing
Bank Building. FREDERICK S. VAILI..
CO.

Gall at 72

best Cough mediSALE—Farm ol loo acres, 5 miles from
cine on the market,
ISORPortland,
cuts 40 tons of hay. 1 mile from
it
for
used
church
and store.
1-2 story house in
depot,
having
good repair, large barn nearly new. will bs.sold
15 years.
DRESSER, 80 Exchange St., Port'and, Maine.
7-1
J. A. WESTOVER.

HOTEL flAJESTIC,

CITY

__II
*•

aores

Lodge, F. &. A. M., St. Alban Commar4dtf
mander?. Greenleaf R. A. C., Portland
255 MIDDLE STREET.
Council, “112—118—114,” Odd Fellows
U. S. CIRCUIT COURT.
and Knights of Pythias wero present
Among the beautiful floral tributes were
Before Judge Putnam.
Alban Commandery, a
a cross from St.
the matter of J. Frank
Monday—In
triangle badge from “112—113—114,” a Cullom et als., vs. The Gladstone Co.,
lyre from the employes of H. H. Nevens the complainants) did not press their
York.
“At Rest” motion for the appointment of a receiver, Central Park West & 72d to 71 st
& Co,, a pillow inscribed
and it is probable that the whole proBurns
House
and
at
the
from the guests
THE ELITE HOTEL OF AMERICA.
ceeding will be dismissed by agreement
the Lincoln Club. of
a large wreath from
parties. Hon. Clarence Hale and Arand
The pall bearers were D. W. Schwartz, thur Beloher appeared for the complain- One of tlie largest and finest—best located, thoroughly lighted
ventilated hotels, with a cuisine of highest order.
T. E. McDonald, E. D. Eastman, E. R. ants and Levi Turner of the firm of Li bby, Robinson & Turner for the defendant
Redlon, E. G. Jackson and M. A. Dil- company.
AMERICAN and EUROPEAN PLANS.
lingham. During the funeral services
AIKSLIE & WEBSTER.eodtf
janl
several
the Masonic quartette rendered
MISCELLANEOUS.
WANTED—SITUATIONS.
appropriate seleotionB. The interment
TO LET.
ORTGAG ES NEGOTIATED—At S per cent";
we have funds of clients to
inrest in first
svas at Evergreen.
FOREST

p'OR SALE—-House and lot number 10 Avon
f- St., residence of the late Hon. William
senter, five minutes walk from Congress
square, compact, pleasant and convenient.
BENJAMIN SHAW, 511-2 Exchange St.

8-1

occurred

selections. Thero wero many
beautiful floral tributes, among them being a large pillow from the Grand Trunk
from George A. and
checkers; across,
Miss Charlotte Thomas; star from the
Mission
Y.
P.
S.
C.
E.;
Gospel
fifty
pinks from Mr. and Mrs. W. B. Jordan;
wreath from Mrs. Newcomb; anchor from
Rev. S. F. Pearson and Gospel Mission,
The remains were
and many others.
placed in the tomb at Forest City cemete ry.

Arlington and Clifton Sts. at Woodfords. To
realize quickly on these lots a number will be
I sold at bargain prices to parties that will build
I good houses. F. W. SPARROW, 4 Arlington
8-1
£t., Woodfords.

_

Llmington,

Cumberland street at

TIGERING BUILDING LOTS-1 offer for
sale a few very desirable building lots on

I 19

■

LIMINGTON.

7.—Democratic
March
nomination for town officers were made
as follows at the caucus held Saturday:
Moderator—John Chase.
Clerk—George F. Stroot.
Selectmen—James A. Colo, Edgar L.
Chick, Israel G. Harmon.
Trcnsnrer—Fred E. McKenney.
Elizabeth, H. J., Oct. 19,189G.
Supervisor—John F. McKenney.
ELY BliOS., Dear Sirs:—Please accept my
School Board—Charles Emery, Applethanks for your favor in the gift of a bottle of
ton Meserve Simeon Randall.
Cream Balm. Let me say I have used it for
Board Commission—Howard Chase.
Town Agent—Augustus A. Strout.
years and can thoroughly recommend it for
are
what it claims, if directions
followed.
OF SIDNEY WRIGHT.
FUNERAL
Y’ours truly,

Teacher—You

must have
OF IMITATIONS. The Genuine JOHANN Hoff’s Halt Extract
on the neck iabel.
the signature of “Johann Hoff

BUXTON.
West Buxton, March 7.—President Hobart, of the Saco River eleotric road, Engineer Hayward and a representative of
the Boston and Albany Trust Company,
and others attended a meeting held here
Friday afternoon, March 4.
and
Mr. and
Mrs. Edvard Eaton
daughter Helen spent a few days In Cumberland Mills last week.
Miss Florence Pike is in Shapleigh
spending a few weeks with her father,
who resides there.
“JMr. and Mrs. J. H. I Graham entertained the Whist Club last Saturday

She—Are you opposed to this cutting up
of cats for instructive purposes?
He—Yes, I am. Thero was one cutting
up in our back yard last night, and the
noise was something awful.
I’m opposed
to their cutting up for any purpose.—
Yonkers Statesman.

(Hev.) H. W. HATHAWAY,
Cream
Ho clergyman should be without it.
Balm is kept by all druggists. Full size 50c
Trial size 10 cents. We mail it.
ELY BliOS, 56 Warren St., N. Y. City,

m

under this head
week lor 25 cents, cash iu advance.

one

SALE OR

Miss Grace Sands returned Monday to
Boston where she Is attending the Emerson School of Oratory.

"Meow-ow-ow!”

|

®

home from Massachusetts, Wednesday.

day afternoon and evening;
the next day.

WIT AND WISDOM

|
|

regret it."

to

IBEWAgB

|

returned

The Ladies Mission Circle meet ThursIf stormy

continued.)

“You played the very mischief letting there be any secret at all. But let
and Comfort the Lamson
‘lity.
me tell you about my day.”
'nt has no equal. For sa e by
“As you please. I should like, though,
'H G
DEALERS.
to ask that you come to the point as di- new lenses. And I am
febl7 deod smo
glad I did.
meeting
rectly as possible.
“There was a swarm of blacks about
are very
ilattering.
“I will, but I don’t think you in the the old church building in the lot. You of the assembly
D.
Rev. Lyman Abbott,
D., of Now
least suspect what that point will be.” remember where it stands, just between
ts’ Notice.
to be present and deliver
Whitney closed his eyes and leaned those two big cottonwood trees. And I York, expects
eby give notice that they
pointed Executors of the
back with a lighted cigar between his could see that something of interest addresses. Othor noted speakers will also
>f
be present and tako a prominent part.
This sudden bringing up of the was
lips.
going on. Bichards stopped of his The
)USE, late of Portland,
more painful
was
presence of Miss Anna Barrows and
discussion
for
past
own accord. He isn’t too magnificent to
deceased than
Cumberland,
Miss E. M. Chapman is a sufficient guarone pure,
The
surmise.
could
Betty
ts.
Ali
persons
indulge in a little wholesome curiosity. antee that the dining hall will
in every
the estate of said deidolatrous lovd of his life had been his It didn’t take us
long to find out that
cent the same for setAll indicaThat
respect be a grand success.
his employer’s daughter.
love
for
his
was
amid
somebody
Ihereto are requested
taking
departure
tions point to this assembly of 1898, to bo
it had ended in gloom and disaster was
itelv.
amount of handshaking and one of the most successful
a vast
WATERHOUSE,
the bitterest drop in a cup freely dashed
every held at
Waterhouse.
And who do you suppose it
Fryeburg,
with wormwood. He would let Betty groaning.
98.
feb:H3wTu*

Style, 1898.
*ing Style

SAID TO A PATIENT:
“Get a case of the Genuine Johann
Hoff’s Halt Extract and use it freely and
liberally. No small wine-glass doses, but
even more,
a good half tumbler full, or
have cause
not
will
and
meal,
you
every

South

if he were the sort who would stand
interference.
“Where did you drive him to?”
“I put him six miles on his way to
Mack county. It was as we drove along
that he gave you away without in tho
least suspecting that ho was talking to
evening.
your own dear sister.

dv^ood

in Clover-

no

even

FUNERAL

Prof. D. Hayes Agnew I
I

Monmouth

The Sunday school
class met with
Misses Mabel and Mattie Storer, Satur-

I

WHAT

of the Press.

Miss Nellio Hinkiey has gone to
for a few weeks.

FOIt SALE.
Forty words inserted

*

West Harpswell, March 7—Mr. Ernest
Farr, who works In Portland, spent a
few days with his parents last week.

does last.

was

when she saw her old Toby riding away
with those men and knew she must go
on. ‘I am Marianne Belknap,’ she said,
blushing like a rose, ‘and you are Mr.

Correa,

HARPS WELL.

in

“I do indeed. Where is he now?”
“I haven’t the shadow of an idea.”
“But I must know. Bid you leave
him there?”
“No. When I found out that he was
just closing a revival meeting among
the darkies that had extended over two
weeks and was starting afresh on Bis
pilgrimage, I offered him another lift,
and he accepted. Dennis, whenever I
come in contact with that old man I
feel as if I had been sanctified or regenerated or done something to. It doesn’t
last long, but it is comfortable while it

eggs nor

the overseer’s old house in the quarter
lot at Bascom’s, just enjoying myself
because I had on good clothes and my
brother owned a nice turnout, when I
came across a damsel in dire distress.
“A girl—a very pretty one, too, by
the way—was sitting on a stump by the
roadside, crying as if her heart would
break. Of course I stopped to find out
what the trouble was. I think she was
a little dubious at first about confiding
in me, as I was a stranger, but I coaxed
her to tell me the entire trouble. She
said she had started to go to Miss Bascom’s to ask permission to have her
wounded brother taken there, with her
yardman as escort; that at some fork
in the roau about a mile from town
three bluecoats from the gunboats in
the river had stepped out and very politely informed her that they needed her
horses; that her ‘old man must go
with them as far as the boats to prevent
his informing on them, so that she must
find her own way home.
“It seems she didn’t want to find her
way home, but persisted in her desire
to go on to her friend’s.”
“My dear Betty, what on earth has
that girl crying by the roadside to do
with what you have to tell me?”
“That girl is the key to the entire
situation. I told her to jump right in
and I would drive her wherever she
wanted to go. She hesitated, and that
made me angry. I snapped her up pretty short by asking her if she thought I
was going to run away with her. Then
she gave me a surprise.
“She blushed and said ‘No.*’' She only
hesitated because she thonght maybe I
did not know who she was. I told her
that didn’t have any bearing on the subject; that she was a woman, and a
young one, and I could not possibly
drive on and leave her there without a
soul within call.
“She got into the carriage and put
out her hand to thank me. She said she

point

story?”

a
by it your fingers
“There was
full speed

go

to see some

by

/terns of Interest Gathered

pondents

MISCELLANEOUS.___|__MISCELLANEOUS.

TOWNS.

MAINE

houseat 20
1-1

1 OnC Difficult cases Cured
IZUD by Dr. C.T.FISK.

Dr. Fisk makes a specialty of Diseases of the Rectum. Treats no other class of disease. Send for my
Free freatise on Piles, etc., and names of many
proininent Maine citizens cured,
a a
I>r. risk’s method is
B xs*,
easy, safe, hp
painless.
Consultation £ree !
I 8
Call at my Lewiston or Portland G
I i
office, or consult me by mail.
Dr, C. T. FISK, 832 Main Street. Lewiston.
At U. S. Hotel, Fortland. Saturdays only.

OC**

good

a concern of
financial
a medium sized store, for
situated on Congress St.,

WANTED—By
responsibility,
retail business,

between

Elm

and

Oak

SHAW, 51 1-2 Exchange

St.

BENJAMIN

St._

7-1

Jeilycon. For dessert
W- ANTED—Burnham’s
no equal,
Made without sugar in a
ninute. For sale bv grocers.
For health use
Efurnham’s Beef, Wine and Iron.
Favorite
lealt.h restorer.
Retail trade supplied by jobbers in
Portland. Bangor,
Rockland and
Lewiston.
4-1
buy for spot cash, from 10 to
25 acres of vacant land on line of electric
Answer by letter giving
jars or near depot
0. A.
low'est price and exact location, etc.
WINTERS, 89 Court street, Boston, Mass.
23-2

WANTED—To

JUDGE WAS MODERATOR.
Bethel Has Most Interesting Town
Meeting in Maine.
JUDGE FOSTER PRESIDED
MADE A SENSATION.

Made

a

Speech

Intimated That He Ex-

to Retire From

pected
—

and

AND

Supreme

Bench

Questions Town Treasurer As to
Cheered
Expenditures—Ladies

Cross

His

Judge On.
March

Bethel,

Hall

7.—Odeon

was

packed to the doors today to witness the
spectacle of a justice of the Supreme court
presiding over an annual town meeting.
It was the most exciting town meeting
ever held in this town or possibly in the
State of Maine.
When it came to the elcetion of modera-

Judge
candidates,
tor there were two
The
Enoch Foster and A. B. Grover.
the
vote stood, Foster 220; Grover, 83. At
announcement of the vote Judge Foster
commenced to speak.
He was presented
by Col. Clark S.
oak
Edwards with a gavel made from
was born.
Foster
hill
where
on
the
grown

proceeded

Foster then

to

say:

ova“Gentlemen, what means such an
this
tion on the part of the citizens of
town? I cannot account for it, "but I supabout. They
you know what you are

pose
me
tell me this move which has made
it
moderator is a Democratic move; that
execution
was conceived and carried into
the rabble,
by the rabble, but if this is by
and
I thank God that I am with them
of them.*’

one

Ti*

nr«a

rrWi

had made this

that thev

out
demonstration; that they had turned
stood
that
they
numbers;
in suoh large
that
where they did, and took the interest
they did in town affairs.
to read
Judge Foster then proceeded

dwellfrom the recent issues of the press,
Boston Herald
ing especially upon the
He quoted extensively from
articles.
as he
these artioles, commenting on them
emphasis
with
dwelt
He
special
pawed.
the statement that only three men in
on

this town were favorable to his appointthe
ment, and quoted the figures from
pstition in behalf of his appointment.
stamped
“The action of this town has
few
this statement as a lie. tYou see how
I wish now to exand
X
have,
opponents
for them,” he said.
press my sympathy
He closed with a challenge to anybody
had
to oorne forward and show that he
and
ever been other than true to his town

profession. This seemed to be sustained by aote such as this of his election
as moderator rather than,by words.
“This demonstration is worth more to
than I should
me, and I am prouder of it
the Supreme
te of an appointment to
bench. I shall be free in two weeks, and
I shall be with you the rest of my life.
During the course of his speech he was
by one of the opposition who
to his

interrupted

made the motion th-it the meeting proceed to business.
thundered Judge
“Iam moderator,”
the
Foster, “and I propose to take all

business,
time I wish; and as regards
before we get
business
enough
get
you’ll
through.

fifteen
about
The Judge spoke for
minutes amidst an almost continuous
round of applause, and at the close it was
f~ feral moments before quiet was restored
to

en

women in the gallery
waving their handker-

The

the room.

rose

masse,

chiefs.
ordiThe meeting then proceeded in the
it came to the eleotion
until
manner
nary
Mr. James b
Purington,
of treasurer.
the town treasurer, is numbered among
the opposition, and when it came to the
of the
article for “hearing the report
treasurer

and electing

a

new treasurer

for

the coming year,” Judge Foster arose.
“Gentlemen,” said he, “before we elect
He
let us hear his report.
a treasurer,
the
then called Selectman Billings to
chair and the treasurer announced that
hie report was printed in the reports and
they had all seen it, and therefore he

would not read it.
»>

cairl

"RYlcf-fir

“hftVR

VOT1

all

FRRT1

us see
Let
Let us look it oTer.
Here is an item of
what we find nere.
$161 expense for the sale of bonds for reNow, I claim
funding the town debt.
that the town treasurer should have borne
as one of the duties of his
this

it?”

expense

An expense of this nature should
office.
1 find this
have oome under his salary.

bill Is itemized.
“And here is one item of printing, $98.
This printing oould
That is exorbitant.
I have the worf
have been done for $10.
of

a

man

who

is

posted

on

matters of

printing.

“And here is an item of $13 to A.'E.
And here is $20 I
Herrick for services.
want explained—$20 expense for the town
X
of these bonds.
treasurer in

disposing
explained

before I pay the
will have it
bill or allow the town to pay the bill.”
The treasurer, Mr. Purington then exthat he regarded the work on the

plained

bond issue in the line of a speoial committee. He was appointed a special committee to negotiate for the sale of these
his
to
bonds, and the bill was added

regular salary.
“What is the $13 to Herrick for?” asked
Foster.
“It is for advice and assistance with
the speoial bonds” replied the treasurer.
“Bat,” said Foster, “your services for
$20 comes under treasurer’s report, not as

special

committee’s. Where did you get
What aro we doing? Are we going
to pay all these bills without looking at
them? If a man’s salary Is little or much
If he accepts that position he should do
a

this?

all the work that comes within it.”
Printer Ellingwood then explained that
ho did not know the kind of bonds to be
A
printed when bo gave the $10 figure.
bond could be got out for $10,
but
It
would be a cheaper-looking bond.
“Would it
Foster.

not

be

as

legal?”

asked

“I think so,” replied BUtngwood. *1
‘‘Then we pay $88 for frills?” shouted
;he judge, amidst a burst of applause.
‘Well,” he went on, turning to the audi;nce, ‘‘if you want to pay $88 for frills,
but don’t oomplaln about your
pay it,
taxes.
“Look at this

report

of the town treas-

“forty-seven
urer,” continued Foster,
a
lines on the books, and for that we pay
Why should he get an exsalary of $50.
to this bond
tra salary for attending
Issue? Why should he get an extra salary
of the Suany more than I, a member
1 have had an extra,
preme oourt, beoause
amount of work the past year?
Mr. Park then arose to ask a question,
the
but the question was parried by

SEALERS OF

An Old Hand Relates Some
Seal

Illinois Central.|99

NEWFOUNDLAND-

Hunting

on

Experiences

Pack

of

Ic-*-

On a fixed date and at a fixed hour, always March 12 at 2 p. m., the Newfoundland sealing fleet starts from St. Johns
on its
yoarly oruise for seals. It is a gala
day in the city and harbor. The municipal buildings and shipping are decked
with flags, and wharves and docks are
crowded with people
to see the sealers off.

who have gathered
To the_ accompaniment of cheers and waving handkerobiefs
the steamers, spick and span with fresh
paint and bunting, move in glow prooes-

sion;down

the harbor. Once at sea, upon
blue water, the fleet scatters as the
moderator.
race for the
Amid oheers Mr, Park sat down.
sealing grounds begins.
calls of Along the east coast of the
Island, from
Further cheers, cat-calls, and
Conception Hay northward, upon the
“shut him up again.”
but shore ice and the
Mr. Park then arose once more,
great packs drifted
the presiding down from Greenland, are the seals with
only to be bowled over by
their young, and the first vessels to arofficer.
that this rive and get to business ore the ones likeMr. Park tried to explain
annual re- liest to return in April with full fares.
Item was just like any other
The system of sharing proportionately in
port.
like any he catch, similar to that which
prevails
“Yes,” replied Foster, “just
of others, too.”
in whaling, keeps men and otfloers up to
other, and there are lots
that the their best work. The
sealing season iasts
S. B. Twitohell explained
about only three or four
weeks, and the ohanoes
makers of this boDd were particular
of of wind and weather and the
a good job
finding of
the looks, and it had to be
seals give to the short cruise the oxolteable to negotiate them.
be
to
printing
that it ment of a lottery.
A. E. Herrick then explained
that Mr. Pur“I have sailed out of St. Johns on five
was as a special committee
not as treasurer, sealing
cruises. In these trips I got
Ington was working,
no
treasurer, and enough of the business and decided to
jnd furthermore that
sense would go ahead stay ashore," said a Newfoundland man
no man of common
now residing in New York to a Sun rea bond issue without employto
the

negotiate

Quotations of Stacie Predicts in the
Leading Markets.
New York Etoek and Money Market.

(By Teterraj>1l)
NEW YORK, Mch. 7.
Money on call was steady 1 %@3 pr centslast
ct*
loan 1%:prime mercantile paper 4g4% P®r
sterling Exchange was steady, with actual
de"
business In bankers bills at 4 S4j£4 84V* f°r
mana,aud 4 81%<$4 81% for sixty days;posted
* 8 #4 86%. Commercial bills at 4 81.
raies
Silver certificates 54@55.
Bat Silver 64%.
Mexican dollars 44%.
Gorernmeat Bonds weak.

State bonds dull.
Railroad bonds weak.
Retail Grocers'

sugar Ratei.

7; confefcion
Portland market—cut
pulverised 6n: powered. flej graauiateu
coffee crushed 6e; yellow 4".
ra y

loaf

jVa

Hides.

The following quotations represent the paying prices In this market:
tb
Cow and oxhides......7%c
Bulls and stags...6%c

Ocaif skins, trimmed,.ICo
do
untrlmmed.... 9c
Lamb skins...50 to 80c each
Exports.
BUENOS AYRES. Bark Ceiina—306,472 ft
lumber.
Bark S H. Nickerson—578,822 ft lumber.
PORT SPAIN,Trind. Sclir 814 tns Ice 1000
lbs codfish 100 bales hay 800 lbs butter 41 bbls
cabbage 20,741 ft lumber.
LIVERPOOL. ENG.
Steamship Cartliagenian—56,7«>2 bush wheat 8200 do peas 1322
bales hay 2839 bbls apples 4530 pcs maple
blocks 2698 bxs cheese I03u bxs 69 tes hams
300 sacks buckwheat 324 cs splints 76 do cud
goods 22 pkgs household effects 11 b*s seats
10 do butt.-r 7 cs brooms 16 pkgs sundries l 6
cs handles 3Q bxs h ware 135 pcs lumber 750
pis lard 637 cattle.

101

Lake Erie& West.. 14
Lake Shore.180
Louis & Nash. <9y8
Manhattan Elevated.100%
Mextoan Central.
6%
Michigan Central.104
Minn & St Louis. 26%
Minn A St Louis,pf. 86
Missouri Pacific. 26%
Newj Jersey Central.
91
New York Central.I....11]%
New York, ClucagoSi St Louis 12%
do pf
65
Northern Pacific com
21%
do
do
pfd. 69%

191
53%
104y8
6%
107%
27%
86

26%
92%
118%

12%
65
23%

62%
122%

Northwestern."....119

oo
Out &

pfd.
174
Western. 14%
Readme. 17%
Ksok Island. 84Va
St 1 Paul. 80%
146
f;ao bid.
St.Paul !st Omaha. 70%
00
prfd.160
St Paul.1 Minn. & Mann.130
Texas Paolfic. 9%
Union Paoillo. 26
6%
VYabash_
do prfd.
16
Boston & Maine.166
New York&New England pfd. 88
Old Colonv. .1*2

175

I6V2
18%
80%
92%
1*7

70ya
160
134

Produce

3 66
89
190

100
127

3%
26%

I

176

126%
87%

FLOUR.

Spring patents. 6 303J6 10.
9prlng, ciearlaua straight. 4 70®6 46.
winter patents. 6 26®6 76.
Winter, cleanaud straight, 4 70®» 45

any cause, write to Dr. Greene and ask
He will cure you.
his advice.

The Phillips woolen mill was
Monday morning. Loss $10,000.

PishCoffee.
(Buying* selling price) Klo.roasted
11015
Java*Mooha do26Jtas
7615500
molasses.
oo@S 60 Forte Rico.26gso
25 a 26
26153 60 BarDadocs.
Haddock. ..17602 0« Fancy.. ..30033
Tea.
Hake.2 0002 26
II erring, b'iix
15020
Amoys
9@14c Congous.luaeso
Stales....
....

......

M aekerei, m
snore IS 822 00@#26
Snore 2« *18 oo«*xo
8130J16
Large as

Markets.

Froauce.

Japan..18038

Fonnoso....... 22030
ft ague.

standardGran
Ex ofloe auallty

5 34
6 34
a 96

axtrac.
Cape Canrrcte noo
do bill
9008*9 60 Yellow Extra C....4Ys
8 00
Maine.
Seed
3 6S@3 75
Pea Beans.l 3001 40, Timothy.
Yellow Xves.l 56®l tie Clover.West 8X4®»
do
N, Y. 9X4010
Cal pea.... 1 6B@1 60

lrlsbpotaps.ous85096 Alstke.
Red Top,
a
do, odi

Sweetsjersey376@4

io@io%

16017

Provisions,

00

Pork14 00
heavy tncks
do Vineland,4 50045
medium lu 60813 00
Onions. EepSU 0000 01
do Natives 3 6003 751 short cut and
clear
S13ffilS 60
Chickens....
lo@12
Turkevs. Wes. 130i6ojEeef—light..9 0009 26
Northern do....16017 heavy,.. 9 75010 26
80S ErnestsX4DS 6 758
Fowls,..
ao

Norfolk OOOkb

applet

Eating appl’s3 60@4 60
do common $203 00
Baldwins 3 6004 60
90llo
Evap V ft

Lara, tes ana
X4 bbl.pure

6X406%
doeom’na, 5
86X4
sails, com pa 6 X4 © 5X4
palls, pure 6% St7
Lemons.
pnrellf
8X4«/9
s 0004 00 Bams... •
Messina
9
09X4
oranges.

aooov’rd
Oil.
0004 60
3 76@4 00 Kerosenel20 ts
9
California, 3 0003 60 Ligonia. 9
Centennial. 9
do Seedlngs 2 5003 00
Pratt’s Asual ..] 1
jcggn
016 In half bbla le extra
Eastern extra..

Florida

..

4

Jamaica

FresbWestern..
Held.

@16

Raisins.
Musctl.60 lb bxs&06X4
London tay’rll 7602OC
.18020
Goal,
Retail—delivered.
018
lit Ease vrat
Cumberland 00004 50
Choice.
Chaasa.
i*C« 60
Chestnut...
8 00
Franklin...
N. Y. letrylOYjSll
7enaont ...10X4011
Lehigh....
@6 00
400
*12X4 Pea.
Sage.....12
Panel.

gesmerv.lDcy.

Gram Quotations.

CHICAGO BOARD OF TRJ. >11
Saturday’s Quotations.
Mch.
104%

Closing.

firm

Freights quiet, steady.
CHICAGO—Cash quotations;
Flour amet.
;
Wheat—No 2 spring 91S92»4c;No3 do at
Corn—No 2 at S8%ft
No 2 Red 1 02@l 02%.
2fle. Oats—No 2 at 2e%®26s/ac; No 2 white fo
b 2a%®29c: No 3 White —c; No 2 rye 49% :
No 2 BarlevUo b 34S4»e: No 1 Flaxseed 1 19
@123; Prime Timothy seed at 2 96. Mess pork
lo 203110 26. Bard fi 06@5 10; short rib sides
4 90®6 25.: Dry salted meats—shoulders 4%®
6; siTort clear sides 6 80@5 50.
Butter steady; cremry i3@20o; dairy at 11.®
17c. Cheese quiet «@8Vio. Egg* steady; fresh
—

when 663,000
bus; corn 647,OuO bush: oats 368.000 bush;
rye 13.000 bush; barley 63.000 busb.

Receipts—Flour, 29.000 bbls;

17,000 bbls;wheat 109,000
bush; corn 17J,000 bush; oats 417,000 bush;
rye 600 bush; hurley 26.000 bush.

'Shipments—Flour

ST LOUIS—Wheat-No 2 red cash elevator
at 99%C; track 99c»l 00c; Mch at 99%c; May
at t 01 asked; July 9;N<> 2 hard cash Be.

Flour quiet, unchanged.
cash at 27%c; Mch 27'/sC;May at
28%.
Oats—No 2 cash 27o; track at 27%o: Mch at
28c: May 27%c bld;July 24; No 2 white 29ya
®295i C.
March 98c; May
MINNEAPOLIS—Wheat
at 9554@9671.0; July 95yao: No 1 hard 1 00%;
No 1 Northern at 98V<e.
MINNEAPOLIS—Flour—first patents 4 86@
4 95; second patents 4 76@4 80; first clears at
3 70@3 9o second clears at 2 7©@2 90.
TOLEDO—Wheat lower—No 2 cash at 98% ;
May —c.
Corn—No 2 mixed at 31c.
Oats dull—No 2 mixed 27%c.
Rve—No 2 at 6054c.
Cfoverseed—prime cash and Dee —.
DULUTH—Wheat—No 1 Northern cash at
98% C; May 98% c; July 9654 c.
MILWAUKEE—Nol Northern at 1 01; No 2
Spring 9S@94; Mav at 1 03%.
CINCINNATI—Hogs at 3 26@4 10. Cattle et
2 60®4 75.
Sheep 3 00®4 75. Lambs 4 00®6 85.

Corn—No 2

27Vac; July

—

_

Cotton Markets.

July.

May

904*

105

90%

105%

K

Mch.

May

Opening......
Closing.28%

31%
SIX'S

Su%

31%

OATS.

Mch.

May
26%
28%

Opening.
Closing...

PORK,

May.

Jan.
Closing.

10 40

*.

Monday’s quotations.
w.h*

»

Mch.
Opening...*

•••••••

G'Ofl'BC.104%

July.
903/a
S0%

May
305 v*

104%

row

Mch

OloSlBI.2834

July
31%
3134

ay.
30

30|

r>AT».

Mch.

opening.

Closing..

........

2634

ll®HVie; Wes-

Tallow ^teadv.
I'etro'eam nominal.
Kosln steady.
HSnirlts Turpuentlne firm

W ”K *x

Opening...

Penn

July.

Mav.

25?4
26%

roB*.

l.y

Telegraph.'

MCH. 7, 1898

Cotton market to-aav
YORK—The
closed dull; middling uplands at 6%c; do gulf
bales.
3200
at 6%c; sales
CHARLESTON—The Cotton market to-day
was steady; Middling 554 e. I
GALVESTON—Cotton market today was
firm; middling 6c.
NEW

MEM rills—TIIOEOISOU

OiaiUCk

KWH

steady; middlings 5>»e.
NEW ORLEA NS—The Cotton market to-oay
was quiet; middling 6s/ie.
MOBILE—The Cotton market to-day was
quiet ptuodlmg C>T'h c.
SAVANNAH—The Cotton market to-day was
steady; middling 6-i a

10^5

SAILING DATS OF

STEAMSHIPS.
FOR

FROM

Boston Htoen narxeu
the
closing quotaThe following were
tions of stocks at Boston;
64
Mexican Central
Atchison, Top. S SantaiFe. K. new. 11
Boston & Maine.165

oppfd
Maine Central.131
Onion Pacltlc. 263a
American Bell.253
Amenoan .Sugar. ; common.12334
Sugar, pfd., ..Ill
Cen Mass, pfd.
do eommo
8%
Flint Si Fere Marq.

EXCHANGE DISPACHTES.
Ayres Mch 6, barque Galatea,
Lewis, Portland Dec 25.
Sid fm Hamburg Men 7. steamer Armenia, for
Portland via Boston.
Passed Kinsale Mch 7, 6teamer Scotsman,
Maddox. Portland.
Ar at Bristol Mch 6. steamer Memnon. Bales,

Rotterdam_New York.. Amsterdam.Mch
Havel.New York. .Bremen ....Mcli
St Paul.New York.. So’ampton.. Mch
Friesland_New York. .Antwerp.. .Mch
Teutonic.New York..Liverpool...Mch

8
8
9
9
9
Niagara.New York. .Cieufuegos..Mcli 10
Mch
10
York
Colon
Alllanca.New
Concho .New York. .Hav&Mat. Moll 12
Labrador.Portland.. .Liverpool ..Mcli 12
Ethiopia.New York. .Glasgow.. .Mch 12

boro and
5.35 p. m.

For Gorham at 7.30 and 9.45 a. m„ 12.30, 3.00,
5.35 and 6.20 p. m.
For Westbrook, Cumberland Mills, Westbrook
Junction and Wocdfords at 7.30, 9.45 a. dl,
12.30, 3.00, 5.35 and 6.20 p. 1.1.
The 12.30 p. m. train from Portland oonnects
at Ayer Junction with "Hoosae Tunnel Koute”
for the West and at Union Station. Worcester,
for ProYidence and New York, via "Providence
Line” for Norwich and New York, via "Norwich Line” with Boston and Albany It. It. for
the West, and withtho New York all rail via

^Trains 6arrive in

Portland from Worcester
at 1.30 p. in.; from Kochester at 6.30 a. ni., 1.31
and 5.52 p. m.; from Gorham at 6.40. S.30 and
10.50 a. in., 1.30, 4.15, 5.52 p. 111.
For tickets lor all points West and South apply to T. F. McGILLICUDCY, Ticket Agent,
Portloud, Me.
J. W. PETLBS. Supt.
Je25dtf

CASCO BAV STEAMBOAT CO,
Custom HousoWhsirf, Portland, Me.
Week day time table, commencing Sunday
Nov. 28, 1897.
Peaks’ Island.
For Forest City Landing.
6.40.
8.00.
a. m., 2.15, 6.15 p. m.
5.30,
For Ponce’s Landing, Long Island, 8.00,
a. m.,2.15 p. m.
For Treffetken’s Landing, Little and Great

Batavia. Mch 4—Ship Wm H Macy, from New
Yokohama, before reported off this
port leaky, is at anchor five miles off Tjitlatjap,
unable to cross the bar. The captain has ordered the vessel discharged and a portion of tile
cargo will be sold to defray expense of repairs.
Must discharge about 10,000 packages.

Diamond Islands 8.00. a. 111., 2.15 p.
m.
All Sunday trips on Casco Bay Steamboat Co.
line discontinued for the season.
sept24dtf
C. W. T. GODIN G. Gen. Man.

Domestio Porta.
NEW PORK—Ar 4th. schs Elvira J French.
Kendrick. Boston for Baltimore; Annie L Green
Caswell, do for Norfolk.
Sid 6th. sell D H Rivers, for Philadelphia.
BOSTON—Ar 6th, schs Highland Queen, Dobbin, Jouesport; Ripley, Banks. Rockoort; Mary
Steele, Pascal, Kookport; Mt Hope, McLean,
Newport New.
Ar 7th, steamer Queensmore. Cross. Avonmouth; harque Herbert Fuller. Nasn, NYork;

STEAMBOAT CO.

PORTLAND and
On

“E*er<ey

at 10.00 a.
Will leave Portland Pier,
m., Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays for
Lowell’s Cove. Orr’g Island; Card’s Cove. Poor’s
F.avit

FTM.rrmwfUl

Wmnll

Pnint.

Aslifbilft

m

_

Portland and Boothbay Staarnooai Co

„„

!°EaST

,,

T

Internationa!
■■■

Steamship Co.
..

KlJlSWepORT

_

„,

—

BAY STATE ADD PORTLAND,

MAINE STEAMSHIP CO.

Ar at

New York Direct Line.

Foreign Ports.
Havana Feb 20. sch B F Neally, Davis,

LONG ISLAND SOUND BY DAYLIGHT.

THREE TRIPS PER WEEK.
Manhattan and John IKnglis
Tuesdays,
alternately leave Franklin whart
and
Saturdays at 0 p. m.. ter New
Thursdays
Steamships

direct. Returning, .leave Pier 33, hist
River. Tuesdays. Thursdays and Saturdays at
York

6

These steamers are superbly fitted and furnished for passenger travel and afford the most
convenient and comfortable route between
Portland and New York.
Fare, one way, §4.00; round trip, SO.OO.
Merchants' and Buyers’ round trip, tickets,
under regulations of Merchants Association of
N. Y.,on y S6.00.
^ jjgcOMB.General Agent,
ocUdtf
j. B. COYLE. Treasurer.

Spoken.
25, lat34 S, Ion 18 W. ship May Flint,
from
Philadelphia for Hiogo.
Nichols,
Feb 6, no lat, &c, barque Nora Wiggln, from
Y'armouth, NS, for Buenos Ayres.
Jan

STEAMERS.

HARPSWELL STEAMBOAT CO.

Maine Coast

Beginning October 1st, 1837. steamer AueocisSunco will leave Portland Pier, Portland, daily,
days excepted, as follows:
For Long and Chebeague Islands, Harpswell,
Bailey’s and Orr’s Island, 2.00 p. m.
For Clift Island, Mondays, Wednesdays and
Fridays, 2.00 p. m.
Return for Portland -Leave Orr’s Island, by
way of above landings, 7.00 a. m. Arrive Portland, 9.30 a. m.
ISAIAH DANIELS. Gen’l Mgr.
sepll

Navigation Co.

STEAMER SALAGIA

BOSTON 5 PHILADELPHIA.
1HRLCT STEAMSHIP LINE.

....

From Boston every Wednesday and Saturday.
From Philadelphia every Wednesday and

Saturday.

From Central Wharf, Boston. 3 p. ro. From
InPine street Wharf. Philadelphia, at 3 p. m.
surance one-half the rate o! sailing vessels.
Freights for the West, by the Penn. it. K. and
South
connecting lines, forwarded lree of

..

...

ffiook)

BERRY,
and fn'id <$Funlelt

<

iamo as

other Lines.

Sleeping Cars

Free Colonist

-TO-

WINN E8

AND-

Canadian Northwest
Lowest

Shortest,

Rates,

and most popular Route,

Quickest
passing

Dakota.

route through principal Canadian
Chicago and St. Paul, -Minnesota and

en

cities and

Dur Frea Colonist

Sleepers

are

a

special convenience, and passengers may bring
it at
their own bedding, or may purchase
Toronto
nt
cost
Montreal or
price
These
stations.
sleeping cars wtllgo through

change, Portland, Me.. Montreal and
to
FREE COLONIST
Winnipeg.
SLEEPERS will leave Portland every Monday at c p. m., and an additional Free Colonist
Sleeper will leave Montreal every Tuesday at
10.26 p. m., commencing March 7tn.
Passengers for the Klondike and Yukon Gold
Fields will he accommodated in these Free
Sleepers as far as Chicago or 8t. Paul, where
similar
sleepers can be had to tne Pacific
Coast.
For tickets, reservation of space in sleepers,
maridtf
etc., apply to company’s agents.
without
Toronto

MAINE CENTRAL R. R,
Ir

effect Hov. 14.1S5T.

Trains leave Portland as follows:
7.00 a. m. For Brunswick. Bath.

8.30 a. m. For Danville Jc. (Poland Springs.)
LewMechanic
Falls. Rumford
Falls,
iston. Wlnthrop, Oakland. Readfield. Waterville, Livermore Falls. Farmington and Phllhos.
11.10 a.m. for Gray, New Gloucester, Danville June.. Auburn and Lewiston.
U.2ua. m. Exprws tor Brunswick. Bath, Augusia, waterville.i-msnem. Bangor. Bucaspori,
Bar Harbor. (Greenville and Aroostook County,
13. & A. K. It.
via
for Houltou. Woodstock.

St. Stephen, mu! St Andrews, via Vaneeboro
and St John.
1.10 p. m. Mechanic Falls, Kumford Falls,
Bemis, Danville Je.. Lewiston, Livermore Falls,
Farmington. Klngfleld. Carrabasset, Phillips

Kangeley, Winthrop, Oakland,

and

Bingham

Waterville and Skowhegan.
Au
I. 15 n. m. For Freeport Brunswick.
Rockland and
gusta." Bath.
Bootlibay.
and
Knox
all
on
the
stations
Lincoln division, Waterville, Skowhegan, Belfast, Hartland, Dover and Foxcroft, Greenville, Bangor, Oidtown and Mattawamkeag.
Lisbon
6.10 p.
For Brunswick. Bath.
m.
Falls, Richmond, Gaidlner, Augusta and
Waterville.
New Gloucester, Danville
6.10 p. m. For
Junction, (Poland Springs), Mechanic Falla,
Auburn and Lewiston.
II. 00p.m. Night Express, every night for
Brnnswick. Bath, Lewiston, Augusta, Waterville, Bangor, Moosehead Lake. Aroostook
county via Old Town, Bar Haroor, Bucksport.
St. Stephen. St Andrews, St John and
Aroostook County via Vaneeboro. Halifax ana
the Provinces. The Saturday night tratn does
not run to Belfast, Dexter, Dover and Foxcroft
or beyond
Bangor. Sleeping cars to St John.
White Mountain Division.
For Bridgton. Fabyans. Burlington
Lancaster. Quebec, St Johusbury, Sherbrooke,
Montreal, Chicago, St Paul and Minneapolis
and all points west
3.30 p. m. For Sebago Lake, Cornish, Fryeburg,
Bridgton. North Conway. Fabyans. Lancaster,
Lunenourg, st Johnsbury, Newport Sherbrook, Montreal and Toronto.
8.45

a. m.

SUNDAY TRAINS.
for Brunswick, Autrain
gusta, Waterville and Bangor.
Train for Brunswick. Lewiston,
12.50 p. m.
Bath. Augusta. Waterville, aul Bangor.
ll.oo p. m. Night Express with sleeping cars
for all points.
7.20

a. m.

Paper

ARRIVALS

IN

PORTLAND.

From Montreal. Quebec, Fabyans. Bridgton.
8.25 a. m.; Lewiston and Mechanic Falls, 8.30
Waterville and Augusta. 8.35 a. in.;
а. m.:
Bangor, aud Augusta daily and week days from
Rocklaud. 12.23 p. m.; Kinglield. Phillips, Farmington, Bemis. Kumford Falls. Lewiston, 12.30
St.
n. m; Lewiston and way stations 3.25 p. m.;
John. Bar Harbor. Aroostook County.Moosehead
Farming5.45
Lake and Bangor.
p.m.; Kangeley.
ton. KumfordFalls, Lewiston, 6.55 p. m.; Chicago
and Montreal and all White Mountain points
8.10 p. m.; daily from Bar Harbor, Bangor,
Bath and Lewiston, 1.40 a. m. daily ; Halifax.
St. John. BarHarbor, Waterville and Augusta, 3.50 a. m.. except Mondays.
GEO. F. EVANS. General Manager.
F. E. BOOTHBY, G.P.SIL
Portland, Nov. 14,1807.novl2dtt
*

Portland &

'ord Falls

Sa Effect Nov.

R'y.

15, 1897.

DEPARTURES.
From Onion Station
Falls. Buckfleld, Canton, Dixlield, Kumlord Falls.
From Union
8.30 a. m. 1.10 and 6.15 D. m.
Station for.Mechanic Falls and Intermediate
stations.
1.10 train makes close connections at Rumford Falls for Bemis and all stations on K. t.
& K. L. K. It.

б. 30 A. M. and 1.10 P.M.
for Poland. Mechanic

ram_rWl
a in

....

finln

v..

——-

R. C. BRADFORD, Traffic Manager.
Portland, Maine.
E. L. LOVE JOY, Superintendent
Romford Falls. Maine.
jel8 dtt

R.

Boston & Maine R.

Ia effect Oct. 4tli, 1897.
Station, for Scarboro
Trains leave Union
Crossing. 10.00 a, m.. 5.16, 6.20 D.m.; Scarboro Reach, Pine Point, 7.00, 10.00 a. m.. 3.30,
6.16, 6.20 p. m.; Old Orchard, Saco, Blddeford, 7.00, 8.40. 10.00 a. m., 12.45, 8.30,
6.15, 6.20 p. in.; Kennebunk. 7.00. 8.40 a. m.,
12.46.3.30, 5.16,0.20 p. m.; Kennebunkpert,
8.40. a. in.. 12.45, 3.30, 6.1ft p. m.;
7.00.
Wells Reach 7.00,8.40 a. m., 3.30. 5.16 p. m.;
North Berwick, Somersworth, .Dover,* 4.05,
12.46, 3.30, 5.15 D. m.j
7.00, 8.40 a, in.,
Rochester, 7.00. 8.40 a. m.. 12.45, 8.20 p. m.:
12.45,
Farmington, Alton Bay, 8.40 a. m.
3.30 p. m.; Northern l>iv„ Lakeport. Laconia, Plymouth, 8.40 a. m.. 12.45 p. ni.;
Worcester, via Somersworth. 7.00 a. m.;
Rockingham
Manchester, Concord, via
3.30
p.
m.;
7.00 a. m..
Junction,
HaverExeter,
Junction,
Rockingham
hill, Lawrence, Lowell, Boston, Yf*.05,
m..
18.40 a.
§12.45, 3.30 p. m.
t7.00,
Arrive in Boston, 7.25, 10.16 a m., 12.50,
Leave Boston lor PortD m.
4 22 7.25
land, 5,59.7,30. 8.00. 8.30 a. *n., 1.00, 4.15,
10.13, 11.po a.
Arrive Portland,
p. m.
ni., 12.00, 12.20. 5.00, 8.00 p. m.
TRAINS.
SUNDAY
x

Beach. Pine Point, Old OrScarboro
chard, Saco, Biiideford, Kennebunk. Wells
Beach, 12.55. 4.30 p. m.; North Berwick,
LowDover, Exeter, Haverhill, Lawrence.
ell, Boston, 4.05 a. ill.. 12.55, 4.30 p. m. Arrive Boston, 7.25 a. m.. 6.28, 8.45 p. m. Leave
Boston for Portland 3.46 a. m., arrive Portland 7.10 a. m.
EASTERN DIVISION.

Way Stations, 9 a. m.; Biddeford,
Portsmouth, Newburyport, Salem, Lynn,
+2.00, 19.00 a. m., §1.00, 16.10
Boston,
Arrive in Boston, 6.57 a. ra., 12.50.
p. m.
Leave
foe
in.
Boston,
4.16. 9.26 p.
7.00,
Portland, 7.30, 9.00 a. m.. 12.30,
Arrive Portland, 11.50 .a. m., 12.15.
p. in.
4.30, 10.20 p. m.
For

SUNDAY TRAINS.
Portsmouth.
Biddeford.
Newburyport. Salem. Lynn, Boston. 2.00 a. m.. 1.00
m.’ Arrive in Boston, 5.67 a. m.. 4.15 p, dl
eavs Boston for Portland, 9.00 a. m., 7.00
10.30
Arrive in Portland, 12.25,
p4?n.

E.

p. m.

IConnects with Rail Lines for New York,
South and West.
Round lrip>LS.00.
Daily except Monday.
SConuects with Sound Lines for New York.
-Meals and room included,
1>’. P. WING,
to
or
tickets to all points for sale at Union
passage
apply
Through
freight
Station.
Central Wharf, Boston,
General D. .1.FLANDERS. G. P. & T. A.. Boston.
u. SAMPSON, Treasurer and
Manager, 89 State SU Fislte Building, Boston, ! GKO. H. THOMPSON. Ticket Agent, PorfcoctsBdtf
Mass| hud.

by

commission.
Passage SM.on.

STEPHEN

Klondike, the Pacific Coast, Winnipeg,
•nd the Northwest, as well as St. Paul, and
ill other competitive points, are exactly the

Bucksport.

HOWT”~
Portland,

"Point

LOCAL and
to Alaska.

Rockland.
Augusta. Waterville. Skowhegan. Lisbon Falls,
Lewiston via Brunswick. Belfast, Bangor and

after January 3rd. 1893.

CAPT. CHAS. H.

..

1

sMTPOilf

R«ad, Rockport; Leonora, Bellatty, New York; SebascO.
l’hippsburg and Cundy’s Harbor.
tug Catawtesa, Portland.
RETURNING—Leave Cundy’s Harbor at
BRUNSWICK—Ar 6th, sch Tholma. Leo, 7.00 a.
m.,
Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays,
Boston.
at all landings.
BALTIMORE—Cld Oth. sch Daylight. Phll- touching
Far further particulars apply to
pot. Boston.
j. h. McDonald,
Sid 6th. sehs Jas W Bigelow. Graham.Charles158 Commercial street.
Telephole 4G-3.
tou: J B Manning, Sprague, Boston.
dtf
LindEastern
soh
Light,
dec31_
6th,
BELFAST—Ar
say, Portland.
BOOTHBAY HARBOR—Ar 6tli, sehs Carrie
A Norton, Wylie, Portsmouth! Robt S Graham,
Vannamau, Boston; W S Jordan, Kennedy, do;
WINTER ARRANGEMENTS.
R A Tauiane. Otsen, do.
GOING WEST.
Ar 7th. sehs Bonny Boon, St John. NB, for
New York; Lady Antrim, Boston; Chas L JefSTEAMER ENTERPRISE leaves as toldo.
Bell,
and
Carlton
frey,
BOOTHBAY for PORTLAND, MonSid 7th, sen Dreaduaught, for Philadelphia.
In port, soh I'red A Emerson, foj Thomaston days aad Fridays, at 7.16 a. m.. touching ar
South Bristol, and Boothbay Harbor,
and New York.
CALAIS—Sid 6th: seh Maud Malloch, Lunt,
FKMAQU1D for PORTLAND. Wednesdays
at 0.00 a. m., touching at above landings.
New York.
sclir
HARBOR—Sailed
Eth,
ISLAND
DUTCH
GOING BAST.
Lewie H Goward, Haines. Boothbay for WashLeave PORTLAND at 7.00 a. m. Thursdays
ington.
and Saturdays for
HYANNIS—Ar 6tb, soh Thos H Lawrence,
Boothbay ft arlmr, South Bristol,
Harris, Poole’s Landing for Washington.
and East Boothbay,
Passed 6th, sehs Joe Luther. Crosby, EdgeLeave PORTLAND at 7.00 a. in. Tuesdays
water for Salem; Wesley M Oler, and Tnree for PEMAQUID and above landings.
ALFRED RACE. Manager
Marys, Boston for coal ports.
octSOUtl
HORSE ISLAND—In port oth, seh R T Ruudlett, Fountain, for Philadelphia.
KEY WEST— Ar 6th. seh Aloha, Skolfield,
Newport News; Jeremiah Smith, Parsons, from
New Vork,
MOBILE—Ar 6th, sch Louise HasIlng.Albury
FOR
NEWS—Ar 6th, sch Chas L DavSt. jo 'n, N.B.,Halilax, tt.SCalais,
Lubao,
Boston.
Eastport,
enport, Watts,
NORFOLK—Sid Eth, icbs Lucy H Russell, and all parts of New Brunswick, Nova Scotia
and Capo Breton. The
Island
Edward
M
Prince
Geo
Bralnerd,
Beale,
ernandlna;
Bishop,
favorite route to Campobello and St. Andrews,
New York.
NEW LONDON-Ar 6th, sch Edw M Reed, N. B.
Wimer Arrangement.
Wilson, Darien.
Sid 6til. sell Sea Bird, Rollerson, Newport for
On and after Monday. Dec. 20th, steamer will
New Yolk.
Portland on Mondays at 5 p. in.
Sid Eth, sch An ale P leave
NEW BEDFORD
Returning leave St. John and Eastport ThursChase. Chase, coal port.
PUNTA GORDA—Cld 4th, seh DJ Sawyer, days.
Itellev. Wilmington.
Through tickets issued and baggage checked
PERTH AMBOY-Ar 6th, sch Henry P Ma- to destination. EgS'-Freight received up to 4.00
son, Wyman, New York.
p. m.
F'or Tickets and Staterooms apply at the
PROVIDENCE—Sid 6th, sch M C Moseley,
Fine Tree Ticket Office, Monument Square or
Brown, Wilmington. Del.
soh
Sarah
Eth,
other information, at Company’s Office,
Palmer,
for
PORTSMOUTH—Ar
Railroad Wharf, foot of State street.
[or Sarah Potter] from Amboy.
Graud
Manan
M
seh
John
at 7th,
Plummer,
J. B. COYLE, Gen. Man.
for New York.
H. P. C. 11ERSEY Agent.
sep20dtf
Sid Eth, sch Agnes Manning, Heyer, for Fernandas.
RICHMOND—Ar 4th. sch John S Beacham,
Meader. New York.
ROCKLAND—Ar 7tb, seh Morris & Cliff, Torrev. Provlucetown.
Sid 7th, seh Jennie G Pilisburry, Phllsbury,
New York.
SEATTLE—Sid 1st. barque Carrollton. Jones,
San Francisco.
SALEM—Sid Eth, sch Aarisnne, Staples, for
Deer Isle; Island City, New York.
VINEYARD-HAVEN—Ar 6th, sehs Elsie M
Smith, Hall, New York for Gloucester; Leoua,
Elirabethport tor Rockport; Lena White. Perth
Amboy for Rockland.
Passed 6th, barque Herbert Fuller, Nish, fm Daily Line, Sundays Excepted.
New York for Boston, In tow; sells Ralph M
THE NEW AND PALATIAL 6TFAMEK3
Rayward. Cienfuegos fordo; Addle M Snow.
Amboy for do; Druid, New York for do; John
J Perrv, and Island City. Rockland for do;
CharlieEt Willie, Rockland for do: Richard Hill,
Thomaston fordo; Annie P Oenlon. Boothbay alternately leave
Franklin Wharf. Port
for Philadelphia: Jas B Pace, Haggetts Cove land every Evening at 7 o'clock, arriving in
for do; John S Ames.lHorse Island for do: Nel- season for connection with earliest tra .us for
lie P Sawyer, fm Haggetts Cove for Glen Cove; points beyond.
Alicia B Crosby. Portland lor a coal port.
Through tickets for Providence, Dowell,
Ar 7th, sehs Currie X Balano, from Savannah Worcester, New York, etc.
for Boston: Henry Sutton, Rockport for PhilaReturning leave India Wharf, Boston, every
delphia; Hattie C Luce, do for Suffolk: Henry EveningK at 7 o’clock.
J. B. COYLE, Manager,
H Chamberlain, Haggetts Cove for Maryland.
j. F. LISCOMB, Gen. Agt.
Passed 7th, sehs (fleuullen. Grand Manan for
N«w York:
Wm B Herrick. Boothbay for Baltioepu i.
more; Win J Llpiett. itockport lor do; Crescent. Boothbay for Cape Charles City; Boring
C Ballard, Boston for coal port; steamer Maverick, from Portland for Philadelphia.

Lucania.New York. .Liverpool .Mch
.New York. .Genoa:.-Mch 12 Oil anil after
Kov,
Wera
Tuesday,
Cl tv WasliingtnNew York. Hav&Mex .Mch 12
9tli, 1897, the
Adirondack... New York.. Kingston,&eMch 12
Holstein.New York. .Hayli. &o .Mch 12
.Hamburg...Mch 12
Mew Tory: Quotation. 8tocns »n<l Bonds P:uria.New York.
Alexandria —New York. .London —Mcli 12
(By Telegraph.)
Rotterdam Mch 12 will leave Franklin Wharf,
York..
Obdam.New
Portland, on TuesMoh 16
The folloiag ware to-day’s closing quotations Asti...
.New York. .Santos
Thursdays and Saturdays, at 7.30 a. in.
16 days,
Bremen-Mch
York..
Kaiser W de G New
for Popham Reach, Bath, Boothbay Harbor
of Bonds
New York. .So’amDton..Meh 16 and Wiscauet. Touching at Five islands on
St.Louis
Mch 4.
Mch 7.
Kensington ..New York. .Antwero ...Mch 16
Tuesdays and Saturdays.
12434 Britannic.New
New 4s, reg
12234
York.. Liverpool... Mch 16
Wlscasset
Mondays,
Returning—Leave
1 2434
12 2 34
doconp,
Venezuela... .New York. .Laguayra ...Mch 17 Wednesdays and Fridays at 7.00 a. m., tor
*’s
m
New
reg.10934
.Liverpool....Mch 19 Btiothbav Harbor, Hath, Popliam Beach
Vancouver;_Borland..
112
New 4’»J coup.
m
Mch
i9
Havana
York..
and Portland. Touching at Fivo Islands on
Denver a R. G. 1st. 1)034
11034 Saratoga.New York..P’nTnibuco
JlcliiB Mondays and Fridays. Weather permitting.
Erie geu 4.. 70
7134 Coleridge.New
Phoenicia.New York. .Hamburg...Mch 39
O. C. OLIVER, President.
61
&
Texas
Mo.Kan.
?ds. 6934
nov9dtf
K.Wilhelm II..New York. .Genoa •••••Moh 19
CHAS. R. LEWIS. Treasurer
Kansas & Texas pfd_
Mo
Etruria.New York. .Liverpool....Mch 19
Kansas Pacific Consols.100
lh
Rotterdam..Mch
York..
114?” Sparndam.New
Oregon Nav. lets.113
Mohawk. New York. .Lonuon.Mch i9
Union F. lsts. 12734
12734 Nprmandie.... New York.. Havre.Men 19
Mch 21
Closing quotations of stocks:
Advance.New York. .Colon.
Uller.New York. .Barbados Mch22
Mch 4.
Mch. 7.
-2
.-Mch
11% TJomo.New York. .Demerara .Mch 2 a
Atohlson.
io%
2734 Lalm.New York..Bremen
Atchison pfd. 2534
23
Mcli
Westernland
New York.. Antwerp
<234
Central Paelilo. 10
st’3/» New York_New York. .s'tliamnton.Mch .3
Cues, a ualo. 18%
Majestic.New York. .Liverpool ..Mcli
1°8
Unicaeo £ Alton.154
Normania
.New York. .Hamburg. ..Mch -4
do
pfd
B4%
Chicago’Burlington * Quincy 91%
Delawares Hudson CanalCo.10734
Ji0
MINIATUREALMANAC .MARCH 8.
150
Delaware.l.ackawana & WesrloO
-I1 00
12
Sunrises. Go8l...
burned Denver & III# Gran a a. 12
water ••••IT 16
j3/» Sunsets. 6 43
Erie.new.1234
No. 37 Piuxn Street.
00
37 34 Moou rises. OoOlHelglit......00—
<101st prefer
3434
...

anu

Steaneer

Passenger fares of the Grand Trunk Railway

System between points, both
111 ROUGH,
including fare

l-'or families and others going west

STEAMERS.

..

Gascogne.New York.. Havre.Mch 12
12

of Prefoie St.

Hochester, .Springvale, Alfred, WaterSaco Fiver at 7.30 a. m., 12.30 and

For

Apalachicola.
European Markets.
Sid fm Colon Mch 6th, steamer Advance, for
By Telagranh.
New York,
Ar at Cardenas Mch 1, sch Cora Dunn, HarLONDON. Mch. 7. 18S6.—Consol* closed at
rington, Philadelphia.
lllVs for money and 111 % for aocount.
Ar at St John. NB, Meh 7, sch Mary F Corson.
market
1898.—Cotton
LIVERPOOL, Mch. 7,
Portland; Mollie Rhodes, Dobbin, from
steady— American middling [at 3 7-16d; sales Baislcy,
Jonesport.
tor
bales
speculalo.uoo bales, including 600
Cld 7th, soil Rosa Mueller, McLean, for City
tion and export.
Island.

May.
Opening.
Closing.

Station I'oot

On and after Monday, Oct. 4, 1S97, Passenger
trains will Leave Portland:
For Worcester, Clinton, Ayer Junction, Nashua.
Windham and Eppiug at 7.30 a. m. and 12.30
p. m.
For Manchester, Concord and points North at
7.30 a. m. and 12.30 p. m.

gins, do; Annie L Wilder, Greer.law, Boston;
Lewis R French, Portland.

York for

tero fresh .it lie.

^Molasses

FROM OUR CORRESPONDENTS.
Grace Davis.
Dodge. Portland, to load for St Thomas: John
Proctor, Chase. Boston; Calvin P Harris. Hig-

ROCKP0RT, March 7—Ar, schs

Memoranda.

Extra and Seconds Ou.
Fine and Supers—.

8^ggss‘teady',State and

Cleared.

Barque Celina, Hutton, Buenos Ayres—W H
Lewis.
Barque Samuel H Nickerson, Davis, Buenos
Ayres—Frank Dudley.
Sell May O'Neil, Watts, Trinidad—E George
Str&k6r
Doten
Sch Odell, McDonough, Winterport
Grain Co.

Portland.

—

Con—Large
Shore .... *
email do.. 2
Pollack .... 2

Scb Julia Baker, Spear, Boston.
Sch Winslow Morse, Newton, Boston.
Sell Virginia, Freeman. Boston.
Sch J Baker, Randall, Boston.
Sch Onward. Kallocb, Salem.
Sch Damietta Si Johanns, coastwise.
Schs Albert 'V Black, and Martha D McLaiu,

Ar at 'Buenos

Market.

(By Telegraph]
porter. “Onoe arrived at the sealing
ing counsel.
Mch 7, 1898.
!
Judge Foster then asked several ques- fields it is work, fast and furious, through
NEW YORK—The Flour market—receipts
these bonds every hour of the day and night that
29,867 bblsj exports 21.187 bbis; sales 12,600
tions regarding the sale of
packages; inactive, barely steady.
The first Btreak of
ind tried to ascertain whether it was Mr. work can be done in.
Rye—No 2 Western 68%®59.
Mr. Purington who did the daylight finds the steamer against the
r iour quotations—city mills patents at 6 8o@
Herrick or
6
Portland
Wnoiosai*
Marie
16; winter patents 4 U0®6 40 :clty mills clears
justness.
pack setting the first of her hunting parat S eOftu 76: winter straits 4 6U(ct4 75; Minn,
PORT LA. NO. Mch. 7.
While Mr. Herrick was speaking Judge ties upon the ice—or, if she cannot come
pats 6 33&5 66: winter extras 3 70@4 10:Minr.
The demand for Flour contluues quiet, with bakers 4 40®4 60; winter low grades at 2 90®'
roster pinked up the big volume of town alongside the floe, sending them off in
1
00.
3
Wheat
at
for
04%.
lower, closing
prices
May
“Here is that relio in boats.
Every party upon floating ice "-Bis3 easy, tutu auu uaia uuiob auu obtftbuj
Wheat-receipts 89,725 bush: exports 125,■eports and oaid:
062
bush: salesSLS'Je,COO b Shi futures 16.00
, [uestion.”
jwoopti wuu ib a uuou. vutu juufioiuuo Turpentine lc higher at 460860,
Dus: spot easy; No 2 Red 1 07% f o hallo a? to
d inuai
la-v*
“Who is acting as moderator?” replied and water and some kind of lamp or
The following are to-dy’s wholesale prloes of arive;No 1 Northern xmiutu
to arrive; No 1 hard Manitoba at 110% lob
Provisions. Groceries :cte
stove for the burnng of seal’s blubber,
Ur. nerncK.
Fleur.
Grata.
afloat.
“That is none of your business," re- for there Is no knowing when or In what Sui erflne ACorn oar
39g40
Corn—receipts 26.826 bush: exports S8.525
do nag lota .... 42 bus: sales 425.000 bush;'futures 171,000 spot;
low grades.4 0004 26
“X have just said all that shape the hunters will be able to get
;orted Foster.
Wneat
DagMeal
Dag lots
040 spot steady; No 2 atJ7Vxc xflofi.
Soring
aboard their ship again. A steamer may
Oats—reeeiots 63.t!oO bush; escorts 158,110
[ have to say. I ask no further hearing
ers.ci ana st& 100510 Oats, ear lots
35g36
have parties out upon several floes and
Oats, bag lots
I aleut -frn.
<ir87 bus;sales 16,000 ftusll; spot dull: futures
in this meeting.”
these may drift as many ways apart in
Wneat... 6 9006 26 Cotton SeesDu; No 2 at 31%C; No 3 a; 3i%e; No 2 white
ear lets.00 00028 00
at 83c; No 3 white —e ;traek white at.
Foster then read the article in question, the oonrse of a day so that to pick up all ,iiicn. su’euv
bag lots 0000024 00
Beet steady; 'ninily —.
roller.... 6 8606 60
treasurer the men at night is an impossibility.
saying that it showed that the
clear do.. .6 10*6 x6 sacked Kr'r
Lard easier: Western steam 5 i>7%. ;
does
“The
first
the
hunting party
thing
himself.
work
60
sPE
16
all
this
car
do
lota.
to
■tI,ouis
60017
Pork
easier: mess —. |
was
after disembarking upon the ice is to set
6 36£B BO
ba« k>6sL7 oOifcia <>o
16®20c; do
roller...
Butter steady: Western eream
The Judge then went into the matter of a signal to mark the place where the men
clear do. .6 2005 36 Middling (165004.7 5c factory at il&l»c; Elgms 20c: state dairy 13®
bag ota. .817013 oo Tvc ;do erem 14®i9c.
allroad fares, itemized in the bill, and are to gather on their return. Then the wnt’rwbeai
the
patents.. 6 85*8 00 Mixed feed.... 17 50
Cheese dull; largo white 8%e; small white
for counsel,
saying that men separate, starting by twos over
the
expense
ice In search of seals. Each man carries
“Mr. Purington employed Mr. Herrick at a rope and a stout stick, which serves as
come to
had
he
if
when
of
a valting pole in jumping oraoks on the
an expense
$13,
ioe and as a olub tor killing seals. Both
me I would have given him all the inforthe rope and stiok come into use in helpmation he could have asked for nothing—
ing a man out of the water, a thing that
come.”
he
didn’t
but
has often to be done in seal hunting.
of
the
“When seals are sighted the first aim
discussion
report,
This closed the
of the hunters is to get between them and
and the vote was put and the report acthe water—this can usually be done if
cepted without division.
they are sleeping—then knock on the head
as many as possible before they can flop
ice. A seal,
The ballot box was then opened for the past the hunters and off the
particularly a young one, is very easily
election of town treasurer. Mr. Purington skinned. The blubber adheres to the
Mr. W. W.
was a candidate, and also
skin; they are taken off together and in
and
Hastings. As the balloting proceeded, that shape are carried to theAtship
the end
stowed away for the passage.
Judge Foster asked for a Hastings's vote, of the day’s hunting the two men tie the
and, waving it in the air, dropped It Into skins up with the ropes and drag them
As
the back to the meeting place agreed on.
the ballot box with a smile.
the hardest part of the day’s
balloting proceeded the Judge kept up a This Is
are
lucky if a
The Hastings work, and the hunters
running flre of comment.
crevasse too wide to pass has not opened
of
small
slips
votes were written on
in the ice since morning, cutting them
votes were off from the boat and comrades, or if a
Purington
paper, and the
shut
“Tho Hastings fog or snow squall does not come to
printed on larger paper.
them off from human sight until the air
the
said
awful
Judge, clears.
votes are
small,”
“but they count.”
The Greenland ioe brings down some
nearly full, queer visitors now and then from the tar
Once the ballot box was
north. I have seen the Arctic fox runand he emptied the contents on the table
ning around on the ioe fields, and once
out
it
held
then
again.
two Arctio wolves kept two of us comshouted
some
“Don’t close the polls,”
pany on a pack where we were hunting
for several days. Some aocident had set
one in the audience.
them adrift—a sudden storm, perhaps,
"as
the
said
I
won’t,”
Judge,
“No,
whioh had divided the field ice from the
shore—and they had not ventured to
long as the little ones come in.”
The polls were finally closed, and Judge swim to land, and were carried off on the
floe. They had been on short commons
Foster watohed the counting of the votes
during their voyage apparently, for when
with a good deal of interest as he saw the my oompanion and 1 went a little disturned to the tance away they came boldly np to feed
He
totals being footed.
We had n)
on the seals we had skinned.
audience, “Be prepared, gentlemen,” said
gun or we oould easily have shot them.
he. “ The vote is coming in. If any man For three days they played among the
is an eminent oitlzen, let him consult the hummocks and beoame quite tome toward ns.
Then, six hours before the
coroner.”
to take us off, the
106, steamers came round
vote
Tne
Purington,
stood,
floe we were on bumped against the shore
Hastings, 176. The vote was declared Ice, and the wolves skipped to land.
Arotlo owls often light on tie hnmmooks
amid enthusiastic applause.
rest as they flap their
“You haven’t lost your heads yet,” said of the Ice fields and
way north or south.
Judge Foster, as he turned to the Demo“More formidable visitors sometimes
crats with a smile.
seen on the ice paok are polar bears.
have found
Then, turning to the reporters he said: These are stray ones, whioh
the abundance of seals so attractive that
is some difference between a
“There
them
until
with
they got too
they stayed
judge of the Supreme oourt and a modera- for from the Greenland coast to venture
tor of the town meeting, but I am a man to swim back. They do not offer to at*..1_
_3 T _31 1
fnaa
man
In
n
nut run irom
tack the seal hunters,
them, usually swimming to another floe
couple of weeks, and I am going to begin when they appear. Only onoa have I
now.”
heard of a polar bear’s showing fight at
At this point adjournment was taken suoh a time. A party of s jalers, hunting
with firearms, came unexpectedly upon a
until one o’olock.
white bear. He would have run from
even
with
The afternoon session began
them, but they all opened fire upon him,
At that he
There was a notable wounding him slightly.
larger attendance.
turned and made for the banters. Their
norease of millinery in the gallery.
so
there was
muzzle
1
were
loaders,
guns
Bidding for the office of town collector no time to reload them,and they would
Hiram
and
was
C. M. Wormell
hare fared badly but for the courage and
lively.
H. Bean worked it down to one cent and readinss of an Eskimo, who was with the
He carried a harpoon, and hangfour mills when Wormell withdrew and party.
ing a sealskin on the point of it, he ran
Bean was eleoted.
to meet the bear, thrusting the sealskin
There was a still livelier contest for in the creature’s face. As the bear
road commissioner, C. M. Wormell being stopped for an Instant to tear tbe skin to
the Eskimo dodged round to one
the Foster candidate and Albert
Cope- pieces,thrust the harpoon into the bear’s
side,
Bartlett
W.
L.
and
J.
apThere was a hunter
shoulder and ran
Copeland
land,
pearing in the lists against him. On the whose gun had missed fire. The delaying
bear by the Eskimo gave this man
first ballot 312 votes were cast, Wormell of the
and a lucky
time to prime the piece,
On the second shot broke the bears shoulder. Even at
lacking four of election.
ballot the Foster man forged ahead and that tbe bear kept the hunters lively in
dodging away from him until some of
won by a vote of 176 out of 330.
them reloaded their pieces and finished
“We will now fix the compensation of
him. The skin was sold to a Glouceser
the road commissioner and let us under- fishing skipper, and I believe went at
bills last to some New
England museum.
stand thnt there will be no extra
What has become of other bears that have
brought in,” said the Judge amid ap- drifted to Newfoundland on the paok ice
plause. The compensation was fixed at $2 no one seems to know, but there is a bedollar for lief that they work their way to the
per day with an additional
northwest shore of the island and swim
horse.
the Straits of Bell Isle to the Labrador
The fights were also spirited for school coast, where they are at home.
“The last days of a lucky trip are the
committeeman and town agent.
most uncomfortable ones on board a scaling steamer, as a rule the vessel never
stops taking aboard skins so long as seals
IN DESPAIR.
When the hold has been
can be killed.
If you are in despair from loss of vital- filed, if the catch holds ont, the deck, the
the cabin even, are used for
ity, weakened and nervous prostration forecastle,
the stowing of skins, the men and offihave
no
interest in life, write to cers
apd you
sleeping and eating where they can.
Dr. Greene. 34 Temple Place, Boston, Everything Is
slippery and saturated
with seal oil, whioh sometimes endangers
Mass., and all you have lost will bo re- the
The skins with the
safety.
ship’s
stored. Dr. Greene is the most eminent blubber adhering being packed closely in
the weight hearing upon the
specialist of his time, the most success- the hold,
lower ones expresses the oil In such quanHiB
cures are wonful pbysienn today.
tities that it becomes more dangerous
derful and un equaled by any other than water ballast, and more than one
Is known to have been lost from
physician. You can consult him person- vessel
this cause.”
ally or by letter, free. If you are sick
ERIE AT PHILLIPS.
from ovei-work, errors, indiscretions or

Race. South Bristol and

—

42
92
44

BOSTON. Mch. 7. 1898—The following are
to-day’s quotations of Provisions, etc..’

Domestic

W iscasset.
Steamer Enterprise,
East Boothbay.

^WORCESTER.

PORTLAND & ROCHESTER R. R.

Arrived.

fishing.

f%
16%

0 s. Express.40
soya
Peoples Gas.
46
H omestuke,
Ontario. 3
Paemo Man.
24*4
PulmaniPaiaco....176
Sugar common.124
86
Western Union.
Southern Ry pfd..

PORTLAND

MONDAY MaJCh 7.
Steamer Michigan. (Nor) Bie, Cardiff—To
Chase, Leavett Si Co.
Steamer Williamsport, Godfrey, Philadelphia,
with coal to A B Wright Co.
Steamship St Croix, Allan,Boston for Eastport
ana St John, NB.
Steamer Salacia, Oliver. Boothbay Harbor and

RAILROADS.

RAILROADS.

ISnEW 6

FORT OF PORTLAND.

10%
29

Adams'Express.100
AniencitnlExDress..123

Boston

MARINB

14

r„

_

PRESS.

TIES

IT IS RANDALL AGAIN.

213.

Found
N ew Wants. To Let, F nr Sale. Lost.
under
and similar advertisements will oe found
their appropriate heads on page 0.

39.

Clerk—Littlejohn, R.,68; Bickford, D.,
39.

THE REPUBLICAN WARD TICKETS
ELECTED EXCEPT IN TWO,

iBRIEF JOTTINGS.
The closing Conference year has been
of the
the most prosperous in the history
West End Methodist chnrcb. At a meetof the official Board, held Saturday

A Fine

Day Calls Out

a

Election I'n marked

ing
evening,

a
Rev. H. E. Dunnack, by
to return
unanimous vote, was invited
for the coming year.
diMartha W. Howe has been granted a
Howe for cruel and
vorce from (frank M.

Mayor Randall’s
Total

Majority

046—The

6562—Annexation

Cast

Vote

Good Vote—The

By Any Incident-

Largely Favored in Portland.

Yesterday was a superb spring day,
such a day as calls out the voters who are

abusive treatment.
fever are reported
; Three oases of scarlet
at 9 Newbury street.
leaves
Harry A. Chisholm of this city
in
for New York March 19th to engage
shoot which continues for one

dependent on the weather. At 8 a. m.
the polls were opened and a steady stream
of voters passed into tte voting booths all
day until the close of the polls at 5 p. m.
The booths were very quiet and no incl-

pigeon

Rev.

day evening,

_..

_rfttum

for

---

UliaMlutwun

the coming year.
There was no official session of the mu-,
and
nicipal court yesterday morning,
thisrfirenoon Judge Bofainson will disof civil as well as criminal business.

pose

'by Hon. James P.
’Paper by Mr. Baxter.
The regular monthly meeting of the
Mrs,
'.Woman’s council will be hald at
Morrill’s, 99 Winter street, Wednesday
Presidents
Burning at 10.30 o’clook.
land delegates of the societies belonging

fto

!

the council

Yesterday

are

was

requested to attend.
a
superb] spring day;

of the finest of the
TheBupreme Court

one

season.

adjourned finally
yesterday ^afternoon.
The {Martha Washington society will
I meet Thursday with Mrs. Walker, S3
I

Pearl street, Woodfords.
Mission
The Gospel
and

Y. P.

S. C. E.,

Washingtonian temperance society;

ety

connected with .Congress; street M.
church wiilTiold an open meeting at
this evening In connection
.the vestry
:with the regular prayer meeting. Miss

HON. CHARLES H. RANDALL.

PERSONAL.

__

bridge

is dangerousnntmmnnia at his home OD

mifh

411

Cumberland street.
THE FISH
The

oar

COMMISSION,CAR.

ot the

United States fish

com-

arrived in this oity yesterday
It came from Washington,
morning.
but had stopped over in Boston for sevoral days. Yesterday afternoon the car left
for Bucksport where it will seoure a
the New England
salmon for
lot of

mission

Sportsmen’s exhibition
in|Boston. The ear will
barn to getisome salmon

soon

to be held

also stop at AnThe
and trout.
he of about 8 1-2

taken will
in weight. The trout wanted are
■those that
weigh from six to eight
founds. The car is in;charge of Capt.
"C. Pearce, who is accompanied by
salmon

-founds

three or four assistants.
THE PENSION LIST.

]

dent occurred to give spice or das a to tne
proceedings. In the lower wards there
was apparently rather more activity displayed in getting out the vote on account
of some little talk that had been made in
The
regard to some of the candidates.
result of the election was as anticipated.
Mayor Randall is re-elected by a very
handsome inreased majority and the candidates of the Republican party in five
Eaoh cf
out of seven wards are elected.

granted

residents of Maine as fol-

ows:

s»

$6.1

INCREASE.

Henry G. Dresser, Oldtown, $6 to $8.
ORIGINAL, wmows, ETO.
Evelln WilderjNeal, Tremont, $8.
A despatch to the London Daily Mai
from Hong Kong, says fresh rebellion hai
and Sc
broken out in the Philippines
killed.
N<
Spanish soldiers have been
further details are known at Hong Kong

3

er
8»

£2

a

:

a

Ward 1,
Island 1,
Island 2,
Ward 2,
Ward 3,
Ward 4,
Ward 5,
Ward 6,
Ward 7,755

413
40
32
657
301
415
325
293
318

27
2
5
13
28
13
24
17
20

13
1
14
8
23
11
10
16
12

3604

2693

148

107

5td
66
44
284
685
358
475
536

—
—

—

for the same purposes.

Warden—Stephenson, R., 301; Wilson,
D., 661.

Clerk—Clarke, R., 298; Conley, D., 552.
Constables—Williams, R., 296; Flynn,
R, 297; Jordan, D., 656; Cummings, 1.
Annexation—Yes, 530; No, 177.

WARD

10

ONE.

Alderman—Spragne, R., 525: Morrill,
D., 409; McDonald, P., 23; scattering, 1.
Councilmon—Gerrish, R., 507; Lefavor,
R., 622: Huston, R., 499; Loring, D., 420;
Conneen, D., 397; Fossett, D., 402; Gibson, P., 23; Billings, P., 23; Straw, P.,
21; scattering, 26.
Warden—Chisholm, R., 613; Littlefield,
D., 412; scattering, 1.
Clerk—Monroe, R., 530; Bradley, D..
402.
Constables —Covell, R., 541;

535;

Barnaby, D., 400;

Field, R.,
Moyinhan, D.,

397.

by the
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:ing powder

is ptir-

L S. Government for
Les of Army Officers.
ntee of quality, for

Mid’s

king P©wdes*
nalyzed

and found

of tartar powder
have been bought.

vy

Cleveland Baking Powder Co., Now York.

Warden—Conly, R., 341; Gibson, I).,

427.

Clerk—Way, R., 365; McDonough, D.,

415.

Constables—Merrill, R., 365; Sawyer,
363; Hall, D., 415; Hall, D., 415.
Annexation—Yes, 486; No, 148.

R.,

WARD

FIVE.

Alderman—Dow, R., 492; Rogers, D.,
319; Pearson, P., 26; scattering, 1.
Brown,
Councilmen—Smith, K., 495;
R., 495; Josselyn, R., 493; Spaulding, P.,
318; Thaxter, D., 316; Edwards, D., 315;
Boswortb, P., 24; Damon, P., 24; Hamblen, P., 24.
Warden—Bynon, R., 494; Fenley, D.,
323.

Clerk—Loring, R., 494; Wish, D., 323.
Constables—Perry, R., 492; Thrasher,
R., 486; Roach, D., 328; Hayes, D., 331.
School Committee—Hutchinson, K., 497;
Barton, D., 319; Dyer, 2,
Annexation—Yes, 673; No, 139.
WARD SIX.

IS

am

Alderman—Moore, R., 365; Merrill, D.,
408; Johnson, P., 12.
Connoilmen—Howe, R.,360; Woodbury,
R., 357; Naylor, K., 851; Chase, D., 416;
Burke, D.,426; Connolly, D., 416; Perrigos,
P., 22; Burnham, P., 12; Doughty, P.,
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The fifth ten inch gun
Portland Head.
the
now at Tort Preble on the way to
Head will be taken in hand by the electrics today and carried to its destination
where it will be mounted.

WARD THREE.

—

4

They Will Be Used In the Great Ten Inch
Guns,

Councilmen—Johnson, R., 303; Brown,
Yesterday a vessel arrived at this port
300; Driscoll, D., 546;
McLaughlin, Jr., D., 547; Rosenberg, L>., bringing thirty-three thousand pounds of
icu mua
539; Orr, P., 11; Dyer, P., 11; Pieroe, P., projecMies iui mo

—

—

PROJECTILES ARRIVED,

H.,301; Cole, R.,

<9

Randall’s majority
Total vote 6562.
646, against 368 last year. A gain of 278.

RESTORATION, REISSUE AND INCREASE.

Elias C. Neal, deceased, Tremont,

z; scattering,

Alderman—Lamson, R., 576; Lynch,
D., 290; Weir, P., 17.
Councilmen—Waldron, R 582; Pierce,
R., 685; Thomas, Jr., K., 585; Owen, D.,
279;
274; Wengren, D., 275; Lunt, D.,
Norcross, P., 14; Jordan, P., 14; Delano,
P.. 14; scattering, 2Warden—Gray, R., 6S0; Mouiton, D.,
277.

Clerk—Bail, R., 583; Magner, D., 2S1.
Constables—Joy, K., 584; Johnson, R.,
683; Morgan. D., 380; Gay, D., 281.
Annexation—Yes, 611; No, 162.
WARD SEVEN.

Alderman—Smith, K., 783; Clifford, D.,
308; Bent, P., 17; scattering, I.
Councilmen—Goudy, R., 782; Milliken,
R„ 788; Phillips, R.. 791; Ililleher, D.,
Pinkerton, D.,
303; Sherman, D., 311;
306; Orr, P., 10; Williams, P., 17; Bur2.
rowes, P., 18; scattering.
Warden—Hanson, rt., 100; iwuruoj, u.,
310.
Clerk—Neal, R., 790; Coyne, D.. 308.

Constables—Jones, R., 707;
Cousins,
R., 707; t rank, I)., 305; Huston, D., 305.
255.
Annexation—Yes, 782; No,
LENTEN ORGAN RECITAL.

The programme of the recital to be givin St. Luke’s cathedral this afternoon
at 3.45 will be:
Bach
Prelude and Fuguo in G minor,
Bachman
Chanson Ballade,
Dubois
des.Rrsls
Marche
Mages,
Walther’s Priestlied,
Wagner
Marche Funebre,
Chopin
Guilmant
Fiualo from Sonata Op. 61,

LAW COURT.

Interesting

Decision in

a

Cumberland

County Case.
The following rescript has been received
from the Law Court:

Cumberland,

ss.

Adajrio,
b, Allegro vivace

con

fuoco.
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By years
we

endeavor

persevering

of

have obtained about all the &
success possible in the manufacture of the well-known ^
Douglas Shoe. It is as close jjj

to the acme of

perfection

/!>
/ft

give in the quality that which
would

!

profit

otherwise

is

the

Our

CALF
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Our store

is

a

A. I.

etc-

or

X
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and

in single dress patterns,
other popular weaves in
$7.50 to $12.00 pattern

The largest purchase of the

We give Cambric Skirt
every wool dress we sell.

...

RIGH SiLK

NOVELTIES.
The great Silk department
cf ours measured by value of
stock and volume of business
done is a store of itself, and its

designation

The Portland Silk Store
has been naturally acquired.
The

department

is now bedecked with its

The assortment is

for every purpose.
fascinating. The latest novelties

are

headache, had
Cure
mouth, coated
taste
tongue, gas in the stomach,
distress and indigestion. l)o

25 cents.
not weaken, but have tonic effect.
The only ±*illa to take with bsod's Sarsaparilla.

j

new

in

bewildering
in design
a

unusual

stock of Silks
way, though
and marvelous

in color effect.

One of the chief features of our Silk stock is the large and
desirable line of New Waist Silks—elegant New Taffetas in checks,
plaids, bayeaere and travers stripe effects from $1.00 to 2.50 yard.
Dress Silks in black and colors of every description and at all

prices.

THIS WEEK
We

are

showing the

new

things

hot weather

in thin cotton stuffs for

wear.

Fine French

Muslins—Organdie Grenadines

Fancy

and

dotted Swisses.
These goods

SPRING WOOLENS

some

every

are

designed

require silk linings.
description.

to be made up over colored
a full line of suitable

We carry

linings—
linings of

We have laces and ribbons [for trimming these goods—
Point d’Paris—Valenciennes and Fancy Torchons laces, and ribbons
in all colors and combinations.

EASTMAN BROS. & BANCROFT.
THE RIGHT

it is

ripe.

i

TfiE
fruit is when

%

If you wait too long, it

5

to

gather

t^'ill become rotton and worthless.
The

“A good reputation is
valuable than
more

money.”—From
adage.

an

against

old

come.

is

why

return

we

ask you to

stay

right
fire

time to insure

is

property

hefore the

flames

everything,

you can’t get

insurance, and if you could get it,

unsatis-

it wouldn’t be worth

factory purchase and
receive your money
back.

anything.

The right agents in Portland

!

H. H. HAY & SON, Middle St,

•

Drugs and Paints.

•
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If you wait till the fire has f

licked up

We believe it, anti this

legal points:

sick
in the

with

Lining—best quality—free

completed by

First—That judicial comity would nof
allow the Circuit court to tako jurisdiction inasmuch as intho whole subjec!
litigation in the
matter was already
courts of Michigan, basing this contenestablished
legal printion on tho well
of
judicial comity
ciple that tho spirit
a court to interfere
witli
will not permit
is already
in custodin
property which
ip another jurisdiction, and that the

lies main-

iirsc

W. L. CARD,

_

season

court, whether state

10 PER CENT. DISCOUNT FROM
REGULAR PRICES FOR CASH.

and then purchase for a small
deliv- by default,
contract on the figure at the foreclosure sale for their own
ery in Indiana, Webb’s
On filing the bill,
the notes must be regarded as interest and benefit.
back of
an Indiana contract.
to show cause was issued by
order
an
The notes not being paid by the makers,
Webb, returnable the twentyRoads claims to hold Webb s estate as Judge
The defence insists that the eighth of last month, at which time Mr.
endorser,
by the law Turner appeared, and on representing to
notes
wero not negotiable,
morchant, and the plaintiff is but an as- the court that his clients, the officers of
chose
in notsignee of a non-negotiable
the company, resided in various cities of
ion, and cannot maintain this suit.
provides that the West), and that he had not had time to
of Indiana
A statuo
“notes payable to order or bearer in a communicate with them, Judge Putnam
bank in this state shall he negotiable as
them until yesterday morning tc
inland bills of exchange, and the payee allowed and file counter affidavits in op
recover
may
as
in
prepare
thereof
endorsee
and
The Indiana court position to the motion for a receiver. On
of such bills.
case
of these affidavits, Mr. Hale
holds that “so far as the statute places examination
the footing of in- concluded not to press his motion for c
promissory notes upon it
so the caso was continued foi
and
subjects them receiver
land bills of exchange,
Mr. Turner is his brief
further action.
for the defendant sets out the following

styies

Poplin

Illuminated Suitings, Cobalines, Checked Poplins, Etamines, Checked Cheviots, Bayedere Novelties, Travers
Suitings, &c.

AN OPPORTUNITY FOR EARLY BUYERS.

transfer being

other choice

ly in piece goods—goods by the yard.
yard. In variety our present showing of Novelty Wool
and Silk and Wool fabrics, high class in design, astonishingly low in
price is rarely to be found outside of the larger markets.

898a

mTht

are

to $1,50

before one year after date we
for the
Robinson and Turner appeared
promise to pay to the order of James
The Gladstone
Webb, $1100 with 6 per cent interest per defendant corporation.
date and attorneys’ fees. company was organized in this state for
annum from
a
a
§
Value received without any relief what- the purpose of buying, selling and ima
a
from valuation and appraisement
ever
owns valuable
and
real
estate,
laws. The drawers and endorsers several- proving
the city of Gladstone, Miohigan.
ly waive presentment or payment, pro- land In
test and notice of protest, and non-pay- In January,
1804, acting under a vote of
My Spring Woolens having arrived, I
ment of this note. Negotiable and pay- the stockholders, the company executed
have placed them on my counters, and
able at the Citizens’ National bank of
on
a
part of this until March 10th, I will take orders for
large
Muncie, Indiana, with 8 per cent interest a mortgage
to secure the payment of bonds them at
after maturity until paid.
property
The bill sets
Soon after Webb reoeived the notes he to the amount of $100,000.
engaged the snme broker at Munoie to out that tho company is Insolvent and
a
few
months
Within
“sell the same."
of these bonds are
thereafter this broker, “negotiated a sale that the greater part
Dooming
Of the notes anu LUO
held by the larger stockholders, and that
the same” as stated in the agreed state- tho executive committee and managing
After March 10, they will be advanced
ment, to the plaintiff for *2000.
I would be glad to
of the company fraudulently and to regular prices.
Webb thereupon assigned the mortgage officers
allowed the comrany to be de- have you look through my line and get
to the plaintiff, Roads, and wrote upon
note “For value
reRespectfully,
the back of each
faulted upon taxes and interest upon the prices.
ceived.
I, James Webb, horehy assign,
and nave not attempted to prevent
bonds,
Hardin
unto
Roads
deliver
and
transfer
the proceedof Munoie, Indiana, or his ordor, all my foreclosure of the mortgage,
and to the
had in the
right, title and interest in
ings for which are now being
within nore and the mortgage securing state courts of Michigan, and sets forth
Merchant Tailor, 46 Free St.
“James
Webb.”
some.
the
febloeod3w8p
mortgage were then that these officers are fraudulently acting
The notes and
the _——.
sent to the broker at Muncie, who de- and conspiring in collusion with
livered them to Roads, and received pay- bondholders to allow the foreclosure to go
“On

from the

Goods that sell for from 75c

whioh
or
federal,
obtains jurisdiction of the res is enthe
until
it
litigation is
titled to retain
settled.
Second—That the situation of this case
did not warrant the appointment of a reor
ceiver, this remedy being a provisional or
auxiliary one, invoked as an adjunct not
aid to the principal relief sought, and
of the
as in this oase, the ultimate object
In other words, there must be
action.
the
some principal controversy to which
That the apappointment is ancillary.
of
exercise
is
the
pointment of a receiver
of the
one of the high prerogative powers
equity court, of a most delicate^ nature,
and to be used with circumspection, and
reonly when the court is convinced that
lief is needful, and that it is the appropriate means for seouring appropriate
That insolvency alone is not a
ends.
sufficient ground for appointing a reapceiver, aud that a receiver is never
pointed merely because the measure can
do no harm.
Third—That the minority stockholders
direct and
and more
Koarls understood tne transaction to no have adequate
eflioient remedy by intervening and bea sale of tha notes, as commodities, with
suit in
on
the part of Webb as an coming parties to the foreclosure
no liability
being an estabbut that Roads the Michigan courts, it
endorser or guarantor,
stockholder
to rely solely upon the lished principle of law that a
relied and was
in oaso of a collusive foreclosure may he
responsibility of the makers and the allowed
to come in as a defendant and set
mortgage security.
whioh the
corporation
up the defense
Judgment for Defendant.
That a receiver
ought to have set up.
act by Intervention tn the forecould
only
IN THE CIRCUIT COURT,
than
closure suit and could do no more
stockholders themselves.
tho minority
be appointed,
That if a receiver should
Suit of Minority Stockholders Against the
the court would have to hedge him about
Gladstone Co.
wit#such strict and narrow limitation,
owing to judicial comity, that l.o would
neoessarily have his hands tied at tho outA somewhat interesting case was set set.
Fourth—That the bill is defective in
down for hearing yesterday forenoon in
that it charges fraud in general terms,
Putnam.
before
court
Judge
the Circuit
but does not allege the specilio. acts .which
other minority constitute the fraud, and that it does not
J. Frank Collom and
stockholders of the Gladstone company aver any exouse for the laohes apparent
inasmuch as the foreclosure
on its face,
brought a bill in equity against the Gladmonths
were begun several
proceedings
the
to
enjoin
stone
company
effort the plainago, and this is the first
company, its officers and agents from tiffs have made to prevent them.
as
the sale of the property
disposing of any property belonging to R Inasmuch
under foreclosure proceedings is so near
of
and
for
the
appointment
the company,
the parties
at hand, it is probable that
Hall and
Messrs. Powers,
a receiver.
will make some amicable adjustment and
for
the
dismiss the bill without prejudice.
Jones of Boston prepared the bill
complainants, and Hon. Clarence Hale
incithe law merchant, and all its
dents.
By the law merohant, a note to be negotiable, must run to order or bearer, be
payable in money, for certain deilnite
Bum, on demand, at sight, or in a certain
time, or upon the happening of an event
which must occur, and payable absolutely and not upon a contingency.
These notes call for payment of a certain sum, “and attorneys’ fees,” the latter
being uncertain, indefinite, and to
This provision
some [extent contingent.
renders the notes not negotiable by the
law merohant.
Upon question of general commercial
law like this, this court will apply that
law according to its judgment and is not
bound by decisions of the courts in Indiana.
The plaintiff is assignee of non-negoOf endorsee
tiablo notes. The relation
did not exist between plaintiff and Webb,
be
maintained.
and this action cannot
The court is also satisfied, from all the
evidence in the case, that both Webb and
to

weave

Thats not all.

tlX 1
Kid> Enamel>

HAMILTON, Manager.

spring stuffs.

popular again for nobby

very

very pretty but less expensive.
plain and illuminated effects,

®
full assortment of SJ

546 CONGRESS ST.

are

entirely different

Then there

w

grow brassy.
If you prefer some
other leather,we have

located at

up

new

designs Individso
charmingly,

|

never

^

as

trom

ion

514.00 and $15.00 pattern

I

Douglas,
$ Brockton,
/h Mass>

artistic

so

shown

is seen in the

tasn

wear, although In
Crepons of the past, and the
styles are very effective coming as they do in the new Bayedere and
Souffle effects, There are many styles to choose from,

CrepOBS

an

of the latest fashionable ®
shades,-a perfect storm re- ™
sister; is made on the Cadet W
last> has heayy oak leather
soles, fast-color hooks and
y
eyelets, which always *
hold their color and ®
Z

Catalogue

blending

or

stuay

Exclusive

finds more.

Never has color

the weaving

®
®
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Winter Russet Shoe

(ft from w l
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to

of middlemen.

which is shown here,

^

$

go

RUSSIA STORM
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'ft

|

ually limited.
nor

Investigation

quarter.

every

and diligent effort can render it.
Being manufactured especially $
for this trade, and sold direct, we $

as

a

Our exhibit this spring pictures

$

as care
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SPRING WOOL
DRESS FABRICS.

BEST IN
THE WORLD

shoes
bought

Hardin Roads vs. Emellne R. Webb,
administratrix.
Rescript, Stront, J.—James Webb, defendant’s interstate husband and a resident of this state, through a real estate
broker in Muncie, Indiana, early in 1892,
sold to Gerralis and Masters, a parcel of
for $3,300.
He
real estate in Muncie,
received therefor $1100 in cash, and two
notes of the purcbaLes.of $1100 eaoh, dated
on or
September 29, 1892, payable,onone,
or
before
before one year, the other,
two years. These notes were secured by
this city
of
to Webb, of the same land. and Arthur Belcher, Esq.,
a mortgage
The terms of both notes were except as appeared as looal counsel with them, and
to time of payment as follows:
Levi Turner, Esq., of the firm of Libby,

en

a,

§

(ft

i.

Alderman—Rounds, R., 499; Verrill,
the ladies who were independent candi3.
dates for school oommittee received recog- D., 393; Orr., P., 25; scattering,
Councilmen—Barker, R., 626; Johnson,
nition but their votes did not materially
R., 625; Sloman, R., 620; McGillicuddy,
affect those of the regular nominees.
D., 288; Standish, D., 296; Washburn, D.,
not
Oakes, P., 22; Coffin, P., 22; Boothwas
294;
on
annexation
vote
The
quite
by. P., 21; scattering, 1.
as large as the total vote oast, but comWarden—Carney, K., 629; Bishop, D.,
The total vote 293
pared favorably with it.
There were
Clerk—Morse, R., 628; Magner, D., 291.
on this question was 6408.
Constables—Skillings, R. ,(629; Jason, R.,
4137 in favor to 1271 opposed, a majority
628;'Hersey, D., 294; Verrill, D., 292.
of 2866 in favor of annexation.
School Committee—Brownson, R., 620;
The entire city vote follows in detail:
Bates, D., 285; Thompson, I., 13.
Annexation—Yes, 562; No, 148.
t<
S3
S3
S3
£
o
o
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WARD FOUR.
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Washington, [ March «4.—Pensions have
been

JJ., D4»; Llttieneid, f.,

J

I

received one and the other was given to
The Gordon
a retired offioer of the army.
of
mark
Bleu is another
exceptional
honor. One of tho recent cases in which
it was awarded was that ia which a sailor
plunged overboard in a storm in tho
tropics in an effort to save the life of a
It was in the darkness of
companion.

BIG

^

L Douglas

$3»a SHOE

s

/ft
/ft

sorts

daughter of Ur. C. F.
Isabell Allen,
Allen of this city, will be present and
give a talk upon the Home Mission work.

.

of medals In use, that given for deeds of
the greatest heroism
being the gold
medal.
Only twice, however, has the
Grace Darling
gold medal been given.

ganization is supported by voluntary
contributions and is actively engaged in
the work of saving life
through the
medium of the life saving stations which
it maintains and the appliances it provides at watering places and bathing re-

’"E.

8th.
M. S. Fisher, the hatter,

point

the night and the 6ea was Infested with
sharks, but the man did not hestltate and
was selected as one of the fewj to receive
The
this especial testimonial to valor.
is only a small
giving of these medals
The orpart of the work of the society.

iwill hold a union temperance meeting at
< Gospel
Mission hall, this evening at 7.45
! o’clock. All are invited.
Sunday the steamship Michigan came
1-into the harbor. The-Michigan has been
\ m artered by the Grand Trunk to carry a
cargo from Portland to Hamburg.
The Woman’s Home Missionary Soci-

left
The Misses Griffith and UeCoster
where they will
yesterday for ?Cew York,
the
spend the next two weeks getting
latest spring styles in millinery.
comMr. Elbridge Lord, former county
has
missioner for Cumberland county,
draw-tender {atjPorta
been appointed
and will go on-duty March
land

Humane Society of England a
bronze
medal to be presented to
Chief Officer
Frank Kollo of tho
steamship Devona
who, on one cold day last January,
jumped overboard while the steamer was
lying at the Grand Trunk wharves to

hundred years ago. Queen Victoria is its
patron and the Duke of Argyll the presiIn 1897 it gave rewards to 716 perdent.
sons, these rewards being for bravery in
the saving of life and including medals
and testimonials. There are several forms

was

j

Medal

closed in a case and the name of the man
on it
to whom it is given is engraved
The
with an appropriate inscription.
Royal Humane society was formed over a

entertained
Baxter last evening..

Fraternity club

The

a

NEW AiAvnAiisAjncnrs*,

ADVERTISEMENTS.

Society.

that the rescue was the work of
a British subject who jumped
from the
The medal
deck of a British ship.
but as
reaohed here yesterday morning,
Mr. Kollo had just gone to sea on his ship
it will,not be presented to him until his
The medal is ennext visit to this port.

M. E. ohurch held SaturH. E. Dunnack, by a

the West Edd

Receives

Vice Consul Keating received yesterday
morning from the secretary of tho Royal

the

“•Handicap.
of
At a meeting of the official board
;

Keating

NEW

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

ROLLO,

Constable—Doughty, R., 68.
School Committee—Hall, R., 68; Butler, rescue John Nolan, an aged employe of
the Portland company.
Nolan had been
D., 0; Pollister, I., 1.
Annexation—Yes, 13; No, 9.
sent to the steamer to do some work.
In
ISLAND WARD TWO.
climbing over the rail he missed his footAlderman—Sprague, R., 68; Morrill, 33; ing and fell to the water between the ship
McDonald, P., 0.
Kolio
wharf.
immediately
Councilmen—Gerrish, R
58; Lefavor, and the
R„ 67; Huston, R., 58; Loring, D., 32; jumped after him and “kept him afloat
to the
Conneen. D., 33; Fossett, D., 32; Gibson, until both men were drawn up
P., 5; Billings, P., 6; Straw, P., 6.
wharf. The application for the medal was
Warden—Ackley, R., 57; Brackett, D., made
by Mr. Keating who took the
^
32.
Clerk—Jones, R., 57; Blackman, D., 33. affidavits of the witnesses and forwarded
Constable—Straw, 57; Trefethen, D.,32. with them the account of the affair
School Committee—Hall, R., 58; Butler,
As
printed in the PRESS at the time.
D., 32; Pollister, I., 3.
the rescue occurred outside the British
Annexation—Yes, 31; No, 20.
possessions there was doubt as to whether
WARD TWO.
under the rules of the society the medal
Man
nix,
■
Alderman—Maddox, R., 296;
could be awarded, but Mr. Keating made

It i* called the (irand American.

week.

OFFICER

from the Humane

Morrill,
Alderman—Sprague, R., 68;
D., 39; McDonald, P., 2.
Counollmen—Gerrish, R., 68; Lefavor,
H., 65; Huston, R., 62; Loring, D., 39;
Conneen, D., 46; Fossett, D., 39; Gibson,
P., 2; Billings, P., 2; Straw, P., 2.
Warden—Bickford, R., 68; McVane, D.,

He Is Elected By a Largely Increased Majority.

CHIEF

Consul

ISLAND WARD ONE.

Eastman Bros. & Bancroft.
K. Libby Co.
Hines Brothers Co.-2,
Owen, Moore Jii Co.
©Id Folks’ Concert.

a

Vice

Annexation—Yes, 658; No,

AUyKlCT'rSlCMJEMXa lOBAS,

MW

FOR

School Committee—Hall, R., 533; Butler, D.,386; Polluter, Ind., 26; scattering,

are

|

X
T
♦

DOW & PINKHAHI, X1
Exchange

$t.

♦

